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advancement of national defense-related concepts. The views expressed in this publication are those of the author and do not
reflect the official policy or position of the Department of Defense or the United States government.
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To the Reader

As with any published work, the material immediatelydates itself, thus at times becoming less relevant. These two volumes
have been written with the expressed intent of remaining valid for as many years as possible--with the hope of impartingan
educational framework to build upon rather than current and specific facts that often change quickly. We hope the reader will
learn principlesand be stimulatedin thought, rather than struggle with errata induced by rapid change.
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Maj Michael J. Muolo
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Maxwell AFB AL 36112-6426

"The space support for Desert Storm [and] Desert Shield will probably be the minimumsupport expected in any future crisis."

Vice Adm W. A. Dougherty, USN
Deputy Commander, US Space Command
15-21 April 1991
Space News

"The Gulf War 'was the first space war . . . it was the first war of the space age.' "

Gen MerrillA. McPeak
Air Force Chief of Staff
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8 April 1991
Aviation Week & Space Technology

"Our technology superiority, particularlyin space, was essential to our ability to prosecute the war quickly, safely and
successfully."

Donald Atwood
Department of Defense Deputy Secretary
22 April 1991
MilitarySpace

"This was the first war in which space played a central part, and DSP was a very importantpart of it."

Henry Cooper
Director of US Strategic Defense InitiativeOrganization
1-7 April 1991
Space News

"Space systems have become an integral part of all battle resources."

Lt Gen James S. Cassity, Jr., USAF
Director of Command, Control, and Communicationsfor the Joint Chiefs of Staff
1-7 April 1991
Space News

"Imaging and SIGINT satellitesplayed a very major role in the success of the air war and as a result, the success of the ground
war, just in terms of providing a comprehensive target list, target base, for planning the air war, [and] allowing the assessmentof
damage."

Jeffrey T. Richelson
National Security Archive
Washington D.C.
4 March 1991
Aerospace Daily
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Foreword

For over 30 years, space has been integral to the security of the United States and its allies. Secretary of the Air Force Donald B.
Rice said, "Space forces are a central element of our global reach, the principal attributeof the Air Force' s aerospace operations
of the future."

Recent conflictshave underscored the role space now plays in our combat capability. Our navigation satellitesprovide instant
pinpoint positioningand targeting informationto aircraft, ground forces, ships, and command centers. Communicationssatellites
provide global connectivitybetween all levels of our national security infrastructure. Weather satellitesreport meteorological
data in near real time directly to forces in the theater. Early warning satellites, which detect and report ballisticmissile launches,
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serve strategicobjectives as well as tacticalpurposes. These and other space systems will continue to be essential to the success
of future militaryoperations. Whenever and wherever American men and women fight, space will forevermorebe critical to
their success.

Air Force policy states, "Spacepower will assume as decisive a role in future combat operations as airpower has today." As we
move toward this goal, educating our future leadership becomes even more critical. Air Force Space Command has collaborated
with Air University to produce this new edition of the Space Handbook. It is an excellent two volume instructionaland
reference manual. Volume 1 discusses space system organizations, roles and missions, policy, and space applications. Volume 2
provides an introduction to the physical laws and principlesof space.

This handbook will provide new students of space a sound basis from which to grow and will stimulateexperienced
professionals. It is your guide to space and your invitationto all the excitementand opportunity therein.

[Signature]

JAY W. KELLEY
Lieutenant General, USAF
Commander, Air University

Preface

One of the primary efforts of all space advocates is to integrate, fully and effectively, the tremendous force enhancement
capabilitiesof space-related assets into our national war-fighting capabilities. Lt Gen Thomas S. Moorman, Jr., states that Air
Force Space Command's focus should relate to learning what the war-fighting commands need in the way of space systems.
Part and parcel of this job is to demystify space and develop new applicationsfor our space products.

Recent militaryoperations have shown that the immense tacticalapplicationpossibilitiesof current space systems are underused.
The reason is that the war fighters are not familiarwith space assets or capabilitiesand therefore do not have the tools or training
to use them. The primary focus of this volume is to educate and begin to convince war fighters that space systems can do so
much more for them than simply let them watch the fight. If the vast potential of space systems is fully understood and
effectivelyapplied, space can have a tremendous impact on mission planning and execution, saving friendly lives and increasing
weapon effectiveness.

Need

Support from space assets has been successful in several recent operations. For example: Desert One (Iran), Urgent Fury
(Grenada), El Dorado Canyon (Libya), and Just Cause (Panama). Prior to the massive effort to integrate space into the Desert
Storm theater, most efforts using space had limitedsuccess and focused mostly on communicationsand intelligence. Primarily,
this focus was due to a lack of knowledge and understanding of space systems capabilitieswithin the war-fighting community.
Most requests were ad hoc reactions and piecemeal efforts, not fully coordinated between users and providers of space systems.

Classified Annex A to this handbook covers in-depth space support to Operation Desert Storm. Even though Desert Storm was
tremendouslysuccessful, it showed the need for better space understanding and applications. Gen Norman Schwarzkopf echoed
this idea when he briefed Congress on problems with battle damage assessmentand intelligencedissemination. Better space
applicationscan greatly improve these areas as well as other missions.

Potential

We have not fully exploited the expansive potential of space systems. We have extremely sophisticatedand capable space
systems that have the advantages of high volume collectionand relay of global data in real time or near real time. These
advantages allow our forces to see, measure, and proactively respond to a threat. However, among other problems, the users
have prototype equipment operated by untrained personnel which results in a trickle of noncurrent informationto the unit and
aircrew level. Also, there is the continuing problem of overclassifyingthe output and products of some space systems. Space
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asset owners and operators must capitalizeon the enormous amount of money already spent on space systems and maximize
their capabilitiesin supporting combat execution.

Desert Storm featured a great improvement in space system utility, giving us a new baseline from which to grow. According to
Lt Gen Thomas S. Moorman, Jr., "We proved our worth in the Persian Gulf, and in the future we will prove our worth as we
continue to enhance combat effectivenesswith space systems." Space provided criticalsupport to all the services in navigation,
communications, weather, and intelligence. In an encouraging article fromAir Force Magazine, James Canan writes, "In
militarycircles, space is losing its high-flown, R&D aura and is taking on a down-to-earth, operational look. Warfighting
commanders are fast becoming sold on space systems." The informationthat space systems provide to tactical forces is
extremely well received and changes the way we plan a lot of missions. We are making a difference! This difference is an
example of what needs to happen, but we must also improve our education process.

Increasing the War Fighter's Comfort
Index for Space Systems

According to Lt Gen Thomas S. Moorman, "Our goal [as space advocates] is to create a climatewhere the flying commands are
comfortablewith space, and think of space solutions to their operational problems." The space community needs to sell the
utilityand value of space to the war fighters and thereby increase their comfort index on space. Lt Col Randy Peixotto, Air
Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC) states, "AFSOC forces use space capabilitieson a daily basis and on every
operational mission, but like most organizations, we do not normally recognize the extent to which we are dependent on
satellites." War-fighting commands have to become familiarwith what is available and practice using it. We need to ensure they
have continuous hands-on access to hardware even during peacetime. The phrase "train as we fight" applies here and lies at the
heart of the Space Handbook. This text is a training tool or a stepping stone for the uninitiatedand is for use by neophytes who
need to be aware of the capabilitiesand potential of space. We must educate our leaders and war fighters on space, and the
Handbook is a means to help.

The bottom line is that Air Force Space Command and the Space Handbook focus on space as a force enhancer to war-fighting
operations. The objective is to provide better understanding which will capitalizeon the billionsof dollars invested in space
systems to allow us to execute combat operations more effectively.
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Chapter 1

_____________________________________________________

Space History

The Evolution of Space Power

The seeds of American rocket science sprouted haphazardly in a climateof apathy and ridicule. Due to a lack of interest in
research and development before World War II, America's early rocket pioneers found few, if any, financial sponsors. Thus,
European rocketeers took a substantial lead in rocket science.

Robert Goddard, the earliestand arguably the greatest American scientist in rocketry, was born in 1882. Inspired by the writings
of H. G. Wells, Goddard began experimentingwith solid-propellant rockets during World War I and, with the help of the
Smithsonian Institution,l published his first thesis on rocket propulsion, "A Method of Obtaining Extreme Altitudes" in 1919.2
He began experimentingwith liquid rocket engines in 1923.

Goddard conducted more than 100 static tests, 48 live flight tests, and developed the first functional gyroscopic attitude control
system for rockets. Other firsts included the first liquid propellant rocket in 1926 and pressure and pump feed systems. These
were tremendous accomplishmentsby amateur standards, which is the way he should be rated when compared to the highly
organized German efforts of the same period. His one-man-show methods were totally outdated by 1940, and his secrecy left
his later and most importantwritings unpublished.3

Goddard was not the only American interested in rockets. The American InterplanetarySociety (AIS), founded in 1930,
sponsored liquid propellant rocket experimentson a farm in New Jersey. AIS changed its name to the American Rocket Society
(ARS) in 1934.4 Of greater significancethan ARS's rocket experimentswas the founding of Reaction Motors, Incorporated (the
first American private firm devoted to rocketry) by four ARS members.5

During World War II, the Allies became increasinglyaware of the tremendous technologicaledge the Germans had in rocket
development.6 The Allies began laying plans as early as 1942 to plunder German technology after the war, and a new type of
militaryunit, the scientificintelligenceunit, appeared in British and US services.7 The Soviets also demonstratedan interest in
German technologies, and all these units worked to uncover as many Nazi secrets as possible because their respective
governments were anxious to create their own rocket programs.8 In the United States too, there was high-level government
interest in German rockets. The National Defense Research Committeebecame the Office of ScientificResearch and
Development, a very powerful organization with direct access to the president. Headed by Vannevar Bush, chairman of the
National Advisory Committeeon Aeronautics (NACA),9 this organization worked loosely with similarBritish organizations
gathering scientificintelligence.10 Towards this end, the British and Americans on one hand and the Soviets on the other tried to
keep as much of this informationfrom each other as possible.11

Late in the war, the Germans used their rockets as vengeance weapons against the Allies. The German's greatest achievement,
the A-4 or V-2--the first medium-range ballisticmissile--had a length of 46.1 feet and a 56,000-pound-thrust engine powered by
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alcohol and liquid oxygen. Driven by its liquid propellant engine, the V-2 had a range of approximately200 miles. Its warhead
consisted of 2,000 pounds of amatol. For the most part, the V-2 and the earlier V-1 Buzzbomb had little immediateeffect, but
Hitler's weapons did exact a vengeance of sorts after the war by touching off a major internationalcompetitionto secure the
spoils of the Peenemunde rocket center.12

On 11 April 1945, US Army intelligenceunits reached the Mittelwerke, the secret underground V-2 factory in the Harz
Mountains.13 (The Germans had moved production of the V-2 there after Allied bombing heavily damaged Peenemunde.14) As
part of Operation Hermes (an American plan to secure rocket expertise), US personnel searched for German scientiststo help
with US rocket development and to get them out of the area before the Soviets arrived.15 (Both Peenemunde and the
Mittelwerkewere in the Soviet zone of occupation.) The Army immediatelyshipped enough parts to the US to assemble 100
V-2s for testing at White Sands Proving Grounds (now White Sands MissileRange [WSMR]) in New Mexico.16 Then on 2
May 1945, the Peenemunde rocket group (including Maj Gen Walter Dornberger, militarychief of the rocket program, and
Wernher von Braun, the chief scientist) surrendered to the US Seventh Army. By 30 September 1947, the US had recruited and
contracted 457 German scientistsand technicians who helped put the US in space faster than might otherwise have been
possible.17

Truman Years: 1945-1952

As World War II ground to a close, President Harry S Truman was faced with a decision that was to have far graver
consequences for the postwar world than German V-2 development. This was the decision to use the atomic bomb in an effort
to end the war against Japan quickly and at a lower cost in American lives than an invasion would require. The atomic bomb
was to have a significanteffect on the cold war between the Western Allies and the Soviet Union after World War II. The cold
war manifested itself as a series of political, military, and propaganda confrontationscharacterizedby limitedwars, wars by
proxy, the nuclear arms race, and the threat of nuclear war. In the end, the cold war encouraged competition, both friendly and
unfriendly, and helped accelerate the pace of the coming space race.

In 1946, the US government began Project MX-774 to research and develop a 5,000-mile-range intercontinentalballisticmissile
(ICBM). Convair, the prime contractor, flew three experimentalvehicles in 1948, largely at its own expense. These vehicles
tested such advanced concepts as gimbal-mounted engines, separable nose cones, and stainlesssteel skin rolled so thin that it
had to be inflated to keep its unsupported structure from collapsing (the balloon tank concept).18

Also in 1946, another US program, Project Bumper, began. This program gave the US much needed experience in the handling
and design of large rockets and involved launching captured German V-2 rockets. Sixty-four V-2 rockets flew from White
Sands, some as modified two-stage upper-atmospheric test vehicles employing the WAC -Corporal second stage. Two V-2s
were launched from the Long Range Proving Ground (now the USAF Eastern Test Range on Cape Canaveral, Florida). The
US Navy even launched a V-2 from an aircraftcarrier, the USS Midway.19

The Hermes Project, the first major US ballisticmissileprogram, was based at Fort Bliss, Texas. German scientistsled by von
Braun tested many rocket components and concepts. The Hermes Project laid the groundwork for what was to come. After
Hermes ended in 1950, von Braun and his team moved to the Redstone Arsenal near Huntsville, Alabama, and worked for the
Army BallisticMissileAgency.20

Meanwhile, many top US militaryand scientificleaders, including Gen Henry H. ("Hap") Arnold, Vannevar Bush, Theodore
von Karman, Hugh L. Dryden, and the Army Air Force ScientificAdvisory Group, were skeptical of mating nuclear weapons
with long-range missiles. In December 1945, Dr Bush told a congressional committee: "In my opinion, such a thing is
impossible, I don't think anybody in the world knows how to do such a thing [put nuclear weapons on long-range missiles] and
I feel confident it will not be done for a very long time to come.''21

As a result of such expert testimony, US ICBM research stopped in 1947. The argument was strong. No existing rocket could
carry the atomic bomb of the day which weighed 10,000 pounds. Also at that time there was no way to guide such a weapon to
a target halfway around the world.22 Experts said it would take at least 10 years to develop the systems necessary to make such
a missilepractical.23 The Air Force opted to design and test a number of cruise missileweapons that could carry the "bomb"
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better and farther with existing technology.24 Of these, only the Snark cruise missilereached the deployment stage in the late
1950s, and the Air Force deactivated it in 1961 after the Atlas ICBM came on line.25 In the meantime, development continued
on shorter-ranged weapons, while the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) tried to make nuclear weapons smaller.

In 1946, the RAND Corporation first proposed a militarysatellitesystem. A 2 May 1946 RAND study stated that a "satellite
offers an observation aircraftwhich cannot be brought down by an enemy who has not mastered similartechniques," but
mastering the techniques to build such a vehicle proved to be difficult.26 Electronics of the day were the roadblock as they were
based on vacuum tubes. Electronic components were large, heavy, and needed lots of power. In 1948, a major breakthrough
occurred when Bell Telephone Labs invented the transistor. The transistorwas smallerand lighter than tubes and made lighter
electronicspossible for the first time. Likewise, an extremely importantbreakthrough in the 1950s would be development of
long-range boosters. These boosters coupled with upper stages would be able to launch heavy satellites.27

From the RAND recommendations, the Air Force initiatedOperation Feedback in April 1951. This program researched the
possibilityof using satellitesfor militaryobservation and other purposes. Operation Feedback was the first US militarysatellite
program. By 1954 it was the plan for weapon system (WS)-117L, a full-scale research and development (R&D) effort for space
observation.28

Eisenhower Years: 1953-1960

At the time of the 1952 presidentialelection, technology was changing rapidly. The testing of the first US hydrogen bomb on 1
November 1952 and the first Soviet H-bomb detonation the next August changed the outlook for ICBM development. The new
H-bomb, smallerand more powerful than the A-bomb, could be carried by a smaller, less accurate rocket.29Due to this
breakthrough, the US restarted its ICBM programs in 1954.

As these programs started again, concern about a thermonuclear-armed and potentiallyhostile Soviet Union became more
intense. Because of the closed nature of the Soviet state, littleconcrete informationwas available on its state of readiness,
militarycapabilities, or intentions. US militaryplanners could not even draw up a reasonable war plan because they did not
know the location of Soviet militarytargets. Lack of solid informationon Soviet intentionsmeant that a misunderstandingmight
trigger a nuclear war, while the same lack of knowledge left the US vulnerable in a surprise attack.

Because of a fervent desire to avoid "a nuclear Pearl Harbor," President Dwight D. Eisenhower proposed Open Skies to the
world in July 1955.30 Written by Nelson Rockefeller with inspirationfrom Henry Kissinger, Open Skies proposed that the US
and USSR exchange informationon their militaryestablishmentsand allow uninhibited overflightsof their territoryfor
verification. This proposal would lessen the fear of a surprise attack. Although highly regarded by the European community,
Open Skies was rejected by the Soviets.31

International Geophysical Year

The scientificscene changed along with the world militarypicture in the early 1950s. The big event of the decade was the
InternationalGeophysical Year (IGY), a worldwide scientificextravaganza lasting from 15 July 1957 through 31 December
1958. During the IGY, scientistscoordinated high altitude scientificresearch activitieson a worldwide scale. The United
Nations Special Committee for the IGY invited world governments to launch satellitesin the interestsof global science.32

However, in launching a satellite, there was more at stake for the US than just science. There were such goals of high national
importance as establishingthe legality of overflight in accordance with Eisenhower's Open Skies or Freedom of Space doctrine
and being first in space.33

On 28 July 1955, the US announced its intention to launch a satelliteduring the IGY. The US program would follow National
Security Council (NSC) recommendations(laid out in NSC Directive 5520, dated 26 May 1955) and was not to interferewith
existing militarymissiledevelopment programs. The NSC recommendationscreated a de facto separation of the US space effort
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into militaryand civilian sectors.34 The Soviets also announced the intention to launch a satelliteand claimed that they would
better any attempt made by the US. No one took them seriously at the time.35

The Stewart Committee (formed by the assistantsecretary of defense to review proposals and pick a US satelliteprogram for
launch related to IGY) reviewed Project Vanguard , a Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) proposal based on the Viking upper
atmospheric research rocket. The scientific(nonmilitary) nature of the rocket pleased the committeeas did the NRL's scheme for
tracking the satellite, a radio network called Minitrack. In August 1955, the Stewart Committeechose Vanguard for the IGY
based almost completelyon its separation from the military. Thus, the committeeseemed to ignore the national goal of being
first in space. Von Braun's promise to launch his group's satellite, Orbiter, in 90 days did not sway the committee.36 The
government sanctioned the IGY program in the hope of legalizingsatelliteoverflightwith a civilian scientificsatellitewith no
militaryor political implications.37

By late 1955, the changing politicaland militarysituation relegated Vanguard to the back burner. To match newly revealed
Soviet missileprograms, Eisenhower made the US ICBM programs a top priority, and to gain intelligenceon the Soviet R&D
effort, did the same with the US spy satelliteprogram.

Meanwhile, the Glenn L. Martin Company (now Martin Marietta), the Viking builder, logically became the Vanguard
contractor.38 It also got the contract for the Titan I ICBM shortly after the Vanguard program started. Martin moved its best
people to the militaryproject leaving the Vanguard program with littlesupport.39 Vanguard became a bureaucraticorphan
because the armed services had little interest in a nonmilitaryproject.

Martin finished the Vanguard vehicle design in February 1956 and began constructionshortly thereafter. Martin and NRL
conducted a number of successful flight tests from December 1956 through October 1957 and scheduled launch of a small test
satellitefor December 1957.40

At this time, the Soviets were making considerable headway with a missiledevelopment program drawing heavily on German
expertise obtained after World War II. Years ahead of US expectations, the Soviets created the world's first ICBM, the SS-6
Sapwood. Development of this missilebegan in 1955 as an attempt to redress the perceived arms imbalance brought on by US
preponderance in manned bombers.41 Designed before the technology breakthroughs, the primitive, first-generation nuclear
bomb the SS-6 was to carry dictated its immense size.42 News of the Soviet missile tests leaked to the West and caused the first
twinges of what became the missilegap scare.

[Image 16K]

Echo Balloon

After a successful test flight on 3 August 1957, the Soviets announced that they alone possessed an ICBM.43 However, the
missiledid not reach initialoperational capability (IOC) until 1959, by which time US ICBMs had rendered it obsolete.44
Although some Western reaction to these events was understandably grim, most experts did not take the threat seriously. This
view changed radically on 4 October 1957 when the Soviets stunned the world with the launch of Sputnik I, the world's first
artificialsatellite. Since the Soviets had no aversion for interlacingthe militarywith space, they used their new SS-6 ICBM as
the booster allowing faster development than with the US's "from scratch" approach. Shock swept across the US, even though
the Soviets had made numerous claims that they were very nearly ready to launch their satellite. Now many scientists, engineers,
and militaryofficialswere convinced the rocket that put the 184-pound Sputnik into orbit had serious militarypotential. The
launch seemed to validate Soviet claims of a massive militarylaunch capability including ICBMs. If nothing else, Sputnik aided
Eisenhower' s attempts to legalize satelliteoverflight since no nation protested the overflightof its territoryby the Soviet satellite.

The launching of Sputnik pushed Vanguard to the forefront of US public attention while it was still an underfunded and highly
experimentalsystem. Without the launch of Sputnik, the subsequent failure of Vanguard would probably have left little
impressionon the nation. Unfortunately, because of the Soviet success, the country expected Vanguard to work immediately.
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On top of these expectations, the media whipped the public into a frenzy over the Sputnik launch.45 Then a 9 October White
House press release, misinterpretedby the press, seemed to indicate that the December Vanguard test flight was an operational
launch when the statementsaid it was just another test.46 Finally on 3 November, the Soviets launched Sputnik II, the first bio-
satellite, with the dog Laika aboard. The 1,200-pound Sputnik II was "proof" that the Soviets possessed a fully capable launch
system. Thus expectations for Vanguard ran even higher.

On 6 December 1957, with the whole world watching, Vanguard exploded on the launch pad.47 This disaster became the
symbol of failure for the US space program. The Soviets took advantage of the propaganda opportunity by offering to assist the
US through the UN program for technologicalassistance to primitivenations.48

After the Vanguard failure, the US government seemed to scramble for a quick solution to this embarrassmentand chose to go
with a modified version of von Braun's Project Orbiter. In fact, this decision had been made in November, well before the
failure. The Juno launch vehicle, topped by a small scientificsatellitecalled Explorer I lifted off on 31 January 1958, and the US
had a satellite. Explorer I discovered the presence of radiation belts around the Earth, undoubtedly the most importantdiscovery
of the IGY.49

The Sputnik launch and the Vanguard fiasco were tremendous blows to US prestige as predicted by von Braun in his 1954 "A
MinimumSatelliteVehicle." These events alarmed the US public who pressured the government for action. Eisenhower,
bowing in part to congressional and public pressure, recognized the need for a centralizedspace program and policy. Moreover,
the IGY events were major contributors to the growing missilegap scare because of concern among US militaryand political
leaders that they had drasticallyunderestimatedSoviet potential. The more tangible reactions were accelerated--US ICBM
programs, expanded U-2 overflights, and the beefed-up spy satelliteR&D programs.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

To avoid the difficultiesexperienced with Vanguard , which many blamed on faulty management and lack of unified direction,
the government created a new agency to solidify national space policy. The National Aeronautics and Space Act created the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration(NASA) in July 1958.50 The act essentiallycodified the NSC directive of May
1955 by officiallydividing the civilian and militarysectors. NASA would solidify policy on peaceful uses of space.51 It
absorbed the resources and facilitiesof NACA and other space-related agencies (such as the Army BallisticMissileAgency and
the Advanced Research Projects Agency [ARPA ]).52 NASA was the brainchild of James R. Killian, presidentialscientific
advisor, and opened its doors on 1 October 1958.53

As Killian and Eisenhower had devised it, NASA would be a strictlycivilian enterprise, thereby limitingthe military's role in
the national space program. Within its original charter, there was only a vaguely defined relationshipwith the military.
Congress, on the other hand, envisioned a strong militaryrole in space and wished to modify NASA's relationshipwith the
military. To this end, Congress created the Civilian-MilitaryLiaison Committee (to coordinate NASA and Department of
Defense [DOD] activities) and the National Aeronautics and Space Council (chaired by the president as commander in chief of
the US militaryto create national space policy).54

NASA's first major project, the Mercury Program, began as a result of the 1958 Space Task Group recommendations.55
Mercury, a stepping stone to the Moon mission later known as Apollo, was to send a man into low-Earth orbit and return him
safely. Additionally, Mercury was to discover some of man's capabilitiesand limitationsin space.56 In mid-1959, after the most
extensive physiologicaland psychological testing ever performed on humans, NASA selected seven astronauts to take part in
Mercury.57

[Image 28K]

Mercury Capsule (Artist's Conception)
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Mercury Capsule Dimensions

Long-term planning for Apollo, the US Moon program, began simultaneouslywith Mercury. By late 1960, Eisenhower became
disenchanted with the tremendous estimatedcost of putting someone on the Moon. T. Keith Glennan, NASA chief, told the
president, "If we fail to place a man on the moon before twenty years from now, there is nothing lost." Glennan planned to go
public with this view when Eisenhower saved him the trouble by stopping the funding for Apollo.58

Missile Gap

In the 1950s the overriding theme in US strategic thinking was that the Soviets had the "bomb," and no one knew what they
might do with it. Sputnik increased apprehension about the subject. The US government needed facts to quell the rising anxiety.
As the Soviets were rejecting Open Skies, US intelligenceservices were trying desperately to peer over the iron curtain into the
Soviet Union. As an early and partial solution to the informationneed, the US, like many other Western nations, employed
agents to collect information. These agents were only marginally successful due to the closed nature of the Soviet state.
Although the US gained useful information, American intelligenceagencies could not see all that was going on in the Soviet
Union.59

Another method of intelligencegathering employed during this period used large, high-altitude balloons (similarto the Skyhook
scientificresearch balloon) to carry a camera across the USSR. The camera payload was designated WS-119L and code-named
Moby Dick. The US released balloons from West Germany, Turkey, and Norway to ride the prevailing winds across the
USSR. The Soviets captured many of the balloons, displayed them to the world, and vehemently protested the illegal
overflights. The US stopped the flights in March 1956, not because of the protests, but because of poor results. Since the
balloons flew at the mercy of the winds, the US could not control or anticipate their speed and direction which made specific
targeting impossible.60

Surveillance aircraftalso flew into Soviet airspace, but before the mid-1950s these aircraftcould not penetrate deep enough into
the USSR to see facilitiesfar from the border and generally could not fly high enough or fast enough to avoid detection and
interceptionby Soviet fighters.61 Thus, the Air Force began a new R&D program for a specially designed, high-altitude
strategic reconnaissance aircraft, the U-2. Built by Lockheed, it first flew on 4 August 1955. The U-2 could fly above 80,000
feet, well above the service ceiling of all contemporary fighters.62 However, even before the U-2' s first flight, the Air Force had
begun serious work on reconnaissance satellitesunder Project Feedback.

On 16 March 1955, Air Research and Development Command (ARDC), later Air Force Systems Command, requested studies
for a strategicsatellitesystem, designated WS-117L, code-named Pied Piper.63 The satellitewas to carry a camera designed to
develop its pictures on board the satellite, scan them with a TV camera, and send images back to Earth. ARDC selected three
contractors--Martin, Lockheed, and RCA--for these studies.64

Meanwhile the MissileGap controversy received an added boost from the 1957 report of the Gaither Committee, who had been
tasked to evaluate the feasibilityof civil defense during a nuclear attack but had broadened its scope to include survivabilityof
US nuclear forces. The committee' s final report pointed out the extreme vulnerabilityof US forces to nuclear attack due to lack
of a fast-reaction bomber force and the means to detect missileattack before the missilesimpacted. These obvious problems
greatly concerned Congress. The controversy centered on Soviet missileproduction rates and when these missileswould be
operational.65

This missilecontroversy pitted USAF Intelligenceagainst the Central IntelligenceAgency in a debate over Soviet capabilities.
These organizations made differing estimatesof Soviet missileproduction and the number of operational missiles. Moreover,
none of the US intelligenceservices knew where the Soviet factorieswere, much less their capacity for manufacturingthe
necessary electronicsand other "high-tech" materialsrequired for large-scale missileproduction.66Because of the lack of
concrete information, US intelligenceagencies turned to their best performer, the U-2.

The U-2s searched for Soviet ICBMs. By summer 1957, U-2s flying out of Pakistan returned with the first pictures of the
Tyuratam SS-6 test site. However, analysis of the photos seemed to show that, other than at this one site, there were no ICBMs
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deployed at all.67 This finding should have alleviatedfears about a missilegap, but the secrecy surrounding the program
prevented the public and even some political leaders from seeing this evidence, so the outcry continued.68

By March 1958, with reconnaissance satellitesnow well along in their development, Eisenhower wanted to keep U-2 flights to
a minimumto avoid provoking the Soviets. But by this time, U-2s provided 90 percent of US intelligenceon the USSR, and the
informationwas literallypriceless.69 Therefore, the US reluctantlycontinued the U-2 flights at ever-increasing risk of being
shot down. On 1 May 1960, a Soviet air force surface-to-air missileshot down a U-2 flying from Turkey. The pilot, Francis
Gary Powers, failed to activate the destruct mechanism, and the Soviets recovered both the pilot and the aircraft.70 The
president immediatelysuspended overflightsand the US lost all informationthat U-2s had been providing. But, in less than
three months, the US again had photos of Soviet missile installations, this time the photos came from space.71

Military Space Systems

Because it now wished to use reconnaissance satellites, the US had to modify its policy on the peaceful use of space. What had
started out as "nonmilitary" became "nonaggressive" use of space. Militaryobservation from space was likened to military
observation from the high seas. The right of free passage through space and the denouncement of rights to sovereignty over
space became the major cornerstones of US space policy, in part to protect militarysatelliteoverflights.72

While the U-2s were hunting ICBMs, the fledgling US space reconnaissance program struggled along, underfunded and
ignored. Then the Soviets launched Sputnik, and attitudeschanged overnight. By late November 1957, Pied Piper funding
quadrupled. In January 1958, Eisenhower approved reorientationof the program towards a simpler reentry capsule approach
that seemed more promising in the short term. The government depicted this new program, code-named Corona and later
known as Discoverer in public news releases, as a scientificresearch program.73

Discoverer used the Thor intermediaterange ballisticmissile(IRBM) as the booster and the Lockheed Agena upper stage.
Launching into polar orbit allowed photographs of the whole Soviet landmass. Discoverer carried a reentry/recovery capsule
designed to detach, deorbit, and be recovered at sea or by an airborne capture method.74

The new Discoverer satellitefirst flew on 28 February 1959 from Vandenberg Air Force Base (AFB) using the Thor-Agena A
in the first test of the WS-117L program. The flight failed when the stabilizationsystem malfunctioned.75

The Discoverer program's first success came with Discoverer 13 which was launched 10 August 1960 with no instrumentation
aboard. It made 17 orbits and reentered smoothly. US Navy frogmen retrieved it near Hawaii after the recovery aircraftmissed
the parachute. Discoverer 13 was the first man-made object recovered from space. Discoverer 14 was the first satelliteto carry
cameras and bring back pictures. Launched 18 August 1960, Discoverer 14 restored much of the intelligencecapability lost by
the cancellationof U-2 flights.76

Communication and Navigation. The importance of space support for communicationswas recognized earlier in the space
era. As a militaryfollow-on to NASA's Score satellite(early repeater communicationsatellite), the Army built the first military
communicationsatellite, Courier lB. Launched on 4 October 1960, Courier weighed 500 pounds and was powered by 20,000
solar cells. Like Score, Courier was a delayed repeater satellite, capable of storing and retransmittingup to 68,000 words a
minute. The satelliteoperated only 17 days due to a power failure.77 Another use for satellitesis navigation. For centuries
mankind had navigated using the stars as guides. Celestial navigation has certain limitationssince stars could not be seen in
daylight or inclementweather. A method of overcoming this problem is the use of artificialstars emittingradio waves rather
than light so that they can be detected in all conditions. Navigation satellitesalso provide increased positionalaccuracy and are
less affected by weather, interference, or distance from the station.78

The Navy was the first service to become interested in navigation satellites. The first launch of the experimentalTransit lA
satellitein September 1959 initiatedthe world's first militarynavigational satellitesystem. Use of Transit to fix locations enabled
Polaris submarines to improve the accuracy of their missilesto about one mile.

AntiballisticMissiles. When the ICBM became a reality, militaryplanners began to look for a method to counter the new
threat. In the mid-1950s, both the Army and the Air Force began to work in earnest on antiballisticmissile(ABM) systems. The
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first US ABM program, the Army's Nike Zeus, began in 1955. In 1958, the government selected this program for development.
The system's nuclear warhead had less than a one megaton yield and was guided to the target by two radars.79 These radars fed
data to the target intercept computer which calculated the steering commands for the missile.80 The first Nike Zeus launch took
place on 16 December 1959. In 1960, the Army ran tests at Ascension Island against Atlas reentry vehicles. Later, the Army
conducted successful tests and built an entire Nike Zeus launch complex at Kwajalein MissileRange (KMR). Although the tests
continued, DOD canceled the Nike Zeus ABM program in May 1959 because the mechanical tracking radars were too slow
and the computer's target processing was unsatisfactorydue to inadequate memory. The system also needed a high acceleration
missile interceptorfor last-ditch defense within the atmosphere (terminalphase interception).81

Antisatellites. Virtually as soon as the Soviets vanquished the dreaded U-2 from their skies, they were faced with a new
reconnaissance platform, Discoverer. As with the U-2, they threatened to shoot down US satellitesand worked hard to develop
an antisatellite(ASAT ) weapon. The Soviets developed several systems in the 1960s and tested them many times with varied,
though promising, results.82

Meanwhile, half-veiled Soviet threats to orbit nuclear weapons made US development of an ASAT system imperative. Such a
system would be a countermeasure to space weapons and, as such, could enforce any agreement banning orbital weapons.
ASATs would also provide a means to destroy such a weapon before it could reach its target. Since no one knew how far along
the Soviets were in their development program, little time was available for development in the US program. Therefore the US
decided to adapt existing hardware.83

The Air Force's satelliteinterceptor(SAINT) was the first US antisatelliteprogram. SAINT developed from ARDC studies on
defense against hostile satellitesin 1956. ARPA took over the project in 1957 under ARDC oversight. On ll June 1959, the Air
Force let a contract to RCA for research into ASAT techniques, and the Air Force BallisticMissileDivision began development
on 20 August when DOD gave final approval for full-scale development of SAINT.

SAINT was to employ the orbital rendezvous technique of interception. The Air Force also envisioned the system as an active
defense against Soviet ASATs . It was to defend US satellites, search for orbital nuclear weapons, and rendezvous with and
inspect suspect satellitesvia a TV camera. Not only would the satellitelook for nuclear weapons but it also was to differentiate
between weather satellitesand reconnaissance satellites. Satellitesfound to be benign would be left alone. Those found to he
hostile would be earmarked for destruction.84

SAINT used much off-the-shelf equipment to keep costs and development time down. In phase I, SAINT was strictlya satellite
inspector using the Atlas-Agena B combination.85 Air Force planned phase II to include a "kill" capability, perhaps using small,
spin-stabilizedrockets. However, in July 1960, DOD directed the Air Force to stop referring to a kill capability for SAINT.
Once operational, SAINT was to transmit its data to the North American Air Defense Command (NORAD ).86

X-20. Although unmanned space systems were the dominant theme in the 1950s, the dream of manned space flight was ever
present. In the late 1950s, Walter Dornberger, working with Bell Aircraft, suggested to the Air Force the constructionof a
manned space vehicle called BoMi (bomber missile). This craft would be capable of bombing and reconnaissance from low-
Earth orbit. In 1955 Bell received approval to begin research for this program, conceived as a follow-on to the X- 15 program.
The program' s emphasis changed to strictlyreconnaissance, and in October 1957, the Air Force combined all efforts to create
the X-20. NACA joined the program in May 1958, and the government let contracts to Martin and Boeing for weapon system
definitionstudies.87

A version of the Titan rocket launched the X-20. Achieving speeds up to 25,000 feet per second, the X-20 would orbit the
Earth at a mission altitude of 60 miles. When its mission was complete, it would reenter the atmosphere and land as a glider.88
In April 1960, DOD gave approval for the first step (suborbital) of a three-step development program for the X-20 with 1966 as
the probable date for full operation. However, DOD expressed the opinion that there was no clear-cut need for the X-20, and it
remained a contingency program while the Air Force tried to develop a real militarymission for it. The lack of a clear mission,
along with competitionfor funds, led to the X-20's eventual demise.89
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Missile Warning and Space Surveillance. The launch of Sputnik I triggered more than just apprehension and a response in
kind (i.e., the launch of US satellites). It also created an entirely new field of endeavor, tracking of objects in space using the
Space Tracking System.90 The first US system, Minitrack, was already in existence at the time of the Sputnik launch, but the
US quickly discovered that Minitrackcould not reliably detect and track satellites. The US Navy designed Minitrack to track the
Vanguard satellite, and so long as satellitesfollowed the internationalagreement on satellitetransmittingfrequencies, Minitrack
could track any satellite.91 However, the Soviets chose not to use the internationalsatellitefrequencies. Thus, a major limitation
of this system became visible. Minitrackcould not detect or track an uncooperative or passive satellite.92

Concurrent with Minitrackwas the use of the Baker-Nunn satellitetracking cameras. These systems used modified Schmidt
telescopes of great resolution to photograph and identify objects in space.93 The cameras first became operational in 1956 and
eventually operated at sites worldwide. The Air Force ran five sites, the Royal Canadian Air Force ran two, and the
Smithsonian Institution's Astrophysics Observatory operated a further eight sites.94 The Baker-Nunn system, like Minitrack,
provided littlereal-time data and was limitedto night, clear weather operations.95

Beyond the problems in acquiring data on satellites, it became obvious that the US tracking network would soon be
overwhelmed by the tremendous number of satellitesthat followed Sputnik and Vanguard . The huge amounts of satellite
tracking data accumulated required creation or expansion of organizations and equipment just to sift through and catalog the
objects. The need for real-time detection and tracking informationto deal with Soviet satellitelaunches led on 19 December
1958 to ARPA 's implementationof Executive Order 50-59 to establish a spacetrack network. This spacetrack network, Project
Shepherd, began with the Space Track Filter Center at Bedford, Massachusetts, and an operational space defense network (i.e.,
a missilewarning network). ARDC took up the spacetrack mission in late 1959 and in April 1960 set up the InterimNational
Space Surveillance Control Center at Hanscom Field, Massachusetts, to coordinate observations and maintain satellitedata.96 At
the same time, DOD designated the Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), formerly Air Defense Command, as the prime
user of spacetrack data. ADCOM formulated the first US plans for space surveillance.97

Program 496L. In time, radar largely replaced other tracking methods and provided precise and timely tracking and
identificationinformation. A number of new radar sites were built under the direction of the 496L System Program Office.
ARPA created this office in late 1959 to develop techniques and equipment for militarysurveillanceof satelliteswith the
"immediateobjective of detecting and identifyingall man-made satellites."98

Authorized under 496L, the Naval Space Surveillance (NAVSPASUR ) system has three transmittersites and six receiver sites
dispersed at equal intervalsalong the 33d parallel in the southern United States. NAVSPASUR projects a detection fence of
radio frequency energy far out into space to detect and track all objects passing over the United States. This continuous wave
detection radar provides precise satelliteposition data.99 With its processing center at Dahlgren, Virginia, NAVSPASUR forms
an integral part of the space detection and tracking network.

North American Aerospace Defense Command and the Missile Warning Network. New technology created new
challenges for militaryplanners. In the early 1950s, the primary air defense problem was the manned bomber. By the late 1950s,
fear of ICBM attack prompted studies (e.g., the Gaither Committee) to determine how the US could react to such attack.
Militaryplanners soon realized that there was, at that time, no way to detect an ICBM attack until the weapons hit the ground,
which would be too late. To detect and report an attack in time to mount a retaliatorystrike, the US constructed a series of
interconnectedradar sites, each reporting to NORAD .100

NORAD became operational 12 September 1957 with the mission of air defense of the North American continent.
Headquartered at Ent AFB, Colorado Springs, Colorado, NORAD was and still is a combined US and Canadian command, the
first two-nation, joint-service militaryorganization on this continent. In October 1960, NORAD assumed the space defense
mission with the formationof the space detection and tracking system. ADCOM became the US Air Force component of
NORAD . NORAD 's missionswere (1) warning of ballisticmissileattack, (2) defense against manned bomber attack, and (3)
space surveillance.101

The first radar systems to come on-line to fulfill the missilewarning role were part of the BallisticMissileEarly Warning System
(BMEWS) built under the direction of the 496L office. BMEWS provided early warning of an over-the-pole ICBM attack and
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provided timely and accurate space surveillancedata to the NORAD Space Surveillance Center. BMEWS gave 15 minutes
warning of an ICBM attack.102 The first BMEWS operational site was the 12th MissileWarning Squadron at Thule AFB,
Greenland, which began operating in January 1960.103

Kennedy and Johnson Years: 1961-1968

President John F. Kennedy's administrationbegan its term of office with the traditionalpolicy review. DOD discovered
confusion in the militaryspace R&D sector because each service had its own space programs. In March 1961, Secretary of
Defense Robert McNamara sought to correct this duplication of effort with DOD Directive 5160.32, Development of Space
Systems. This directive allowed all of the services to conduct preliminaryR&D on space technology. Then, on 28 March,
McNamara made the Air Force the lead agency for R&D and operations of DOD satellitesand their ground support. Although
McNamara's decision made the Air Force the primary DOD space agency, it did not satisfy the Air Force completelyby making
it the sole militaryagency in space.104

Within months after the national election, the Kennedy administrationbegan to withhold informationon militaryspace systems.
In November 1961, the administrationissued an order that there would be no press coverage of militarylaunches, no published
orbital characteristics, and no government officialswould even admit that many of the programs existed. The reasons were
obvious--to prevent the Soviets from learning anything that might help them counter the satellites, to keep from embarrassingthe
Soviets by publicizing US space achievements (thereby causing the Soviets to attempt to shoot down US militarysystems), and
to avoid compromiseof these importantsatellites. After November 1961, the government did not announce launches or vehicle
and program names.105 In time, the US canceled the early programs and deorbited and replaced the satellitesassociated with
them with more sophisticatedand capable, though more clandestine, systems. The militaryprograms sank into obscurity, known
only to a select few, while NASA's up and coming manned programs seized and held the spotlight for the next decade.

During 1963 space systems played a tremendous supporting role in the Cuban missilecrisis. Although they did not locate
missilesin Cuba, US satellitestold Kennedy that the capabilitiesof Soviet nuclear forces were quite limited. Knowing the threat
enabled Kennedy to call Khrushchev's bluff. Soviet counterpart systems told Khrushchev that the US was positioning forces to
attack Cuba and that the US Navy was moving into position to stop Soviet ships. The message was clear: The US meant
business. The Soviets backed down, and the crisis was averted.

Military Space Systems

Despite the large sums of money the Air Force allocated for its manned X-20 R&D program, many civilians involved with the
program (including McNamara) refused to see X-20 as a weapon system. At the same time, the success of the NASA manned
systems, Mercury and Gemini, led some militaryplanners to look seriously at militaryapplicationsfor man in space. Placing a
human being in a space station to carry out militarytasks seemed to have a number of advantages over unmanned spacecraft.
People possess intelligence, reasoning ability, the ability to improvise, and the ability to recognize an unexpected pattern. With a
person in a spacecraft, a system would no longer be limitedto following a program blindly.106

The first studies for manned militaryspace missionsbegan in the early 1960s. These studies stressed orbital rendezvous, the use
of winged spacecraft for reentry, and the justificationof a manned versus an automated system. The NASA study program of
the same time period developed into Gemini, an advanced version of Mercury. In June 1962, Air Force Space Systems Division
developed the concept of using a modified Gemini as a militarysystem. The first step in the program, called the Manned Orbital
Development System, would demonstrateman ' s capabilitiesin space with a space station and four crew members. The
program would use either the Gemini or Apollo capsules as the reentry vehicle, but was not planned to be an operational
system.107 In August 1962, the program expanded to include six Gemini missionswith Air Force astronauts under the code
name Blue Gemini, but it engendered serious politicalproblems.108

When McNamara's defense analysts showed that Gemini would be able to do the X-20 militarymissionscheaper, DOD cut
X-20 funding and postponed the first flight to 1966. Subsequently, McNamara insisted on an equal or dominant role for the Air
Force in the Gemini program. NASA claimed that this level of Air Force involvement would jeopardize its ability to meet the
lunar landing schedule and would signal the militarizationof the US civilian space program. Later NASA agreed to carry some
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DOD experimentspiggyback on Gemini.109 In July 1963, NASA suggested to DOD a space station program to look for a
possible militarymission for man in space. This program became the Air Force Manned Orbital Laboratory (MOL). The X-20
lost out in the funding battle with MOL, and in October 1963, McNamara bypassed the X-20 altogether and obtained funding
for MOL. In December 1963, the Air Force made a last bid to save the X-20, suggesting that it be a supply ship for MOL.
McNamara answered by canceling the X-20 outright and announcing MOL to the press.110

The MOL would be a modified Gemini capsule called Gemini B and a large cylindricalorbital module housing a lab 41 feet
long. A Titan IIIC would be the MOL launch vehicle.111 MOL would determine man's usefulness in space in a cost-effective
manner using off-the-shelf equipment and eliminatingthe need to rendezvous and dock. In a polar orbit, the station would be
operational for 30 days. It would test militarymissions for man in space with 25 experiments including Earth observation via a
large orbital optics package, determinationof man's ability to survive on orbit for extended periods, and large-structure assembly
(such as a radar array) in space.112

In January 1965, McNamara reviewed a NASA space station proposal, called Apollo X, because both the Air Force and DOD
saw it as direct competitionfor MOL with all the added expense and duplication that would entail. NASA insisted that since
MOL was a short-term program intended to fly in the late 1960s and Apollo X would not be funded until the early 1970s, the
two programs were not mutually exclusive. On 25 August 1965, the government gave the formal go-ahead for development of
MOL. The five planned flights would begin in 1968.113

As the Vietnam War heated up in 1965, DOD reallocatedfunds to cover the war' s costs. Concurrently, development problems
delayed the MOL schedule, and the first launch was rescheduled for late 1970.114 On 3 November 1966, NASA flight-tested a
modified Gemini 2 capsule fitted with a Gemini B hatch in the heat shield. In this unmanned test, the hatch survived without
problems. In fact, recovery crews found it welded shut. This test turned out to be the only flight of the MOL program.115

Military Satellites. As technology advanced in the late 1960s, the first viable militarycommunicationsatelliteswere built. The
Defense SatelliteCommunicationsSystem (DSCS) involved three spacecraft phases to provide a reliable network of secure
strategiccommunicationsatelliteswith global coverage. Managed by the Air Force, the DSCS satelliteswere developed by
Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge, Inc. (TRW). The first phase, called the InitialDefense SatelliteCommunicationsSystem
(IDSCS) or DSCS I, flew in June 1966. The IDSCS satelliteweighed 99 pounds and was 33.5 inches in diameter. This phase
involved launching 26 spacecraft into subsynchronous orbits.116 Launched eight at a time on a Titan IIIC, the satellitesstayed in
view of a ground station for about four days.117 Subsequent phases have increased capabilitiesand survivability.118

The militarybecame involved with weather satellitesystems when it became apparent that the civilian systems could not meet
many of unique DOD requirements. Thus, in 1965 the USAF began the Defense MeteorologicalSatelliteProgram (DMSP).119
DMSP provides timely global visual and infrared cloud imagery and other meteorologicaldata along with space environment
informationto the Air Force Global Weather Central, the Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center, and the Air Force Space
Forecast Center to support strategicmissions.120

Vela. The Vela Program monitored the Limited Test Ban Treaty of 1963 by detecting nuclear explosions.121 Vela studies
began in 1959 in an AEC and ARPA program. This program also provided informationon natural phenomena such as solar
flares. On 16 October 1963, the first Vela launch using an Atlas-Agena booster put up two Vela R&D satellites. With their
68,000 mile orbits, the TRW-built Velas were the highest orbiting satellitesof their time. The high orbit allowed one satelliteto
view an entire hemisphere of the Earth at once. Therefore, two satellitescould cover the whole Earth at once. On 8 April 1970,
the last two Velas launched. The Air Force SatelliteControl Facility shut down the last Vela satelliteon 27 September 1984 as
all functions had been taken over by other systems.122

Antisatellites. On 9 August 1961, Premier Nikita Khrushchev openly threatened the West with a new and terrifyingweapon,
the orbital H-bomb. "You do not have 50- or 100-megaton bombs, we have bombs more powerful than 100 megatons. We
placed Gagarin and Titov in space, and we can replace them with other loads that can be directed to any place on Earth.''123
Although the US had hypothesized orbital bombs and had developed countermissionsfor systems like SAINT, this was the first
public indication that the Soviets were actively pursuing this course of action. Within a few months, however, analysis of the
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threat diminished its proportions. In the light of this analysis, the US cut back the SAINT program in December 1962 and then
canceled it outright. Off-the-shelf hardware proved inadequate, and the resultant system reliabilitywas questionable. DOD also
doubted SAINT's usefulness against disguised weapons and decoys.124

In March 1961, the Navy presented to Congress an extremely advanced ASAT system, Early Spring. This ASAT , based on the
Polaris missile, did not use a nuclear weapon as its kill mechanism.125 R&D work continued into 1964 with researchers
investigatingseveral system configurations.126

Theoretically, a missilesubmarine parked itself under the path of the target satellite. The crew launched a missile that had a
booster with just enough power to attain the desired altitude. Attached to a restartableupper stage, the payload would hover at
the target altitude for up to 90 seconds waiting for the satelliteto arrive. An optical scanning system, sensitive enough to see an
object that the unaided eye would strain to see, first located the target with a wide field of view and then, once it had identified
the target, tracked it with a narrow field for precise guidance. The missilerelayed data to the submarine for real-time control.
Once it had identifiedthe target, the vehicle maneuvered onto a collisioncourse, and a proximity fuse detonated the warhead
releasing thousands of steel pellets. The impact of even one pellet would destroy the satellite. A submarine could launch several
missilesat one target.127 A major advantage of Early Spring was that the Polaris submarines could go almost anywhere to get at
a satellite. Although the Navy successfully tested the optical tracker in the late 1960s, it canceled Early Spring because of
funding difficultiesand problems of real-time command and control at sea.128

Another, less versatilesystem was Program 505, the US Army ASAT program based on the Nike Zeus ABM, code-named
Mudflap. McNamara approved the Army's request to restructurethe Nike Zeus ABM program into an ASAT in May 1962.
Program 505 was the world's first operational ASAT . Modificationsgave the missile increased range to do the ASAT mission.
The Army based 505 at Kwajalein MissileRange at the facilitybuilt for the Nike Zeus ABM tests. In December 1962, the first
Nike Zeus ASAT , launched from White Sands MissileTest Range against an imaginary target, succeeded. Many other tests
over the next year had fairly good results. After a 27 June 1963 ASAT policy meeting, McNamara directed the Army to
complete the Nike Zeus facilityat KMR (including its nuclear warheads).129

At the same time, the Air Force's second ASAT , Program 437, began on 9 February 1962 as Advanced Development Objective
40 (ADO-40). It was intended as a "demonstrationof the technical feasibilityof developing a nonorbital collision-course
satelliteinterceptorsystem capable of destroying satellitesin an early time period.''130 The program stressed system
effectiveness, simplicity, short reaction time, economy of support and maintenance, and use of both nuclear and nonnuclear
warheads. The war- fighting capabilityof the system was a major consideration.131 On 8 May 1963, President Kennedy
directed the DOD to develop an ASAT capabilityas soon as possible.132

The Air Force based the system at Johnston Island, a small island 715 miles south of Honolulu, Hawaii. The launch complex
had all the necessary support facilitiesfor full operations. The remoteness of the island assured safety and security. Program 437
employed the Thor IRBM with an intercept range of 700 miles. The Thor ASAT employed a nuclear warhead as the kill
mechanism and produced a five-mile kill radius. System reaction time started out at two weeks, although the Air Force had
desired a two-to-three-day reaction time to achieve a kill.133

In March 1963, DOD made the Thor ASAT a high priority and directed Air Force to support it fully. Air Force Systems
Command and Aerospace Defense Command jointly controlled the program for some time. Air Force Space Command's
(AFSC) 6595th Test Squadron conducted the system tests. On 15 February 1964, the squadron launched the first Program 437
rocket. The test succeeded with a simulatedwarhead passing within easy kill distance of the target, a Transit 2A rocket body.
By 10 June 1964, the missileswere fully operational and on 24-hour alert. From 1966 through 1970, the Air Force conducted
many successful test launches.134

McNamara believed that Program 505 competed directly with the Air Force ASAT , and that DOD could maintain only one
program. Program 437 had higher altitude capabilitywhile Program 505 had faster reaction time (solid versus liquid propellants)
. Program 437 received top priority, but the Army still kept the 505 missilesready at KMR as a fast-reaction ASAT missilefor
low-altitude satellites. In May 1966, McNamara declared Program 505 redundant and directed its phaseout.135
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AntiballisticMissiles. By 1960 the threat posed by the growing numbers of ICBMs and decoys rendered the Nike Zeus system
obsolete even before it started. In January 1963, the government authorized a new program called Nike X. The Army developed
this system to counter the threat posed by depressed trajectorysubmarine-launched ballisticmissiles(SLBM) (for which reaction
time was far more critical) as well as ICBMs. A low-altitude nuclear burst would be the kill mechanism for the system.
Unfortunately, the burst to destroy the reentry vehicle could be as harmful to friendly soft targets as the explosion of the enemy
device.136

By October 1965, the Army finalized the Nike X design, which consisted of 12 sites with the mission of protecting civilian and
militarytargets against an all-out Chinese or Soviet ICBM/SLBM attack. The program included two missiles, the
exoatmosphericSpartan and the endoatmosphericSprint. The long-range Spartan's first flight was in March 1968. The
hypersonic Sprint carried a nuclear warhead of low-kiloton yield and zipped from zero to Mach 10 in less than five seconds.
Sprint's first flight was in November 1965.137

To complement these missiles, the Army developed new radars. The perimeteracquisitionradar (PAR ), a phased array radar
located at Concrete, North Dakota, detected incoming missilesand provided targeting data. The multifunctionarray radar, tested
at WSMR in July 1964, proved inadequate and the Army replaced it with the improved missilesite radar (MSR). The new radar
first operated at KMR in September 1968. Located at the missilesite, the MSR could discriminatetargets at 700 miles and
provided terminalphase guidance and targeting informationfor Spartan and Sprint. An ABM complex consisted of a long-range
PAR , a short-range MSR, and Spartan and Sprint missileswith four remote Sprint launch sites about 25 miles from the MSR.
Total cost was about $6 million.138

McNamara, long against ABM systems, believed that the offense could always overwhelm such a defense at a lower cost. Thus
there was really no hope of protecting the general population. Therefore, on 15 September 1967, McNamara announced that
there would be no nationwide ABM system (that is Nike X) because an ABM system only prompted the opponent to build
more missilesto overwhelm it. In its place would be a "thin" ABM system called Sentinel, covering only major US cities. It
would be designed primarilyas a precaution against a limitedSoviet or Chinese attack. However, the change of administrations
would bring yet another change in thinking.139

Fractional Orbit Bombardment System. In the early 1960s, the Soviets needed a way to overcome the West's geographic
advantages (forward bases in Turkey, Europe, and Asia from which shorter range missilesand bombers could attack the USSR)
. The Soviet attempt to place missilesin Cuba would have been a partial remedy. When the Cuban venture did not go as
planned, they moved to other technologicalpossibilities. The Soviets demonstrated the technology necessary to orbit a space
vehicle and then land it in a specific place with the Vostok launches. It was thus logical to assume they could place nuclear
weapons in orbit and return them to Earth at any time and place.140 Khrushchev made this suggestion in 1961, but on 15 March
1962, as part of the rhetoric proceeding the Cuban crisis, he made yet another, more ominous suggestion.

We can launch missilesnot only over the North Pole, but in the opposite direction, too.... Global rockets can fly
from the oceans or other directionswhere warning facilitiescannot be installed. Given global missiles, the warning
system in general has lost its importance. Global missilescannot be spotted in time to prepare any measures against
them.141

This statementwas the first hint of a new concept called the fractionalorbit bombardment system (FOBS). This weapon, a
modified upper stage launched by the SS-9 Mod 3, Scarp, carried a one- to three-megaton warhead and went into low-Earth
orbit, giving the ICBM unlimitedrange and allowing it to approach the US from any direction, avoiding US northern-looking
detection radars and, therefore, giving littleor no warning. The reentry vehicle came down in less than one revolution, hence the
"fractional" orbit.142

After the failure of their first two tests in 1966, the Soviets tested their FOBS with nine launches between 25 January and 28
October 1967. All missions followed the same distinct flight profile--launching in the late afternoon into an elliptical, near-polar
low-Earth orbit and deorbiting over the Soviet landmass before one complete orbit. This profile allowed the Soviets to monitor
the deorbit, reentry, and impact. US planners viewed FOBS as a pathfinder system intended to precede a conventional ICBM
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attack. FOBS could destroy ABM radars, disrupt US retaliatorycapability, destroy command posts, the White House, and the
command and control network. But, due to its limitedaccuracy and payload, FOBS was ineffectiveagainst hardened targets.143

Missile Warning and Space Surveillance Network

As new strategic threats appeared, the missilewarning and spacetrack network expanded to meet these challenges. BMEWS
grew to include three sites: Clear AFS, Alaska; Royal Air Force Fylingdales Moor, England; and Thule, Greenland. These
BMEWS sites provided an unavoidable detection fence across the entire northern approach to the North American continent.144
For spacetrack, the Air Force built a totally new type of system, the AN/FPS-85, a prototype phased array radar at Eglin AFB,
Florida. The radar reached initialoperational capability (IOC) in 1968 with the 20th Surveillance Squadron (SURS) specifically
assigned to do the space surveillancemission.145 Looking to the south, the AN/FPS-85 can see up to 80 percent of all the
objects in space each day. This system greatly enhanced NORAD ' s space surveillancecapability.

From the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s, the Soviet missile threat increasinglycame from the oceans as the Soviets
developed and deployed SLBM-carrying submarines. To counter this new threat, the USAF planned the SLBM detection and
warning system with new radar sites along the coasts and improvementsto existing systems to provide warning of missileattack
from the sea.146

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

While NASA geared up for its first manned space launch, the Soviets again beat the US into space. On 12 April 1961, the
Soviets launched Vostok 1 with cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin aboard. He made one orbit and landed safely. Here was a blow to US
prestige on a par with Sputnik. The situationseemed to galvanize the American public. On 31 January 1961, a chimpanzee
named Ham survived launch and reentry aboard the Mercury Redstone 2 (MR-2) rocket. Had a man been aboard this capsule,
the US would have beaten the Soviets by two and one-half months. On 5 May 1961, US Navy Commander Alan B. Shepard
became the first American to go into space with a suborbital flight aboard MR-3. Twenty days later, President Kennedy took
advantage of the ground swell of emotion after Shepard's flight to call for putting a man on the moon by the end of the
decade.147 The loss to the Soviets and the immediateUS response made the American people willing to support a program of
Apollo's magnitude.

[Image 22K]

MR-3 Lift-off

There were five more Mercury flights, the last four using an Atlas rocket as booster. With this Mercury-Atlas (MA)
combination, Marine Lt Col John Glenn became the first American in orbit (three revolutions) aboard MA-6. The last Mercury
flight by USAF Maj Gordon Cooper aboard MA-9 was the longest, 22 revolutions (34 hours, 20 minutes).148
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Mercury-Atlas 9

NASA was virtuallydependent on the Air Force for trained launch personnel, launch vehicles, and facilities. All NASA
manned launches were carried out by Air Force personnel with Air Force vehicles and facilitiesuntil completion of the Apollo
Pad 39 launch complex in 1966. However, as NASA's requirementsand Air Force involvement grew to meet the challenge of
the Moon launch, the Air Force's influence over NASA actually decreased. Many Air Force manned projects were in direct
competitionwith NASA projects. The Moon project, and the stepping stones that led to it, developed a momentum of their own
which the Air Force could neither redirect nor reduce.149

[Image 20K]

Gemini IX Lift-off
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NASA's Mercury follow-on, Project Gemini, developed procedures and practiced orbital maneuvers, rendezvous and docking,
and extra-vehicular activity (EVA ), and allowed US astronauts to gain experience needed for longer missions. Too massive for
an Atlas rocket launch, Gemini flew atop a man-rated version of the Titan II ICBM. Gemini achieved many successes. In March
1965, Gemini Titan 3 (GT-3), the first manned flight, performed the first orbital plane change. In June 1965, Edward White
performed the first US EVA aboard GT-4. GT-6 and GT-7 conducted the first US dual flight in December 1965. GT-7 set the
space endurance record (to that date) of 330 hours 35 minutes. In July 1966, GT- 10 performed the first hard docking of two
spacecraft when it docked with the Agena docking target vehicle (ADTV). In September 1966, GT-11 accomplished the first
one-orbit rendezvous with ADTV only 94 minutes into the flight.150
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GT-3 Lift-off

By 1966 NASA's Moon project was well under way. The system designed to take men to the Moon and back was huge and
massively complex. Its three-stage Saturn V rocket was the largest launch vehicle to date. The first stage, with five Rocketdyne
F-1 engines, developed more than 7.5 millionpounds of thrust at lift-off. The first flight of the Saturn V took place on 9
November 1967. The smallerSaturn lB rocket launched early test missions into near-Earth orbit.151
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Saturn S-IVB Engine

On 27 January 1967, the Apollo flight test program started in tragedy as three astronauts died in a capsule fire during a launch
pad rehearsal. The cause of the fire is still unknown, but the pure oxygen environment of the capsule was a major contributing
factor. Astronauts Virgil ("Gus") Grissom, Ed White, and Roger Chaffee died in the fire. The accident set the first Apollo
launch back to 11 October 1968 due to the need for extensive capsule redesign.152
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Apollo 15 Rollout

Nixon and Ford Years: 1969-1976

On 13 February 1969, President Richard M. Nixon formed a space task group (STG) to examine future US space activities. Its
September 1969 report recommended several changes for the national space program, including comprehensive cost reduction.
The STG stressed the need for practical applicationsand internationalcooperation in space.153 The group recommended a
reusable space system to provide low cost-per-pound to orbit. This system, with its envisioned 100-flight lifetime, developed
into the National Space Transportation System (STS).154 Regarding militaryprograms, the group recommended that new
programs be considered within the context of the threat, economic constraints, and national priorities. Such programs would
only be authorized when shown to be more cost effective than other methods.155

In 1969 the Nixon administrationapproached the Soviets with the idea of mutual limitationson strategicnuclear arms. These
Strategic Arms LimitationTalks (SALT ) would last for eight years, produce three arms limitationtreaties, and lay much of the
groundwork for later arms negotiations. The Treaty on the Limitationof Anti-BallisticMissileSystems limitedsystems to those
meant to counter strategicballisticmissiles. This treaty was a product of the SALT I talks but was negotiated separately from the
InterimAgreement (IA) on Strategic Nuclear Arms. Signed on 26 May 1972, the ABM Treaty entered into force for the US on
3 October 1972. Its provisions included limitson ABM systems to curb the strategicarms race and decrease the risk of nuclear
war. Under the provisions of the treaty:

1. Each nation could have no more than 15 ABM launchers at test ranges for R&D purposes (Article IV).

2. Both parties agreed not to develop, test, or deploy ABM systems or components that are sea-based, space-based,
or mobile land-based (Article V).
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3. Neither nation could have rapid reload capability (Article V).

4. Both parties agreed not to give missiles, launchers, or radars--other than ABM missiles, ABM launchers, or
ABM radars--the capability to counter strategicballisticmissilesand not to test them in an ABM mode (Article VI).

5. In the future there would be no deployment of early warning radars for strategicmissileattack except for those
along the periphery of the national territoryand oriented outward (Article VI).

6. Both countries may use national technical means of verificationto assure compliance as in the IA (Article XII).

7. The treaty, of unlimitedduration, is subject to review every 5 years (Article XIV).

Under the 1974 Protocol, each nation could build and operate only one ABM system to protect the national capitol or one of its
ICBM fields. This single ABM system could contain no more the 100 launchers and no more than 100 ABM interceptors.

Soviet Threat

By 1968 the Soviets' FOBS program settled into a two-flight-per-year pattern which indicated an operational status, although
they only deployed FOBS in 18 silos.156 Also that year, the Soviets began testing what appeared to be a co-orbital ASAT .
Little attention was paid to these events because they occurred during the national election and at a time when Vietnam had all
the headlines. Almost two years passed between the second and third ASAT tests. There was littlepublic recognition of the
hiatus or the resumption of testing.157

However in 1970, NSC requested DOD to take a look at the mysteriousSoviet satelliteprogram and its potential impacts.
Consensus was that this program. was a form of antisatellitesystem although no one was quite sure why the Soviets were
building such a system, why they had chosen a co-orbital system (unlike the US Nike Zeus or Thor ASATs ), or indeed, what
the ASAT 's target might be. DOD recommended US space systems and procedures be modified to reduce their vulnerabilityto
the Soviet "killer satellite." As for whether the US should develop a similarcapabilityas a response or deterrent, DOD felt that a
US counter would not deter Soviet use of an ASAT because of greater US dependency on its space assets. In such a contest, the
US would be hurt by an ASAT more than the Soviets would be.158

AntiballisticMissiles

The new administrationthoroughly reviewed the ABM system the previous administrationhad reluctantlyinitiated. The size
and dispositionof the system was not a major point of concern, but the philosophy of its employment was. On 14 March 1969,
Nixon announced that the US would replace Sentinel with the new Safeguard program. With the same strength and sites as
Sentinel, Safeguard would cover the Strategic Air Command' s ICBM fields to protect the US nuclear deterrent instead of major
cities. Nixon said that the only true way to protect the US population was to prevent a nuclear war by keeping a viable deterrent.
The first two of the six sites would be at Grand Forks, North Dakota, and MalmstromAFB, Montana.159

After the signing of the ABM Treaty, work proceeded on only the ABM site at Grand Forks AFB. The Grand Forks site
reached completion in fall 1975. On 1 October 1975, the site became operational, but on 2 October, Congress ordered it closed.
The reasons for closure are numerous. The cost of the one system was staggering.160 The cost of the entire system (six sites)
would have been almost $40 billion. The SALT I treatieshad limiteddefensive systems, and the Soviet introductionof multiple
independently targetable reentry vehicle warheads on their missilescould simply confuse and overwhelm any US ABM system
just as McNamara said it would.161 Therefore, the US limitedall ABM activitiesto research until the Strategic Defense
Initiativebegan in 1983.162

Military Space Systems

Even before the publishing of the Strategic Task Group report, new DOD leadership began implementingcost-cutting measures
in line with the STG recommendations. On 10 June 1969, DOD cut the MOL program that had been carried over from the
Kennedy and Johnson years.163
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DOD stated that due to budget restrictions, it had the choice of drasticallycutting several smallerprojects or deleting one large
R&D project.164 MOL, like so many other programs, was a victim of the tight DOD budget and other problems.165

Antisatellites. While the Soviets were getting their ASAT system going, the US ASAT , Program 437, was falling on hard
times. Back in 1962, the Starfish High Altitude Nuclear Test released sizable amounts of radiation into space. This radiation,
trapped by the Earth's magnetic field, created artificialradiation belts 100 to 1,000 times stronger than background levels and
damaged a number of satellites. The conclusion reached from this experience was that if Program 437 were ever used in anger,
it would destroy friend and foe alike. Compounding this problem, the Soviets put up so many militarysatellitesthat there were
too many potential ASAT targets. Also, there were major funding cuts in the program due to the Vietnam War. To make matters
worse, the Air Force was simply running out of Thors. Therefore, in October 1970, DOD moved Program 437 to standby status
as an economy measure. Thirty days were now needed to prepare for an interception, which totally destroyed the system's
credibilityas a weapon.166

On 19 August 1972, Hurricane Celeste delivered another major setback for Program 437 by destroying most facilitieson
Johnston Island. The facilitieswere repaired and back in service by September 1972, but because of undetected damage, the
system went down again on 8 December and, after more repairs, returned to service on 29 March 1973. The satelliteintercept
mission for the Johnston Island facilityended with a program management directive for Program 437 (10 August 1974).
NORAD notified the JCS of program terminationon 6 March 1975.167 On 1 April 1975, DOD terminatedthe program
altogether.168

In August 1974, President Gerald R. Ford reassessed the Soviet ASAT threat and US capability to respond to it. The Soviets
were pursuing an "adventuristpolicy" by deploying an ASAT that could disrupt US communicationsand other systems. The
1975 Slichter Report pointed out tremendous vulnerabilitiesin US space systems while US dependence on these systems was
growing. The apparent Soviet "blinding" of two US satellitesin October and November 1975 and resumption of ASAT testing
in February 1976 created considerable concern in the White House. In response, the president issued National Security Decision
Memorandum (NSDM) 333 in the fall of 1976. It directed DOD and others to take steps to redress satellitevulnerability. Air
Force Systems Command's Space Division set up a system program office to conduct studies in this area.169

In December 1976, another report, by the Buchsbaum Panel, echoed the concern over the growing US dependency on satellites
for communications, intelligence, and warning functions and the glaring vulnerabilityof satellitesand ground stations. The
report insisted that immediatemeasures be taken to correct this situation. The Buchsbaum group and DOD agreed that a US
ASAT could not function as a deterrent to Soviet use. However, they stated that a US ASAT could be used against Soviet
intelligencesystems and as a bargaining chip to induce the Soviets to enter ASAT arms control negotiations. Verification of a
limiton ASAT weapons would be a difficult task since a very small number would have a significantimpact. Also it would be
very easy to hide a residual capability. Eventually, such an agreement would have to stop R&D as well as deployment and
possibly seek to dismantleall ASAT -capable systems.170

President Ford was not impressed with the low priority DOD gave to the ASAT matter. DOD stated that the US should use
restraintwith regard to space weapons in the hope that the Soviets would reciprocate. President Ford did not agree and in light
of the turn of events (the Buchsbaum Report and the Soviets' 27 December 1976 ASAT test) decided to redress this situation.
On 18 January 1977, just two days before he left office, Ford signed NSDM 345 directing DOD to develop an operational
ASAT capabilitywhile studying options for ASAT arms control. He left it up to his successor to carry out this directive.171

Missile Warning and Space Surveillance Network. Reacting to impending limitsset by SALT on their land-based ICBMs,
the Soviets expanded their nuclear missilesubmarine fleet dramatically. In response, DOD upgraded and enhanced the SLBM
warning network. The Air Force installedeight mechanical, pulsed conical scan tracker radars, designated AN/FSS-7, at
strategicpoints along the US coast. These radars were on-line by April 1972. Also in 1972, the Air Force' s AN/FPS-85 space
surveillanceradar at Eglin AFB, Florida, received computer software changes to convert the system to the SLBM detection
mission in addition to its spacetrack mission.

The Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota, Safeguard ABM site closed in February l976. However, in January 1977, the Air Force
took over the perimeteracquisitionradar located at Concrete, North Dakota, for use in the MissileWarning and Spacetrack
Network and renamed the AN/FPQ-16 (phased array radar) the PerimeterAcquisition Radar CharacterizationSystem (PARCS )
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. With modifications, the system operated again as an SLBM/ICBM detection site watching the polar regions and Hudson Bay.
Operated by the 10th MissileWarning Squadron, PARCS provided space surveillancedata as a tertiarymission.172

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

While DOD canceled many militaryspace programs and scrutinizedspace policy, NASA's manned space program rode high as
the decade neared its close. In December 1968, Apollo 8 performed the first manned flight to the vicinity of the Moon, and
Apollos 9 and 10 conducted tests in Earth and lunar orbit in early 1969. Then Apollo ll provided the first manned landing on the
Moon on 19 July 1969. Astronaut Neil Armstrong became the first man to set foot on the Moon. The Moon crew deployed a
large number of scientificexperimentsand collected several pounds of rocks.173

Although the enthusiasm for the space program was high and NASA would land on the Moon five more times in the next two
years, the first Moon landing was the high water. There would soon be drastic NASA budget reductions.

Apollo X. The MOL cancellationearly in the Nixon presidency left only NASA's Apollo X program to carry on space station
development. By late 1972, NASA was completing this station, now called Skylab. Skylab used the first and second stages of a
Saturn V rocket to get into orbit. The station had 11,700 cubic feet of space for the crew, a length, with Apollo spacecraft
attached, of 118.5 feet, and a weight of 168,100 pounds or 84 tons (Skylab only).174 Skylab tested long-term weightlessness
and the ability of humans to adapt to it, and conducted experiments in solar physics, astronomicalobservation (unencumbered
by the Earth's atmosphere), and space manufacturing. Crews also conducted experimentsand observations related to Earth
resources studies, and they conducted space medicine research.175
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Skylab

NASA launched Skylab 1, unmanned, on 14 May 1973. It suffered serious damage during launch when the meteoroid shield
tore away, one solar panel ripped off, and the other jammed shut. This damage resulted in the loss of electricalpower and
caused severe overheating because of the loss of the reflectiveshielding. NASA launched three manned Skylab missions to
dock with Skylab on 25 May, 28 July, and 16 November 1973. Skylab' s orbit decayed and it reentered in 1979.176

Apollo/Soyuz Test Program. Limited US and USSR cooperation in space occurred during the 1960s. The cooperation
consisted of informationexchange between the space agencies. With improved relations in the 1970s, the possibilityfor greater
cooperation grew. Talks on the subject of astronaut/cosmonaut safety and use of common docking technology began as early as
1969, but specific joint working groups were not formed until October 1970. At the Moscow Summit in May 1972, the US and
Soviet Union signed the five year Agreement on Cooperation in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space for Peaceful Purposes,
the SALT IA, and the ABM treaties. The agreement scheduled a joint US/USSR space flight in 1975. This agreement was the
beginning of the Apollo/Soyuz Test Program (ASTP), which developed rescue systems for saving astronauts and cosmonauts in
emergencies in space (like Apollo 13 and Soyuz 11). Joint task groups designed and built a compatibledocking module with the
Soviet-style docking apparatus on one end and American type on the other. Both nations launched vehicles on 15 July 1975.
On 18 July, Apollo 18 docked with the Soviet Soyuz 19 spacecraft. The two spacecraft remained docked until 21 July and
carried out joint scientificand medical experiments. Although the joint flight was a success and added measurably to the US and
Soviet relationship, it remains the only joint US/USSR spaceflightventure to date.177 ASTP was the last US space flight for
almost six years.
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Apollo/Soyuz Test Project Spacecraft

Carter Years: 1977-1980

ASAT arms control keenly interested the Carter administration. President Jimmy Carter approached the Soviets on the subject in
March 1977. While negotiating, the US continued to work on its own ASAT . DOD intended to develop the US ASAT in an
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orderly fashion and did not plan a crash program to get the system on-line. The Carter administrationbelieved that even the
threat of an operational US ASAT could be used as a bargaining chip to provide the Soviets incentive to negotiate. This method
of arms negotiation and simultaneousASAT R&D came to be called the Two-track Policy.178

On 11 May 1978, Carter signed the PresidentialDecision on National Space Policy 37 which laid out the founding principlesof
US space policy. Carter' s space policy principles included US sovereign rights over its space objects and the right of passage
into and through space. A new principle was added, fueled by Soviet testing of their ASAT system--the right of self defense in
space. This principle would bring about a major change in US space policy because it recognized space as a possible war-
fighting medium. The presidentialmemorandum directed DOD to formulateplans to use civil, military, and commercialspace
assets in wartime or other emergencies as determined by the president. DOD was also to take actions to make US space systems
survivable in the event of a conflict and to develop an operational ASAT . DOD was to create an integrated attack warning,
notification, verification, and contingency reaction capability for space defense. The US would continue to exercise restraint in
the use of space weapons and recognized that negotiationson the subject of space arms control were desirable. As a result of
this rethinking of the traditionalroles of space systems and the reevaluationof the medium, the influence of the R&D world of
Air Force Systems Command in space mattersbegan a slow but steady decline. At the same time, the space operations world
increased its power and influence as war-fighting capability (survivability, reliability, responsiveness, etc.) became the new
order of business for space systems.

[Image 21K]

Voyager Spacecraft

Military Space Systems

In October 1977, Secretary of Defense Harold Brown announced that the Soviets had an operational ASAT system. This fact
was the prime consideration in the Carter administration's change in US space policy and the redirectionof the US military
space program. DOD initiatedthe Space Defense Program in 1977 to perform research into ASAT technology, satellite
survivability, and improved space surveillance.179

AntisatelliteWeapons. Ford's administrationhad rekindled large-scale ASAT weapon research although considerable work
had been done from the early 1970s under the Missileand Space Defense Program. Research centered on the miniaturehoming
vehicle (MHV) with nonnuclear kill capability. In September 1977, Vought contracted to build the MHV. The MHV's intercept
sequence began with launch aboard a ground-launched booster or from a high-altitude aircraft. The MHV maneuvered to the
calculated vicinity of the target, where its sensors locked on and tracked the target. The MHV then homed in on the target and
destroyed it via collision.180

The Air Force dropped the ground-launched option which used a modified Minuteman III ICBM in favor of air-launch from an
F-15 fighter. The air-launched booster was a Boeing short-range attack missilefirst stage and a Vought Altair III second stage.
Air-launch provided the advantages of flexibility, mobility, and "more attacks per day." MHV's biggest advantage over the old
Program 437 and 505 systems was that it did not have to wait for the target to come to it.

In May 1978, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) published a report containing a prioritizedlistingof potential Soviet target satellites
for the MHV. At the same time, JCS directed DOD to work on another ASAT system, termed the conventional ASAT , as a
low-risk alternativesystem using off-the-shelf technology. This system, employing pellets as its kill mechanism, was intended as
a backup in case the MHV proved too difficult.181

SatelliteSurvivability. The Space Defense Program also conducted satellitesurvivabilityresearch. Studies showed that
satelliteswere extremely vulnerable to countermeasures. The US ASAT system might, in time, provide some measure of
defense for some satellitesin a contingency situation, though that was not its intended purpose. The satellitesand their command
and control network needed serious attention to allow them to function in a hostile environment. Efforts to improve the battle
worthiness of these systems were directed at three areas--the orbital segment, the link segment, and the ground segment.182

The command and control facilitieswere in particularneed of attention. The Air Force SatelliteControl Facility at Sunnyvale,
California, was, and still is, an unhardened, above-ground facility located on the San Andreas Fault. (It is in serious danger in
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case of an earthquake.) The Air Force began constructionof a modern, survivable facilityeast of Colorado Springs, Colorado.
This facility, the Consolidated Space Operations Center, is designed to control most DOD space assets. Also, the Air Force
envisioned ground-mobile satellitecommand and control units to ensure survivabilitythrough mobilityand proliferation.183

Although measures to improve the survivabilityof US space assets made sense, the US implementedthem in a piecemeal
fashion. Budgetary constraintswere much to blame. Payload limitationsalso restrictedthe amount of satelliteredundancy and
hardness. Probably the leading reason for the haphazard treatmentof survivabilitywas the low priority placed on space systems
despite their unquestioned value. The low priority was the result of the lack of a single constituency advocating
change.184There was no single unified view of space and its place in the militarystructure. During the Reagan administration
this problem would be given major consideration.

Directed Energy Weapons. Since the late 1960s, the services and ARPA , now called the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA ), did considerable work on directed energy weapons (DEW), which are lasers and particle beams.
However, only towards the end of Ford's tenure did such exotic technologies begin to show promise as weapons. The laser
blinding incidents in 1975 (previously mentioned) showed that the Soviets were moving in this direction and had the potential
for building a usable system. This increased US interest in this type of system, but considerable controversy existed over the
direction of any project involving DEW and the level of funding to be given to these programs.185

The Carter administrationwas skeptical of DEW programs and felt that these were not mature technologies. It viewed
conventional methods for ASAT , ABM, and ground target destruction (e.g., ICBMs) as more cost effective, and all DEW
efforts remained exploratory in nature.186

Missile Warning and the Space Surveillance Network. The Air Force constructed an advanced radar site on the remote
Aleutian island of Shemya in the northern Pacific. Construction of the system, the AN/FPS-108, Cobra Dane phased array
radar, started in 1973, and it became operational in August 1977. The 16th Surveillance Squadron operates the radar, conducts
surveillanceof foreign missile launches, provides missilewarning of ICBM and SLBM attack, and supports the Air Force
Space Surveillance Network.187

In 1978, the Air Force initiatedthe Spacetrack ImprovementProgram which led to the constructionof new systems and
integrationof existing systems into a larger and more effective surveillancenetwork. The Air Force created the Pacific Radar
Barrier including sites at Kwajalein, Guam, and the Philippines.188 The 17th Surveillance Squadron which was located on
Luzon Island at the San Miguel Naval CommunicationsStation, Republic of the Philippines, was a typical example of these
systems. Activated in 1980, its mission was the detection and tracking of foreign missile launches and the identificationof
selected payloads and space debris. The 17th's AN/GPS-10 radar reached IOC in April 1983. In June 1990, the 17 SURS
ceased operations and was supplanted by a new surveillancefacility, Detachment 5, 18 SURS at Saipan.189

Another improvementwas the conversion and integrationof DARPA 's space object identificationfacilityon the Hawaiian
island of Maui with the Air Force's planned ground-based electro-optical deep space surveillance(GEODSS) sites.190 The
GEODSS system was the successor to the Baker-Nunn camera system.191 MIT Lincoln Lab developed and tested GEODSS at
ExperimentalTest Site 1 at Socorro, New Mexico, near WSMR.192 GEODSS used powerful telescopes, electro-optic cameras,
and high-speed computers to gather tracking and identificationdata on deep space satellites.

A major improvementmade to space operations command and control took into account the wartime role of space systems
envisioned by Carter' s space policy. Originally conceived as the NORAD Combat Operations Center, the Space Defense
Operations Center (SPADOC ) was to be the hub of Air Force wartime space activities. The SPADOC would consolidate all
US ASAT , space surveillance, and satellitesurvivabilityoperations in a single operations center. The SPADOC became
operational on 1 October 1979 for limiteddevelopment operations at the NORAD Cheyenne Mountain Complex.193

During the spacetrack network upgrades, the missilewarning net received new systems as well with the introductionof PAVE
PAWS , the AN/FPS-115, advanced phased array radars built by Raytheon Corporation and designed for the SLBM warning
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mission. PAVE PAWS provides improved radar coverage and detection capabilityas well as additional warning against ICBM
attack as a secondary mission and space surveillanceas a tertiarymission.194

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

The Space Shuttle Program continued to be NASA's chief area of interestwhen the Carter administrationtook office in January
1977. NASA tentativelyscheduled the first orbital test flight for March 1978. In February 1977, NASA began the first of the
STS approach and landing test program flight tests with the shuttleEnterprise at the Dryden Flight Research Center at Edwards
AFB, California. A modified Boeing 747 airlinercarried the shuttle piggyback. The first free-flight occurred on 12 August 1977
with astronauts Fred Haise and Gordon Fullerton aboard. The last such flight was on 26 October 1977.195 Enterprise never
went into space.

After many hours of structural testing with Enterprise, NASA declared the orbiter design structurallyflightworthy in April
1979.196 MeanwhileColumbia, the first shuttle intended to fly into space, arrived at the Kennedy Space Center in March 1979,
already a year behind schedule, and sat for more than two years. The delay was caused by problems with the 30,922 tiles of the
thermal protection system and the space shuttle main engines which were also two years behind schedule. NASA rescheduled
the first flight for 10 April 1981.197

Reagan Years: 1981-1988

The new president tasked NSC to review US launch vehicle needs; the adequacy of the current administrationpolicy to meet
continued US civil, commercial, and militaryneeds; NASA/DOD space shuttle organizational responsibilitiesand capabilities;
and potential legislationon space policy. The NSC space policy review began in August 1981. DOD performed an internal
space policy study at the same time.198

On 4 July 1982, President Ronald W. Reagan spoke at Edwards AFB at the fourth space shuttle landing. In this, his first speech
on space policy, the president called for "a more permanent presence in space" for the US and said that steps must be taken to
provide "assured access to space.''199 On the same day as his speech, the White House issued National Security Decision
Directive (NSDD)-42, which reiteratedthe principlesof Carter's PD/NSC-37. However, there were significantdifferences.
NSDD-42 emphasized the US ASAT as a deterrent to Soviet use of their system with eventual deployment as a goal of the
program. The ASAT would deny the enemy the use of space and space assets in time of war or crisis. The directive went on to
say that the administrationwould study and consider treatieson weapons in space compatiblewith US national security
interests. This statementwas somewhat less positive than Carter's assertion that such agreements were desirable. Like PD/
NSC-37, NSDD-42 also extended the principle of sovereign rights over a nation's space assets to include the right to defend
those assets in space.200

The DOD space policy review contained "no new directions in space weaponry.''201 However, deterrence was now the
primary role of the US ASAT program despite the fact that many experts said that this role was unworkable in light of the
disparity in dependence and launch capacity between the US and USSR. DOD would explore technologicalavenues for
prompt space support and projection of force in and from space and to assure free access while denying the same to the
enemy.202 As such, NSDD-42 laid the groundwork for use of space as an arena for militaryoperations by asserting the right of
self-defense, and it opened the way for development of assets to fighting in and from space.

On 23 March 1983, President Reagan made his now famous Star Wars Speech announcing the Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI). The president called for increased militaryspending to meet US militaryrequirementsand commitments. Then, to the
surprise of most everyone (including members of his staff), Reagan called for defensive measures to render Soviet missiles
obsolete. This call was a direct move away from the old policy of mutual assured destruction towards a policy of strategic
defense as a means of deterrence. Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger stated, "The defense systems the President is talking
about are not designed to be partial. What we want to try to get is a system which will develop a defense that is thoroughly
reliable and total." This "system" grew into a series of systems forming a layered ballisticmissiledefense.203
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Two days after the speech, the Reagan White House released NSDD-85, "Eliminatingthe Threat from BallisticMissiles." The
NSDD directed "an intensive effort to define a long term research and development program aimed at an ultimategoal of
eliminatingthe threat posed by nuclear ballisticmissiles." The directive was a total commitmentto a long-range R&D program
for ballisticmissiledefense. The White House set up committeesto study technological, political, and strategicconsiderationsof
such a system.204

Arms Negotiations

In August 1981, the US rejected a Soviet offer to discuss a draft space weapons control treaty (Draft Treaty on the Prohibition
of the Stationing of Weapons of Any Kind in Outer Space), which the Soviets had presented to the UN General Assembly as a
supplement to the Outer Space Treaty of 1967.205 The US offered no counterproposaland gave no indication that it was
interested in talks on the subject.206 The Soviets introduced another draft of the treaty which even went so far as to offer to
dismantle the existing Soviet ASAT system. Although the draft covered many US concerns about space weapons, the US
rejected it because it also prohibited the use of the space shuttle as a militarysystem, while verification(always a sticking point)
was still questionable. The US was also concerned over ground-based laser attacks (which were hard to trace to a source) and
residual Soviet ASAT capability in their existing ABM systems.207

Considerable criticismfocused on the administration's refusal to negotiate an ASAT treaty. Congress threatened to withhold
funds for US ASAT development unless some legitimatejustificationcould be provided. The administrationbriefed Congress
on its problems with this or any such treaty: It was virtually impossible to verify; there were diverse sources of threats to US
systems; and there was the threat posed by Soviet surveillancesystems that could not be negated without an ASAT .208 In the
end, despite considerable lobbying, the administrationdid not succeed in keeping funds for ASAT testing intact.209

Strategic Defense Initiative and the
Antiballistic Missile Treaty

From 1983 to 1987, US position on the Strategic Defense Initiativeand the ABM Treaty was that Article V of the treaty limited
all SDI work to research, that is, lab work and tests of subcomponents. This interpretationlimitedthe primary debate to what
constituted testing of components (which was prohibited) and what constituted testing of subcomponents (which was not). All
other debates centered on what constitutedresearch and development and employment of dual-use technologies (such as an
antitacticalmissileor antiaircraftmissileused as an ABM).

In 1988 the DOD took a different slant and employed a lawyer to look at the legal side of the question. Thereafter DOD
proposed a new interpretation. First of all, Article V applied only to systems and components that were current at the time of the
treaty negotiations. Agreed Statement D, which prohibited deployment but did not address testing and development, governed
new technologies. The complicationin all this was that the US had tried to ban futuristictechnology during the original ABM
negotiations, but the Soviets were unwilling to agree to such restrictions. The Reagan administrationnow proposed that since
the Soviets had not agreed to these restrictions, the US was not bound by these restraintseither. This reasoning left the US free
to deploy anything it wanted in a full-scale test. Politicsbecame the only constrainton US actions. The US did not take
advantage of this new interpretationdue to European and congressional protests.

Military Space Systems

The Strategic ModernizationProgram, revealed on 5 October 1981 by Caspar Weinberger, had many provisions for improving
the US strategicposture including deployment of the B-1 bomber, MX ICBM, and Trident SLBM. Weinberger also stated that
the US would "continue to pursue an operational antisatellitesystem.''210 Under the Reagan administration, militaryspace
programs received increased attention across the board. There was a perceived need for effective and survivable systems for
early warning, communications, and attack assessment to allow the US to fight and "prevail" in modern conflicts to include
nuclear war.211

Antisatellites. The US ASAT , by now called the prototype miniatureair launched system (PMALS), was in an advanced
development stage by October 1981 when Reagan announced US commitmentof $418 million in contracts to Vought and
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Boeing. Ground testing of the missileand the MHV began in 1981 although the program was behind schedule.212 The Air
Force moved the initialoperational capabilitydate back from 1985 to 1987 due to developmentalproblems. The Air Force
conducted the first captive flight tests with the F- 15 launch aircraft in December 1982. Despite obvious progress, in January
1983 the General Accounting Office (GAO) criticizedthe system's complexity and price of tens of billionsof dollars and called
for a new assessmentof other alternatives, particularlyground-based options and air- and space-based laser systems.213 GAO
also criticizedthe system for its apparent lack of growth potential and its inability to attack up to 70 percent of its intended
targets or the Soviets' ASAT system. Other sources also attacked PMALS for its dependence on existing space surveillance
networks, which had limitedcapabilitiesrelative to this task and which were not very survivable. DOD countered that the target
list was a wish list with no monetary constraintsattached and that the system would not cost as much as GAO alleged. It would
cost only $3.6 billion.214

As if to lend credence to the Reagan administration's assertions that the US needed an ASAT device to counter threatening
Soviet activities, the USSR tested its ASAT system again in February 1981, the 18th such test, and again in March 1981. The
Soviet ASAT flew yet again, for the last time, in June 1982. The last flight was apparently as part of a major Soviet strategic
forces exercise in which they launched two ICBMs, two ABMs, one SLBM, and one SS-20 IRBM as well as a navigation and
a reconnaissance satellite. In August 1983, in a surprising demonstrationof restraint, Soviet President Yuri Andropov
announced a unilateralmoratoriumon ASAT testing. This action came at a time when there was growing US concern over the
possible use of such large Soviet boosters as the Proton to launch an attack on our geosynchronous satellites. The Soviets were
reportedly even developing a 300,000- to 400,000-pound lift (to low-Earth orbit) booster that could lift a prototype laser ASAT
device.215

In February 1984, Reagan announced that the US would study follow-ons (such as a high-altitude ASAT ) to meet all objectives
on the target list.216 The MHV test program had conducted two successful point-in-space interceptsby the time Congress
imposed budgetary restrictionson the program. When the congressional ban on ASAT testing of the MHV lapsed for a brief
period in September 1985, the Air Force took advantage of the opportunity for a live-fire test of PMALS. On 13 September, a
USAF F-15 piloted by Maj Wilbert Pearson launched an ASAT missileat the P78-1 solar observatory satellite, Solwind. The
MHV struck the satellite, shattering it into 250-350 pieces. A stiffer congressional ban was imposed after the test. The Air Force
could not test the US ASAT unless the Soviets tested theirs. In December 1985, Air Force SCOUT rockets launched two
instrumentedtarget vehicles from Wallops Flight Center. Both reentered before they could be used.

Missile Warning and Spacetrack Network. On 21 June 1982, Air Force Chief of Staff Gen Lew Allen, Jr., announced the
impending formationof Air Force Space Command, a single Air Force command that would consolidate and coordinate all Air
Force space assets and activities. There had been considerable lobbying for a change in the militaryspace organization and
creation of an operational space command within the Air Force for some time. In September 1982, Space Command established
its headquarters at Colorado Springs, near the headquarters for NORAD . The establishmentof Air Force Space Command was
the largest of the space organizationalchanges during the 1980s, all of which reflected the shift in policy recognizing space as a
war-fighting medium.

In June 1983, the Navy announced that it was creating US Naval Space Command, which it activated on 1 October 1983 and
headquartered at Dahlgren, Virginia. Although it consolidated naval space activities, the new Navy command also was intended
to ensure the Navy a role in controllingDOD space programs in a unified command at a later date.217 On 23 September 1985
DOD activated the US Space Command (USSPACECOM ) at Colorado Springs as a unified command composed of Air Force
Space Command, Naval Space Command, and the newly created Army Space Agency (which later became Army Space
Command). USSPACECOM has the task of consolidatingall assets affecting US space activities.

The Air Force establishedground based electro-optical deep space surveillancesites. MIT Lincoln Lab's ExperimentalTest Site
1 at Socorro, New Mexico, became Air Force property in April 1981 and reached IOC on 30 July 1982. Other GEODSS sites
opened at ChoeJong San, Republic of Korea; Maui, Hawaii; and Diego Garcia, British Indian Ocean Territories; under the
Spacetrack ImprovementProgram.218

The Air Force also expanded the SLBM network. It completed two AN/FPS-121, modified PAVE PAWS systems, located in
the southeastern and southwestern US. The first site is at Robins AFB, near Warner Robins, Georgia, and attained IOC in
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November 1986. The 9th MissileWarning Squadron (MWS) operates it.219 The second, operated by the 8 MWS, is at
Eldorado AFS, near San Angelo, Texas, and became operational on 8 May 1987.220 These radars provide improved radar
coverage and detection capability for southern approaches to the US. After activationof the new PAVE PAWS southeast radar,
the Air Force deactivated the last of the old AN/FSS-7 radars operated by Detachment 1, 20 MWS, at MacDill AFB,
Florida.221 Later, the Air Force reclassifiedthe AN/FPS-85 radar at Eglin AFB, Florida, as a space surveillanceradar no longer
responsible for the missilewarning role.

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Shuttle Program

Two years behind schedule, the space shuttle approached its launch date of 10 April 1981. However when the day arrived,
NASA canceled the flight due to a computer malfunction. The first flight finally got under way on 12 April 1981 as Columbia
lifted off from launch pad 39A at the Kennedy Space Center, 20 years to the day after Gagarin's first manned flight. Astronauts
John Young and Robert Crippen made the historic first flight and landed successfullyon the runway at Edwards AFB on 14
April.222

Over a year later, Reagan's NSDD-42 designated the space shuttle as the primary launch system for the US national security
space program. It directed DOD and NASA to develop the shuttle into a fully operational, cost-effective system. All
government payloads were to be compatiblewith the shuttle, and DOD was given priority on shuttle launches. DOD and other
government agencies were to continue to develop and use expendable launch vehicles (ELV ) only until the shuttle could meet
all their launch needs. This directive essentiallyplaced all of DOD's launch eggs in one basket--the shuttle.

By making the shuttle the primary launch vehicle for all government payloads, NSDD-42 guaranteed NASA all the launch
business it could handle. NASA's goal was to achieve a two-flight-per-month routine that would make satellitelaunches cheaper
and make the shuttle a self-sustaining venture. To achieve this goal, NASA needed more shuttles. In the next four years, NASA
acquired three more shuttles, Challengerwhich first flew on 4 April 1983, Discoverywhich first flew on 30 August 1984, and
Atlantiswhich first flew on 3 October 1985. Even with all four shuttles going at once, NASA was unable to meet its schedule
because of technical problems and other delays. Far from the goal of 24 flights a year, the best NASA ever managed was nine
flights in 1985.

By January 1986, NASA had flown only 24 shuttle missions in 57 months. The backlog of payloads on the manifestwas
growing steadily. There were few, if any, ELVs available for launch because they were being phased out, and production lines
had closed. The pressure on NASA to get the shuttle up when scheduled was tremendous. Then disaster struck on 28 January
1986. The shuttleChallenger exploded some 70 seconds into the 25th flight because of a solid rocket booster (SRB) failure that
ruptured the main propellant tank. All seven astronauts aboard were lost as was the $100 millionNASA tracking and data relay
system satellite. The effect on the US civilian and militaryspace programs was devastating. Virtually all US launch capability
was crippled. Two Titan 34D failures and a Delta 3920 failure within the same period only compounded the problem. Instead of
having assured access, the US had virtuallyno access to space. The shuttle was down for over two years for an in-depth
accident investigationand redesign of the faulty SRBs. During this time, there were virtuallyno ELVs available.

This dire situationcontinued until the return of the space shuttle in September 1988, the first flight of the Delta II medium launch
vehicle in February 1989, and the successful first flight of the new Titan IV booster (originallydesigned to complement the
shuttle) in June 1989. (More informationon these and other launch systems is in chapter 4.) DOD institutedfull-scale or
expanded development of these ELV systems immediatelyafter the Challenger accident and redirected almost all of its payloads
to ELVs . The result has been that now there are virtuallyno DOD payloads scheduled for flights on the shuttle, and NASA
now faces tremendous competitionfor US civilian and foreign payloads.

Bush Years: 1989-1992

The focus on and the transitionof space policy from Reagan to Bush began when President Reagan signed the NASA
Authorization Bill for 1989, which wrote the requirementfor a space council into law. The National Space Council (NSpC)
came into being when President George H. Bush signed Executive Order No. 12675 on 20 April 1989. In signing the order, the
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president said that "space is of vital importance to the nation's future and to the quality of life on Earth."223 He charged the
council to keep America first in space.

The council is chaired by the vice president, who serves as the president's principal advisor on national space policy and
strategy. Other members of the council include: the secretariesof state, treasury, defense, commerce, transportation, and energy;
the director of the Office of Management and Budget; the chief of staff to the president; the assistant to the president for national
security affairs; the assistant to the president for science and technology; the director of central intelligence; and the administrator
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The vice president invites the participationof the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the heads of other departments, and other
senior officials in the Executive Office of the President when the topics under considerationby the council so warrant. The
council's charter is to advise and assist the president on national space policy and strategy, much as the National Security
Council does in its area of responsibility. The council carries out activitiesto integrate and coordinate civil, commercial, and
national security space activities. One of the first tasks for the council was to develop a national space policy planning process
for development and monitoringof the implementationof the national space policy and strategy.

The planning process the council adopted consists of four phases:

define broad goals and objectives for the US space program,

determine strategiesto implementthose goals and objectives,

monitor the implementationof these strategies, and

resolve specific issues that arise during the implementationprocess.224

This planning process will guide future space activitiesand will ensure an integrated national space program by strengthening
and streamliningpolicy for civil and commercialspace activitiesas well as for DOD.

The council has also identifiedfive key elements that will form the basis of the US national space strategy. Those elements are:
transport, exploration, solutions, opportunity, and freedom.225 These elements highlight the space program objectives of
preserving the nation's security; creating economic opportunity; developing new and better technologies; attractingstudents to
engineering, math, and science; and exploring space for the benefit of mankind.226

Development of the nation's space launch capabilityand related infrastructureas a national resource is one area under review by
the council. Launch capabilityand infrastructuremust accommodate the current and future needs of the space program. A
second element the council is investigatingis opening the frontier of space by manned and unmanned programs. The
commitmentis to ensure a balanced scientificprogram that will emphasize human activitiesas well as scientificexcellence and
research.227 A third area is intensificationof the use of space to solve problems on Earth such as environmentalconcerns, treaty
verifications, and satellitecommunicationsto link people around the globe. Opportunity is the fourth element in the council' s
plan for space. Space exploration is crucial to the nation's technologicaland scientificdevelopment and economic
competitiveness.228 Capitalizingon the unique environment of space to produce and investigatenew materials, medicine, and
energy could result in private investmentand new jobs. The last element is ensuring that the space program contributes to the
nation's security. Ensuring freedom to use space for exploration, development, and security for the United States and all nations
is an inherent right of self-defense and of US defense commitmentsto its allies.

The space program needs open-mindedness, practicality, and the willingness of the space establishmentto get behind a feasible
plan. The National Space Council is an importantvehicle for the administration's national space policy.

Despite ongoing funding limitations, the space community continues to progress. Space organizations and missionsare
continuing to evolve and have had modest growth. Recent experience with Operation Desert Storm has highlighted the
invaluable contributionsof space systems. In fact, Desert Storm was a watershed event for the advancement of space
informationto the war-fighting personnel. Such systems as the Global Positioning System, Defense SatelliteCommunication
System, Defense Support Program, and Defense MeteorologicalSatelliteProgram provided unprecedented levels of data
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support to the theater. Desert Storm proved that growing reliance on space systems for warning, intelligence, navigation,
targeting, communications, and weather was merited. In subsequent chapters and annexes, this volume discusses the effect of
space systems support in wars and the role the NSpC will play in shaping our current and future space policy and doctrine.
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Chapter 2

_____________________________________________________

Space Law, Policy, and Doctrine

Space policy and doctrine define the overarching goals and principlesof the US space program. Internationaland domestic laws
and regulations, national interests, and security objectives shape the US space program. Furthermore, fiscal considerationsboth
shape and constrain space policy. Space policy formulationis a criticalelement of the US national planning process because it
provides the framework for future system requirements.1

This chapter examines the internationaland domestic legal parameterswithin which the US must conduct its space programs
and outlines the basic tenets of US policy and doctrine. The chapter details Department of Defense (DOD) and Air Force space
policies, which are derived from national space policy, and concludes with an analysis of the doctrinal principles that guide the
conduct of militaryspace activities.2

The term space law refers to a body of law drawn from a variety of sources and consisting of two basic types of law:
internationaland domestic. The former refers to rights and obligations the US has agreed to through multilateralor bilateral
internationaltreatiesand agreements. The latter refers to domestic legislationby Congress and regulationspromulgated by
executive agencies of the US government.3

International Space Law

Table 1 summarizeskey internationaltreatiesand agreements that affect the scope and character of US militaryspace activities.
Listed below are some of the more importantbasic principlesand rules.

Internationallaw applies to outer space. Such law includes the United Nations (UN) Charter, which requires all UN
members to settle disputes by peaceful means, prohibits the threat to use or actual use of force against the territorial
integrityor political independence of another state, and recognizes a state' s inherent right to act in individual or collective
self-defense.

Outer space, the Moon, and other celestialbodies are not subject to appropriationby claim of sovereignty, use or
occupation, or any other means. In 1976 eight equatorial countries claimed sovereignty over the geostationaryorbital arc
above their territory. Most other countries, including all major space powers, rejected the claim.
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Outer space is free for use by all countries. This principle is related to the nonappropriationprinciple and is analogous to
the right of innocent passage on the high seas.

Outer space will be used for peaceful purposes only. Most Western nations, including the US, equate peaceful purposes
with nonaggressive ones. Consequently, all nonaggressive militaryuse of space is permitted, except for certain activities,
noted elsewhere in this section, that are specificallyprohibited.

Objects launched into space must be registeredwith the UN.

A country retains jurisdictionand control over its registeredspace objects. This rule applies regardless of the condition of
the objects.

A country is responsible for regulating, and is ultimatelyliable for, the outer space activitiesof its citizens.

Nuclear weapons tests and other nuclear explosions in outer space are prohibited. In 1958, before this prohibition, the US
exploded three small nuclear devices in outer space over the course of two weeks in Project Argus. Such an experiment
would be prohibited today.

Nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction (such as chemical and biological weapons) may not be placed
into orbit, installedon celestialbodies, or stationed in space in any other manner.

A country may not test any kind of weapon; establish militarybases, installations, or fortifications; or conduct military
maneuvers on celestialbodies. The use of militarypersonnel for scientificresearch or other peaceful purposes is
permitted.

The development, testing, or deployment of space-based anti-ballisticmissile(ABM) systems or components is
prohibited. This prohibitiondoes not apply to research and development of space-based ABMs preceding field testing.
This provision of the ABM Treaty and, in fact, the entire treaty (see table 1) have received much public attention in recent
years because of progress in the Strategic Defense Initiative. It is quite possible that signatoriescould renegotiateor even
eliminatethe treaty before the end of the decade.

Interferingwith national technical means of verificationis prohibited, provided such systems are operating in accordance
with generally recognized principlesof internationallaw and are in fact being used to verify provisions of specific
treaties.4

Table 1

International Agreements that Limit
Military Activities in Space

Agreement Principle/Constraint

United Nations
Charter (1947)

Made applicable to space by the Outer Space Treaty of 1967.

Prohibits states from threatening to use, or actually using, force against the territorialintegrityor
political independence of another state (Article 2(4)).

Recognizes a state's inherent right to act in individual or collectiveself- defense when attacked.
Customary internationallaw recognizes a broader right to self-defense, one that does not require a
state to wait until it is actually attacked before responding. This right to act preemptivelyis known
as the right of anticipatoryself-defense (Article 51).
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Limited Test Ban
Treaty (1963)

Bans nuclear weapons tests in the atmosphere, in outer space, and underwater.

States may not conduct nuclear weapon tests or other nuclear explosions (i.e., peaceful nuclear
explosions) in outer space or assist or encourage others to conduct such tests or explosions (Article
1).

Outer Space Treaty
(1967)

Outer space, including the Moon and other celestialbodies, is free for use by all states (Article I).

Outer space and celestialbodies are not subject to national appropriationby claim of sovereignty,
use, occupation, or other means (Article II).

Space activitiesshall be conducted in accordance with internationallaw, including the UN Charter
(Article III).

The Moon and other celestialbodies are to be used exclusively for peaceful purposes (Article IV).

Nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction (such as chemical and biological
weapons) may not be placed in orbit, installedon celestialbodies, or stationed in space in any other
manner (Article IV).

A state may not conduct militarymaneuvers; establish militarybases, fortifications, or installations;
or test any type of weapon on celestialbodies. Use of militarypersonnel for scientificresearch or
other peaceful purpose is permitted(Article IV).

States are responsible for governmental and private space activities, and must supervise and
regulate private activities(Article IV).

States are internationallyliable for damage to another state (and its citizens) caused by its space
objects (including privately owned ones) (Article VII).

States retain jurisdictionand control over space objects while they are in space or on celestial
bodies (Article VII).

States must conduct internationalconsultationsbefore proceeding with activitiesthat would cause
potentiallyharmful interferencewith activitiesof other parties (Article IX).

States must carry out their use and exploration of space in such a way as to avoid harmful
contaminationof outer space, the Moon, and other celestialbodies, as well as to avoid the
introductionof extraterrestrialmatter that could adversely affect the environment of the Earth
(Article IX).

Stations, installations, equipment, and space vehicles on the Moon and other celestialbodies are
open to inspection by other countries on a basis of reciprocity(Article XII).

AntiballisticMissile
(ABM)

Between the US and USSR. Treaty (1972) -- Prohibits development, testing, or deployment of
space-based ABM systems or components (Article V).

Prohibits deployment of ABM systems or components except as authorized in the treaty (Article I).

Prohibits interferencewith the national technical means a party uses to verify compliance with the
treaty (Article XII).

LiabilityConvention

A launching site is absolutely liable for damage by its space object to people or property on the
Earth or in its atmosphere (Article II).
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Liability for damage caused by a space object, to persons or property on board such a space object,
is determined by fault (Article III).

Convention on
Registration(1974)

Requires a party to maintain a registry of objects it launches into Earth orbit or beyond (Article II).

Informationof each registeredobject must be furnished to the UN as soon as practical, including
basic orbital parametersand general function of the object (Article IV).

Environmental
Modification
Convention (1980)

Prohibits militaryor other hostile use of environmentalmodificationtechniques as a means of
destruction, damage, or injury to any other state if such use has widespread, long-lasting, or severe
effects (Article 1).

Source:Adapted from Air Command and Staff College , Space Handbook (Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Air University Press, January 1985 ), 15-2 through
15-3.

The US adheres to the premise in internationallaw that any act not specificallyprohibited is permitted. Thus, even though the
list (see table 1) of prohibited acts is sizable, overall there are few legal restrictionson the use of space for nonaggressive military
purposes. As a result, internationallaw implicitlypermits the performance of such traditionalmilitaryfunctions as surveillance,
reconnaissance, navigation, meteorology, and communications. It permits the deployment of militaryspace stations; the testing
and deployment in Earth orbit of nonnuclear, non-ABM weapon systems, including antisatelliteweapons and space-to-ground
conventional weapons; and the use of space for individual and collectiveself-defense as well as virtuallyany conceivable
activity not specificallyprohibited or otherwise constrained.

Another widely accepted premise is that treatiesusually regulate activitiesbetween signatoriesonly during peacetime. This rule
holds true unless a treaty expressly states that its provisions apply or become operative during hostilities, or the signatoriescan
deduce this from the nature of the treaty itself. In other words, countries presume that armed conflict will result in the suspension
or terminationof a treaty' s provisions. Good examples are treatieswhose purpose is to disarm or limitquantitiesof arms
maintainedby the signatories. Therefore, during hostilities, the scope of permissiblemilitaryspace activitiesmay broaden
significantly.

Finally, it is important to understand that historicallythe former Soviet Union has been the most importantspace power next to
the US. Most of the space-related treaties to which the US has agreed were signed by the Soviet Union, and some are bilateral
agreements exclusively with that nation. As the USSR dissolved, the US adopted a policy of continuing to observe the
requirementsof all treatiesand to apply their provisions to the independent states that have emerged. Nevertheless, a degree of
legal uncertainty is likely to exist for a period of years until precedent establishespolicy more firmly or formal agreements are
concluded with the new states. Although uncertainty applies on both sides, the obligationsof the US under the new conditions
are clear because the state of US sovereignty has not changed, and the spirit of the original agreements still exists for the most
part. It is less clear that the emerging states of the former Soviet Union will feel obligated to observe past agreements, but there
are indicationsat this writing that they will do so.

Domestic Space Law

Domestic law has always shaped militaryspace activitiesthrough the spending authorizationand budget appropriationprocess.5
A perfect example occurred in the mid-1980s when Congress deleted funding for further testing of the USAF's direct ascent
ASAT weapon--effectivelycancelling the program. In addition, a number of laws not designed solely to address space have a
space aspect. For instance, under the CommunicationsAct of 1934, the president has the authority to gain control of private
communicationsassets owned by US corporations during times of crisis. Since the l 960s, this authority has included both the
ground and space segments of domesticallyowned communicationssatellites. Space-specific legislation(beyond the annual
National Aeronautics and Space Administration[NASA] authorization) is a relativelyrecent activity.

The Reagan administrationplaced emphasis on the creation of a third sector of space activity--that of commercialspace--in
addition to the traditionalmilitaryand civil sectors. To facilitatethe development of a commercial launch industry in the US, for
example, Congress passed the CommercialSpace Launch Act of 1984. From a DOD perspective, the importance of this
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legislationlies in its authorizationfor commercialcustomers to use DOD launch facilitieson a reimbursablebasis. Thus, the
DOD is now in the business of overseeing commercialoperations from its facilitiesand placing commercialpayloads in the
launch queue. While a recent development, this trend towards intertwining the commercialspace industry and the DOD space
program is increasing.

National Space Policy

A nation' s space policy is extremely important, especially as it relates to space law and space doctrine. If we are to understand
present US space policy and try to predict its future, we should start with a look at its evolution.6 We must be mindful that while
policy provides space goals and a national framework, it is itself shaped by national interestsand national security objectives.
This framework leads us towards building and meeting future US requirementsand subsequent national space strategies.

Early Policy

The launch of Sputnik I on 4 October 1957 had an immediateand dramatic impact on the formulationof US space policy.
Although the militaryhad expressed an interest in space technology as early as the mid-1940s, a viable program failed to emerge
for several reasons. These include intense interservicerivalry; militarypreoccupation with the development of ballisticmissiles
that prevented a sufficientlyhigh funding priority from being assigned to proposed space systems; and, perhaps most
importantly, national leadership that did not initiallyappreciate the strategicand internationalimplicationsof emerging satellite
technology, and when it did, was committedto an open and purely scientificspace program.

Sputnik I changed all that. Besides clearly demonstratingthat the Soviets had the missile technology to deliver payloads at
global ranges, sputnik led to much wider appreciationof orbital possibilities. The result was the first official US government
statement that space indeed was of militarysignificance. This statementwas issued on 26 March 1958 by President Dwight D.
Eisenhower's science advisory committeeand said that the development of space technology and the maintenance of national
prestige were important for the defense of the United States. Congress also quickly recognized that space activitieswere
potentiallyvital to the national security.

The first official national space policy was the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958. This act declared that the policy of
the United States was to devote space activitiesto peaceful purposes for the benefit of all mankind. It mandated separate civilian
and national security space programs and created a new agency, NASA, to direct and control all US space activitiesexcept
those "peculiar to or primarilyassociated with the development of weapons systems, militaryoperations, or the defense of the
United States."7 The Department of Defense was to be responsible for these latter activities.

A legislativebasis for DOD responsibilitiesin space was thereby provided early in the space age. The act establisheda
mechanism for coordinating and integratingmilitaryand civilian research and development, encouraged significantinternational
cooperation in space, and called for preserving the role of the US as a leader in space technology and its application.

The policy framework for a viable space program was thus in place. In fact, the principlesenunciated by the National
Aeronautics and Space Act, which included peaceful focus on the use of space, separation of civilian and militaryspace
activities, emphasis on internationalcooperation, and preservationof a space role, have become basic tenets of the US space
program. All presidentialspace directives issued since 1958 have reaffirmedthese basic tenets.

What was missing, however, was a space program of substance. The Eisenhower administration's approach to implementingthe
new space policy can be characterizedas conservative, cautious, and constrained. Early DOD and NASA plans for manned
space flight programs were disapproved consistently. Instead the administrationpreferred to concentrate on unmanned, largely
scientificmissionsand to proceed with those missionsat a measured pace. It was left to subsequent administrationsto give the
policy substance.8

Intervening Years

Two presidentialannouncements--one by John F. Kennedy on 25 March 1961 and the second by Richard M. Nixon on 7
March 1970--were instrumentalin providing the needed focus for America' s space program. The Kennedy statementcame
during a period of intense national introspection. The Soviet Union launched and successfully recovered the world's first
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cosmonaut. Though Yuri Gagarin spent just 89 minutes in orbit, his accomplishmentelectrifiedthe world and caused the US to
question its scientificand engineering skills and its entire educational system. The American response--articulatedby President
Kennedy as a national challenge to land a man on the Moon and return him safely to Earth--defined US space goals for the
remainder of the decade.

Prestige and internationalleadership were clearly the main objectives of the Kennedy space program. However, the generous
funding that accompanied the Apollo program had importantcollateralbenefits as well. lt permittedthe buildup of US space
technology and the establishmentof an across-the-board space capability that included planetary exploration, scientific
endeavors, commercialapplications, and militarysupport systems.9

As the decade of the 1960s drew to a close, a combination of factors, including domestic unrest, an unpopular foreign war, and
inflationarypressures forced the nation to reassess the importance of the space program compared to other national needs.
Against this backdrop, President Nixon made his long-awaited space policy announcement in March 1970. His announcement
was a carefully considered and worded statement that was clearly aware of politicalrealitiesand the mood of Congress and the
public. It stated in part:

Space expenditures must take their proper place within a rigorous system of national priorities.... What we do in
space from here on in must become a normal and regular part of our national life and must therefore be planned in
conjunction with all of the other undertakings which are also important to us. 10

Though spectacular lunar and planetary voyages continued until 1975, largely as a result of budgetary decisions made during
the 1960s, it was clear that the Nixon administrationconsidered the space program of intermediatepriority and could not justify
increased investmentor the initiationof large new projects. It viewed space as a medium for exploiting and extending the
technologicaland scientificgains that had already been realized. The emphasis was on practical space applications to benefit
American society in a variety of ways.11

Within the DOD, this emphasis on practicalitytranslated into reduced emphasis on manned spaceflight, but led to the initial
operating capability for many of the space missionsperformed today. For example, initialversions of the systems now known as
the Defense SatelliteCommunicationsSystem, the Defense Support Program, the Defense MeteorologicalSatelliteProgram,
and the Navy's Transit navigation satelliteprogram (later to evolve to the Global Positioning System) were all developed and
fielded during this period.

One major new space initiativeundertaken during the 1970s eventually had far greater impact on the nation' s space program
than planners had originallyenvisioned--the space transportationsystem (STS), or space shuttle. The shuttle's goal was routine,
low-cost access to orbit for both civil and militarysectors. As development progressed, however, the program experienced large
cost and schedule overruns. These problems caused the US space program to lose much of its early momentum as it became
apparent that the high costs would adversely affect other space development efforts--both civil and military--and that schedule
slippage meant a complete absence of American astronauts in space for the remainder of the decade.12

Carter Administration Space Policy

President Jimmy Carter's administrationconducted a series of interdepartmentalstudies to address the malaise that had befallen
the nation's space effort. The studies addressed apparent fragmentationand possible redundancy among civil and national
security sectors of the US space program and sought to develop a coherent recommendationfor a new national space policy.
These efforts resulted in two 1978 presidentialdirectives (PD): PD-37 on national space policy and PD-42 on civil space
policy.13

PD-37 reaffirmedthe basic policy principlescontained in the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, and for the first
time, spelled out in coherent fashion the broad objectives of the US space program and the specific guidelines governing civil
and national security space activities.14

PD-37 was important from a militaryperspective because it contained the initial, tentative indications that a shift was occurring
in the national security establishment's view on space. Traditionally, the militaryhad seen space as a force enhancer; that is, as a
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medium in which to deploy systems to increase the effectivenessof ]and, sea, and air forces. Although the focus of the Carter
policy was clearly on restrictingthe use of weapons in space, PD-37 reflected an appreciationof the importance of space
systems to national survival, a recognition of the Soviet threat to those systems, and a willingness to push ahead with
development of an antisatellitecapability in the absence of verifiableand comprehensive internationalagreements restricting
such systems. In other words, the administrationwas beginning to view space as a potential war-fighting medium.15

PD-42, directed exclusively at the civil space sector, set the direction of US efforts over the next decade. However, it was
devoid of any long-term space goals, preferring instead to state that the nation would pursue a balanced evolutionary strategy of
space applications, space science, and exploration activities. The absence of a more visionary policy reflected clearly the
continuing developmentalproblems with the shuttle and the resulting commitmentof larger than expected resources.16

Reagan Administration Space Policy

President Ronald Reagan's administrationpublished comprehensive space policy statementsin 1982 and 1988. The first,
pronounced on 4 July 1982 and embodied in National Security Decision Directive 42 (NSDD-42), reaffirmedthe basic tenets of
previous (Carter) US space policy and placed considerable emphasis on the STS as the primary space launch system for both
national security and civil government missions. In addition, it introduced the basic goal of promoting and expanding the
investmentand involvement of the private sector in space and space-related activitiesas a third element of US space operations,
complementingthe national security and civil sectors.17

The single statementof national policy from this period that could most influence militaryspace activitiesand that clearly
reflects transitionto a potential space war-fighting framework is NSDD-85, dated 25 March 1983. In this document, President
Reagan stated as a long-term objective, eliminationof the threat of nuclear armed ballisticmissilesthrough the creation of
strategicdefensive forces. This NSDD coincided with the establishmentof the Strategic Defense InitiativeOrganization (SDIO)
and represented a significantstep in the evolution of US space policy. Since 1958, the US had for a variety of reasons refrained
from crossing an imaginary line from space systems designed to operate as force enhancers to establishinga war-fighting
capability in space. The antisatellite(ASAT ) initiativeof the Carter administrationwas a narrow response to a specific Soviet
threat. The SDI program on the other hand, represented a significantexpansion in the DOD's assigned role in the space arena.18

The Reagan administration's second comprehensive national space policy in early 1988 incorporated the results of a number of
developments that had occurred since 1982, notably the US commitmentin 1984 to build a space station and the space shuttle
Challenger accident in 1986.

For the first time, the national space program treated commercialspace as an equal of the traditionalnational security and civil
space sectors, and addressed it in some detail. Importantly, the new policy retreated dramaticallyfrom dependence on the STS
and injected new life into expendable launch vehicle programs. In the national security sector, this program was the first to
address space control and force applicationat length, further developing the transitionto war-fighting capabilitiesin space.

In 1988, the last year of the Reagan presidency, Congress passed a law allowing creation of a National Space Council (NSpC)--
a cabinet-level organization designed to coordinate national policy among the three space sectors. The incoming George Bush's
administrationwould officiallyestablish and very effectivelyuse the National Space Council.19

Bush Administration Space Policy

Released in November 1989 as National Security Directive 30 (NSD-30), and updated in a 5 September 1990 supplement, the
Bush administration's national space policy retained the goals and emphasis of the final Reagan administrationpolicy. The Bush
policy resulted from an NSpC review to clarify, strengthen, and streamlinespace policy, and has been further enhanced by a
series of national space policy directives (NSPD) on various topics. Areas most affected by the body of Bush policy
documentation include civil and commercialremote sensing, space transportation, space debris, federal subsidies of commercial
space activities, and space station Freedom.
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The policy reaffirmsthe organization of US space activitiesinto three complementarysectors: civil, national security, and
commercial. The three sectors coordinate their activitiesclosely to ensure maximum informationexchange and minimum
duplication of effort.

Space leadership is a fundamental objective guiding US space activities. The policy recognizes that leadership does not require
preeminence in all areas and disciplinesof space operations but does require US preeminence in those key areas critical to
achieving space goals.20 Those goals are:

to strengthen the security of the United States;

to obtain scientific, technological, and economic benefits for the general population and to improve the quality of life on
Earth through space-related activities;

to encourage continuing United States private sector investment in space and related activities;

to promote internationalcooperative activities, taking into account United States national security, foreign policy,
scientific, and economic interests;

to cooperate with other nations in maintainingthe freedom of space for all activitiesthat enhance the security and welfare
of mankind; and

as a long-range goal, to expand human presence and activity beyond Earth orbit into the solar system.21

These general goals are not much changed from the goals articulatedin 1978 by President Carter, and their heritage goes back
as far as the 1958 National Aeronautics and Space Act. The major changes are increasing detail in policy objectives and
implementationguidelines, the introductionand expansion of emphasis on commercialspace activities, and, underlying it all, a
maturing recognition that space, like land, sea, and air, is a potential war-fighting medium. Space can be used in many different
ways to strengthen the security of the United States. To accomplish these goals, US space activitieswill be conducted in
accordance with the following principles:

The United States is committedto the exploration and use of outer space by all nations for peaceful purposes and for the
benefit of all mankind. Peaceful purposes allow for activitiesin pursuit of national security goals.

The United States will pursue activitiesin space in support of its inherent right of self-defense and its defense
commitmentsto its allies.

The United States rejects any claims to sovereignty by any nation over outer space or celestialbodies, or any portion
thereof, and rejects any limitationson the fundamental right of sovereign nations to acquire data from space.

The United States considers the space systems of any nation to be national property with the right of passage through and
operations in space without interference. Purposeful interferencewith space systems shall be viewed as an infringement
on sovereign rights.

The United States shall encourage and not preclude the commercialuse and exploration of space technologies and
systems for national economic benefit. These commercialactivitiesmust be consistent with national security interestsand
internationaland domestic legal obligations.

The United States will, as a matter of policy, pursue its commercialspace objectives without the use of direct federal
subsidies.

The United States shall encourage other countries to engage in free and fair trade in commercialspace goods and services.
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The United States will conduct internationalcooperative space-related activitiesthat are expected to achieve sufficient
scientific, political, economic, or national security benefits for the nation. The United States will seek mutually beneficial
internationalparticipationin space and space-related programs.22

The Bush policy goes on to detail specific policy. It implementsguidelines and actions for each of the three space sectors and
for intersectoractivities.23

The civil sector will engage in all manner of space-related scientificresearch, develop space-related technologies for government
and commercialapplications, and establish a permanent manned presence in space. NASA is the lead civil space agency.

Commercialpolicy centers around government activitiesto promote and encourage commercialspace-related endeavors. These
efforts seek to secure the economic and other benefits to the nation that a healthy and vigorous commercialspace industry would
bring. NASA and the Departments of Defense, Commerce, and Transportation work cooperativelywith the commercialsector
and make government facilitiesand hardware available on a reimbursablebasis.

The US will conduct those activitiesin space that are necessary to national defense. Such activitiescontribute to security
objectives by (1) deterring or, if necessary, defending against enemy attack; (2) assuring that enemy forces cannot prevent our
use of space; (3) negating, if necessary, hostile space systems; and (4) enhancing operations of US and allied forces. To do these
things, DOD develops, operates, and maintainsa robust space force structure capable of satisfying the mission requirementsof
space support, force enhancement, space control, and force application.

Primarilydirected at the civil and national security sectors, several policy requirementsapply across sector divisions. These
include such things as continuing the technology development and operational capabilitiesof remote-sensing systems, space
transportationsystems, and space-based communicationssystems, and the need to minimizespace debris.

In summary, US national space policy has, for the most part, kept pace with the growth of its US space program and is now one
of the most well-documented areas of government policy. It clearly articulatesgoals that are both challenging and within the
realm of possibility. We can expect a continuation of the Bush administration's series of NSPDs to further clarify and implement
specific areas of US national space programs.

Department of Defense Space Policy

The most recent statementof comprehensive DOD space policy occurred on 4 February 1987. Though released prior to the
current national space policy, the DOD policy is consistent with and supports NSD-30. In many instances, the DOD policy
served as a model for principles incorporated into later national policy statementsregarding the national security sector.24

The significanceof the DOD policy is the degree to which the department has recognized the utilityof space in accomplishing
national security objectives and the extent to which it has embraced the space role given to it by law and national policy. That
foresight was directly responsible for the development and deployment of the space forces that were so important to US and
allied success in Operation Desert Storm.

One of the most importantdrivers of the 1987 policy was President Reagan's announcement in December 1986 which rescinded
earlier direction that the space shuttle would be the primary launch vehicle for all militaryand civil payloads. By that time, the
Challenger accident had occurred, confirming the flaws in a policy that the DOD (and the Air Force) had long opposed. DOD
embarked on a long-term launch recovery program and took care to formalize the strategy in the new space policy. "DOD will
develop and maintain the capability to execute space missions regardless of failures of single elements of the space support
infrastructure."25 Other importantelements of the DOD policy, besides the general purpose of supporting and amplifyingUS
national space policy, are that it:

explicitlyrecognizes space as a medium within which the conduct of militaryoperations in support of national security
can take place, just as on land, sea, and in air;
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requires that DOD maintain development, acquisition, and budget planning activitiesto be able to respond effectively to
major space contingencies;

affirms that DOD will actively explore roles for the militaryman in space, focusing on unique or cost-effective
contributionsto operational missions; and

provides policy guidelines for the development of specific capabilitiesto fulfill the militaryspace functions of space
support, force enhancement, space control, and force application.26

Air Force Space Policy

The earliest recorded statementof Air Force policy regarding space occurred on 15 January 1948, when Gen Hoyt S.
Vandenberg stated, "The USAF, as the service dealing primarilywith air weapons--especially strategic--has logical
responsibilityfor the satellite." As reflected in General Vandenberg 's statement, Air Force leaders have traditionallyviewed
space as a medium in which the Air Force would have principle mission responsibilities. This view was perhaps best articulated
by former Air Force Chief of Staff Gen Thomas D. White, when he coined the term aerospace during testimonybefore the
House Committeeon Science and Astronautics in February 1959.27

Since there is no dividing line, no natural barrier separating these two areas (air and space), there can be no
operational boundary between them. Thus air and space comprise a single continuous operational field in which the
Air Force must continue to function. The area is aerospace.28

As a result of this early positioning, the Air Force assumed the predominate space role within the DOD, and the Air Force space
policy evolved as that role grew. Until 1988, however, that policy was never formallydocumented. In late 1987 and early 1988,
the Air Force convened the Blue Ribbon Panel on the future of the Air Force in space--a senior-level working group composed
of both space and aviation professionals, that considered whether the service should continue to seek the leadership role for
DOD space activitiesand, if so, how best to proceed.

The panel strongly affirmed the desirabilityof operating in space to accomplish Air Force missionsand achieve wider national
security objectives, and it developed a list of recommendationsfor making most effective use of the space arena in future Air
Force operations. On 2 December 1988, the Air Force formallyadopted the Blue Ribbon Panel's fundamental assumptionsand
codified them in a new space policy document. With only minor modificationto accommodate organizationalchange within the
service, this document remains the current statementof comprehensive Air Force space policy. The tenets of that policy are:

Space power will be as decisive in future combat as air power is today. This long-term vision recognizes the inherent
advantages that space operations bring to militaryendeavors and looks forward to a time when technology, experience,
and widespread acceptance allow the US to make full use of those advantages.

We must be prepared for the evolution of space power from combat support to the full spectrum of militarycapabilities.
The Air Force believes that space is a militaryoperating arena just as are land, sea, and air. Expansion of the space control
and force applicationmission areas is necessary and desirable to take full advantage of the opportunitiesspace offers for
effective accomplishmentof national security objectives.

The Air Force will make a solid corporate commitmentto integrate space throughout the Air Force. To use space
effectively, the Air Force must fully institutionalizespace operations. There can be no separation of a "space Air Force"
and an "aviation Air Force"--combat power is greatest and most effective when operations in the two mediums are closely
integrated. To accomplish this integration, the Air Force undertakes to incorporate space into its doctrine, to normalize
space responsibilitieswithin the Air Staff, to institutepersonnel cross-flow measures to expand space expertise throughout
the service, to encourage space-related mission solutions and expertise at all major commands and air component
commands, and to consolidate space system requirements, advocacy, and operations (exclusive of developmental
systems) in Air Force Space Command.

The US, DOD, and Air Force all have a policy for the militaryspace mission areas of space control, force application, force
enhancement, and space support and have implementationguidelines for each area. Allowing for slight differences in their dates
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of issue, each policy is consistent with the other two. This section describes the policy for these mission areas since Air Force
space policy offers the most direct and concise guidance available and is the policy that Air Force agencies are directly
responsible for implementing.

For aerospace control, the Air Force will acquire and operate antisatellitecapabilities. The Air Force will provide battle
management/command, control, and communications(C3) for US space control operations and will perform the integrationof
ASAT and surveillancecapabilitiesdeveloped for space control operations. When technology permits cost-effective
deployment, the Air Force will acquire and operate space-based antisatellitecapabilities.

For force application, if the US should make a ballisticmissiledefense (BMD) deployment decision, the Air Force will acquire
and operate space-based ballisticmissiledefense assets, will provide battle management/C3 for BMD, and will integrate BMD
forces. The Air Force will acquire and operate space-based weapons when they become a feasible and necessary element of the
US force structure.

For force enhancement, the Air Force will continue to acquire and operate space-based systems for navigation, meteorology,
tacticalwarning and attack assessment, nuclear detonation detection, and multiusercommunications. The Air Force will
continue to support the multiserviceapproach to conducting space surveillanceand for providing mission-unique, space-based
communications. The Air Force will acquire and operate a space-based wide-area surveillance, tracking, and targeting capability
and will provide space-based means for space surveillance.

For space support, the Air Force will continue its long-standing role to provide DOD launch support. Additionally, the Air
Force will continue to provide common-user, on-orbit satellitesystems support.

Finally, the policy states that the Air Force will continue to be the major provider of space forces for the nation's defense.
Together, national, DOD, and Air Force space policy provides a solid and long-standing basis for militaryspace activities. As
the US space program has matured, and as the global security environment has changed, there has been a clearly identifiable
trend towards expanding the Air Force's role in space beyond its early focus on force enhancement and space support into the
mission areas associated directly with combat operations--space control and force application.

Like earlier militaryexpansions into the undersea environment and into the air, America' s decades-long expansion into space
has not increased our predispositionto wage war. Rather, it has enhanced our ability to maintain the peace by increasing the
options available to US civilian leadership. US militaryspace policy promotes nonaggressive use of space across the spectrum
of conflict in support of America's national security goals and objectives, and in compliance with domestic and international
law.

Space Doctrine

Joint Publication 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Militaryand Associated Terms, defines doctrine as "fundamental
principlesby which the militaryforces or elements thereof guide their actions in support of national objectives. It is authoritative
but requires judgment in application." A shorter and perhaps more workable definitionespoused by Professor I. B. Holley, Jr.,
of Duke University is: "Militarydoctrine is what is officiallybelieved and taught about the best way to conduct military
affairs."29

Accordingly, militaryspace doctrine articulateswhat is officiallybelieved and taught about the best way to conduct military
space affairs. This section examines joint space doctrine and Air Force space doctrine.

Joint Space Doctrine

At this writing, there is no documented DOD-level space doctrine, although DOD is working on such a project. Good doctrine
is founded on militaryexperience, tempered where experience is lacking by militarytheory, and appreciates how advancements
in technology, strategy, and operational tactics will change the nature of warfare. Actual conflict experience with space forces is
still extremely limitedand, prior to Operation Desert Storm, was practicallynonexistent. Along with the rapid evolution of space
forces and operations, this has resulted in a situationwhere the lessons of militaryexperience are only now becoming clear. The
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previous heavy reliance on theory was insufficientto gain interserviceagreement on the best way to conduct militaryspace
affairs.

Prior attempts to gain such agreement and to articulatea joint space doctrine have been unsuccessful for a variety of reasons. In
the aftermathof Desert Storm, and as a result of the Air Force pressing ahead with the development of service doctrine for
space, there is wider recognition within DOD of the need for published space doctrine and wider acceptance of those
fundamental principlesof space operations which proved to be effective in time of war.

Although doctrine specificallyfor space operations has lagged, the incorporationof space capabilities--particularlyforce
enhancement capabilities--into the wider body of joint air, sea, and land doctrine is proceeding well. This is one method by
which the Air Force accomplishes its policy goal of institutionalizingspace throughout DOD.

Air Force Space Doctrine

The Air Force did not have a space doctrine until October 1982 when it published Air Force Manual (AFM) 1-6, MilitarySpace
Doctrine. AFM 1-6 clearly reflected the changing emphasis on the militaryuse of space. It recognized the inherent benefits to be
gained by any nation that chooses to exploit the militaryadvantages of space and chartered the Air Force "to provide forces for
controllingspace operations and gaining and maintainingspace superiority."30

The manual also sought to establish the Air Force as the premier service with regard to space. It stated that

the Air Force was responsible for developing space forces, operational concepts, and employment tactics for the
unified and specified commands [this was three years before the establishmentof a separate unified command for
space, US Space Command], for the management of space operations including launch, command and control, and
on-orbit sustainmentof militaryspace assets for the DOD, NASA, and other government agencies and branches,
and for promoting advanced technologies in order to develop the space force structure of the future.31

AFM 1-6 never gained the wide acceptance necessary to institutionalizespace doctrine, primarilybecause it failed to incorporate
the historicalexperience gained in other militaryenvironmentswhich might be relevant to space. What resulted was a doctrine
that was highly constrained by the policy of the time, rather than a clear articulationof "the best way to conduct militaryaffairs"
in space.32 The manual was rescinded in September 1990, in conjunction with a complete update of the hierarchy and content
of all Air Force doctrine. During the eight years of its existence, however, it was successful in increasing the awareness of space
operations and the potential of space throughout the Air Force.33

Current Air Force practice is to fully incorporate space into a single basic doctrinal manual for both air and space, AFM 1-1,
Basic Aerospace Doctrine of the United States Air Force, and to promote detailed space doctrine through AFM 2-25, Space
Operations. The purpose is to recognize space forces as an immaturebut ultimatelyequal partner with air forces in the efficient
employment of aerospace power. Together, these two manuals articulatespace doctrine at the strategicand operational levels of
war. The Air Force published AFM 1-1 in March 1992. At this writing, AFM 2-25 is in draft.

Air Force space doctrine rests on four fundamental premises:

The focus of armed conflict will remain on the earth's surface for the foreseeable future. Although the capabilitiesof space
forces to influence the terrestrialbattlefieldare growing and actual conflict will probably occur in space someday, the
terrestrial-based governments or other entities that command these forces are the ultimatefocus of the conflict. Military
force is used (in space or elsewhere) to cause these governments or entities to alter their policies and actions.

Space doctrine must be minimallyconstrained by current policy. Instead, it articulateswhat we believe to be long-lasting
principlesabout the best way to conduct militaryaffairs. We use doctrine and policy together to derive the military
strategiesand rules of engagement with which we fight.

Space doctrine must anticipate the future. This is true of all militarydoctrine but is particularlynecessary for space for at
least three reasons. First, our militaryexperience in space is very limited, and we have littlechoice but to anticipate future
operations. Second, the rate of space technology development is extremely rapid, and publishing doctrine strictlyfor
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today' s systems and operational concepts would quickly leave us with obsolete doctrine. Third, one of the fundamental
purposes of doctrine is to guide the development of future forces. If we fail to anticipate the future, we risk fielding the
same unimproved space systems indefinitely.

The principlesof war: mass, objective, surprise, maneuver, the offensive, simplicity, unity of command, economy of
force, and security apply fully and completely to space operations. As we have moved into space, we have not found
reason to question these principles, nor have we discovered new ones.34

Air Force space doctrine builds on these premises, along with the characteristicsof space forces and the space environment, and
the general mission areas space forces fulfill--space control, force application, force enhancement, and space support--to develop
operational-level employment principles for those forces. Air Force doctrine recognizes and articulatesboth the similaritiesand
the differences between air and space forces. As the Air Force moves towards the concept of integrated aerospace power, a
clear grasp of the differences between the two becomes more important. Some of the employment principles for space forces are
similarto those for air forces, but others are quite different. Among the employment principles for space forces are:

Gain and maintain control of space. With control of space, friendly space forces, acting either as a force enhancer or force
applier, can help put enemy forces on the defensive, disrupt operations, and even cause enemy forces to suffer significant
losses. Control of space enhances and, in the future, may even secure freedom of action for friendly forces in all
geographical environmentsand preserve for them the advantage of tactical surprise.

Centralize control, decentralizeexecution. Space forces must be organized to achieve the concentration, direction, and
focus required to achieve decisive results. This is best accomplished through a single commander for space forces with
responsibilityand authority to prosecute the space campaign. Opportunities for decentralizedmission execution are
somewhat limitedtoday but, in the future, will more fully allow subordinate commanders to draw on their own ingenuity
and initiativeto accomplish campaign objectives.

Attack the enemy' s centers of gravity. A militarycenter of gravity is a characteristic, capability, or locality from which a
force derives its freedom of action, physical strength, or will to fight. For the present, space forces assist terrestrialforces
who attack traditionalcenters of gravity--in the future, space forces will have more direct space control and force
applicationcombat roles.

Seize the initiative. Initiativeallows commanders to dictate the timing and tempo of operations and exploit the capabilities
of space forces to the maximum extent possible. By controlling timing and tempo, the space forces commander can
dominate the action, remain unpredictable, create uncertainty in the enemy commander's mind, and operate beyond the
enemy's ability to react effectively.

Maintain sufficient reserves. Space forces commanders, in particular, should consider carefully what level of reserve
capability is appropriate. They must consider ongoing and continuous space operations, as well as unanticipatedfuture
requirements. Moreover, forces held in reserve can have a dramatic effect when committedat times and places such that
they produce significantchanges in the space or terrestrialbattle.35

Space doctrine is concerned with the preparation as well as the employment of space forces, and proper training and equipping
of forces is a subject of both AFMs 1-1 and 2-25. AFM 2-25 provides space doctrine down to the level of the space campaign,
giving guidance for each of the space mission areas, in turn, from the perspective of the operational space forces commander.
The overall effect of the two manuals together is to describe in some detail how the Air Force can use space systems and the
space environment effectively to perform or support all of its missionsand tasks.36

The responsibilitiesof the Air Force in space include a large and growing number of functions that contribute to the defense of
the United States. Space operations are importantelements of a credible deterrent to armed conflict--they have proven their
value in helping to resolve conflictson terms acceptable to the United States by providing various kinds of informationand
support to militaryforces and national decision makers. In the future, space systems will provide the decisive edge in countering
threats to US national interests.
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The Air Force regards militaryoperations in space as being among its prime national security responsibilitiesand conducts these
operations according to the letter and spirit of existing treatiesand internationallaw. In response to national direction, the Air
Force ensures freedom of access to space for peaceful pursuits and uses space systems to perform unique, economical, and
effective functions to enhance the nation's land, sea, and air forces. As the Air Force space program has matured over a period
of nearly four decades, Air Force policy and doctrine have reflected ever-increasing roles and responsibilitiesand have
particularlyexpanded their emphasis on space as a war-fighting medium wherein the full spectrum of militaryconflict may, and
eventually will, take place.
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Chapter 3

_____________________________________________________

Space Support to the War Fighters

Space Missions and Military Space Systems

The Air Force views space as a medium, like the air or sea, in which to carry out different types of missions. Air Force doctrine
specificallyintegratesspace missions into the four basic roles performed by aerospace forces: force support, force enhancement,
aerospace control, and force application.

This chapter defines space missionsassociated with each of the four roles. Next is a brief descriptionof the militaryspace
systems involved in the execution of space missions.1

Force Support--Air Force Satellite Control Network

Force support, the ability to sustain forces, includes the space mission of on-orbit support for satellites.2 During the entire life of
any satelliteor militaryspace system, from prelaunch checkout to on-orbit operations, there is a requirementfor constant control,
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support, and direction of the satelliteand its assigned mission. The Air Force maintains this criticaloperations capability through
the Air Force SatelliteControl Network (AFSCN).

The AFSCN is a global system to provide command, control, and communicationsfor space vehicles (SV). The AFSCN
consists of dedicated and common-user equipment and facilitieswhich, collectively, provide operational telemetry, tracking, and
commanding (TT&C) support for virtuallyall Department of Defense (DOD) SVs plus selected National Aeronautics and
Space Administration(NASA) and foreign allied nations' space programs. DOD space programs support requirementsof the
national command authorities(NCA), the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the unified and specified war-fighting commanders under
peacetime and wartime conditions. In addition to providing TT&C support, the AFSCN processes and distributessatellite
mission data to the appropriate users and provides research and development (R&D) support for space test activities.3

Satellitecommand and control is the essentialmission of the AFSCN. To accomplish this complex task, various control centers
are organized to integrate incoming and outgoing satellitecontrol data for decision making. The complexity of the AFSCN
mission increases with the number of active satellitemissions.4 Supporting resources of the AFSCN consist of leased and
allocated communications, and host-base-provided facilitiesand utilities.5

Dedicated and Common-User Elements

Elements of the AFSCN generally fall into two groups: (1) dedicated elements that support a single space program or military
space system and (2) common-user elements that support a number of different space programs or militaryspace systems. Most
of these elements are at fixed locations throughout the world, but the AFSCN can deploy a number of transportableassets
whenever and wherever militaryforces need them.6

Dedicated elements specific to one satellitesystem support dedicated programs. A dedicated program is a closed system with
separate control centers and remote tracking hardware. Two examples of dedicated satelliteprograms supported by dedicated
elements are the Defense MeteorologicalSatelliteProgram (DMSP) and the Global Positioning System (GPS) satelliteprogram.
The dedicated control centers for DMSP are located at Fairchild Air Force Base (AFB), Washington, and the Multi-Purpose
SatelliteOperations Center (MPSOC) at Offutt AFB, Nebraska. The dedicated control center for the GPS program, known as
the Master Control Station (MCS). is located at Falcon AFB. Colorado.7

Common-user elements of the AFSCN include a wide variety of assets strategicallylocated around the world. These elements
consist of command posts, mission control centers, resource control centers, and remote tracking stations, as well as various
communicationlinks, computer facilities, and training and testing facilities. These elements support multipleprograms. The
principle common-user mission control centers and command posts are located at Falcon AFB, Colorado, and Onizuka AFB,
California.8

Types of SatelliteSupport

The AFSCN has the ability and flexibilityto support continuously a wide variety of space vehicles in various orbits and
altitudes. Operations support for satellitemissionsand limitedballistic/suborbital vehicle flights generally fit into five
categories.9

Low-altitude satellitesare characterizedby near-polar orbits, with altitudesranging from 100 to 200 nautical miles. Their
operational lifetimesare short, and the satelliteshave a short pass duration (2.5 to 10 minutes per tracking station). They are the
most dynamic of all vehicles supported, requiring frequent command message transmission.

Medium-altitude satellitesgenerally have an orbital inclinationof near 90 degrees, with altitudesranging from 200 to 10,000
nautical miles. These satellitesaverage one tracking station contact every other revolution, with a pass duration ranging from 10
to 20 minutes. Planned support is for one year or longer.

High-altitude satellitesusually have low-inclination(equatorial) orbits, with altitudesexceeding l0,000 nautical miles (NM).
Their operational lifetimesare measured in years. Because of varied servicing support requirements, a support period (pass) may
vary from five minutes to several hours.
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Included in the next category are ballisticmissilesand suborbital test vehicles usually launched from the Western Space and
MissileCenter at Vandenberg AFB, California. Tracking and telemetrydata for ascent and mid-course flight phases are
recorded by the appropriate remote tracking stations (RTS). Total support time varies from 10 to 30 minutes. This kind of
support requires considerable planning and readiness testing from the AFSCN.

The AFSCN supports certain orbital vehicles during launch and ascent or during ascent only. Support may vary from 10
minutes to 16 hours (continuous), depending on a vehicle's orbital characteristicsand the support requirementslevied. Tracking
and telemetrydata retrieval is the primary support objective.

SatelliteOperations Centers

The task of the satelliteoperations centers (SOC) is to provide prelaunch, launch, early orbit, anomaly resolution, and
operational TT&C support to all assigned space vehicle mission. Twelve functions are associated with satellitecontrol:

1. satelliteorbit determination,

2. ephemeris data generation,

3. command load assembly,

4. pass planning,

5. pass plan brief to tracking station,

6. satelliteacquisitionand tracking,

7. satellitecommanding,

8. telemetrydata retrieval,

9. data analysis,

10. satellitehealth and status determination,

11. corrective action determination, and

12. satellitedata transfer to users.10

SOCs consist of hardware, software, and personnel that interact to accomplish these space support operations: resource control,
mission control support, and communicationscontrol functions. Certain SOCs at Onizuka AFB, California, provide backup
capability to Falcon AFB SOCs, while others are dedicated to unique programs not part of the AFSCN. Each SOC provides
service for one or more specific satelliteprograms. Although the capabilitiesof SOCs vary, each is configured to support
multiplesatellitecontacts simultaneouslyand/or to carry out premissionrehearsals or exercises based on assigned satellite
programs.

SOCs are physically isolated from each other but are electricallyconnected to allocated range resources. The SOCs at Onizuka
AFB are connected to the resource control complex (RCC) at Onizuka AFB, and the SOCs at Falcon are connected to the RCC
at Falcon AFB. During a satellitecontact, mission personnel exercise direct control of the assigned resources through on-line
workstations in the SOC that access processing equipment, interactivecontrols, computer programs, and interfaces to internal
and external elements. An SOC usually has two mainframecomputers, one acting as a contact support processor and the other
as a planning and evaluation processor. These processors, with associated software, carry out planning, contact support,
evaluation, training and rehearsal, simulation, data base management, and system development.

Space Vehicle Support--Pass/Contact Description
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SOC satelliteoperations divide into three distinctphases: planning, pass support (i.e., operational satellitecontact), and
evaluation. The usage of the termpass as inpass support evolved from early space operations history when satelliteswould "pass
by" as they moved in orbit from horizon to horizon relative to the operators. The length of these phases, especially pass support,
varies widely depending on the type of satellitesupported, its orbital geometry, and individual mission support requirements(fig.
1). The following is an overview of these phases.11

Fig 1 (33K)

Source: Maj TheodoreW. Burgner, "Space Handbook" (Paper provided as input for revision of
Space Handbook, Operations Training Division, 45th Space Wing , August 1991), 37.

Figure 1. SatelliteSupport Functional Flow

The planning phase mainly involves activitiesconducted by the SOC and the RCC. The SOC develops an overall contact
support plan (CSP) and identifieswhat is required to support a particularsatellitecontact. The CSP includes resource
requirements, telemetryparameters, and command and ephemeris data. The SOC may simultaneouslyprepare multiplesatellite
support plans. The result of this planning effort is requests by the SOCs and other users to the RCC for AFSCN resources. The
RCC then produces a schedule for all AFSCN satellitesupport based on resources and priorities. There are both long-range and
near-term schedules that dictate what resources can support specific satellitepasses. Resource scheduling is an ongoing activity.
There are opportunitiesthroughout the planning phase to deconflict complex satellitepass support requirements.

The pass support phase includes both prepass and satellitecontact time. The SOC, RCC, RTS, and communicationselements
act in concert to configure all resources, conduct readiness testing, and place the systems into final configurationfor the actual
satellitesupport (pass).

The SOC mission control team (MCT) initiatesthe prepass by requesting that the network communicationsvoice operator
establish communicationsnets. When the operator establishes the nets, the MCT members log on to their respective computer
terminalsto configure hardware and software. The MCT crew commander provides a briefing over an operations (OPS)
communicationsnet and the MCT ground controller (GC) briefs over another communicationsnet, termed the configurationnet.
The GC briefs the RCC resource controller (RC), the lead communicationsoperator (LCO), the Defense Communications
System/SatelliteControl Facility Interface System (DSIS) operator, the wideband operator, and the RTS antenna operator on
data rates, communicationsand data channel activity, and overall resource configurationfor the particularsupport. Upon
briefing completion, the LCO, DSIS, and wideband operators perform channel checks. The RC then performs commanding,
telemetry, and antenna slaving tests. The GC then performs similarreadiness testing. During the testing period, all of the above
elements are involved in the prepass checks and assist in troubleshootingand reconfiguring, if necessary. The RTS antenna is
then positioned in preparation for satelliteacquisition. Satellitecontact begins when the RTS acquires and tracks the satellite.
RTS makes contact by either sending out a turn-on command to activate satellitesignals or by simply receiving transmitted
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satellitesignals. The RTS in turn relays satellitetelemetrydata to the SOC while the RCC and communicationselements
monitor the operations in progress. The MCT evaluates the telemetrydata in real time and verifies user data reception. The
MCT may send commands to the satellitevia the RTS according to the pass plan. The support ends when the objectives are met
and the MCT commander directs the RTS to terminatetracking of the satellite.

The evaluation phase is also the postpass phase. While the communicationsnets are still operating, the MCT crew commander
discusses any support-related problems with the RTS, verifies the next pass time, and calls the network configurationvoice
operator to terminatethe OPS net. The GC discusses any pass-related problems with people on the configurationnet and
releases the net participantsthrough the RC. When the LCO notifies the RC that resources are normalized, and the MCT crew
commander has directed the communicationsoperators (wideband, DSIS, LCO, etc.) to terminateboth nets, time-critical
postpass activitiesare concluded, and the RTS and communicationslinks are then available for another support. The MCT may
continue such evaluation activitiesas analyzing payload data, satelliteperformance, data quality, and orbital parameters.

Remote Tracking Stations

Remote tracking stations provide the satellite-to-ground interface for satellitecommand and control; they provide the actual
TT&C contact with any space vehicle supported by the AFSCN. The contact is accomplished under the direction of a SOC.
The RTS relays satellitetelemetryto the control complex, either generates commands for or relays commands to the satellite,
and provides tracking data to the control complex. The specific RTS tasks vary depending on the communicationsinterface and
the mission. AFSCN RTSs are located worldwide and provide prelaunch, launch and early orbit, and on-orbit TT&C support
for assigned US and allied satellites, ballisticmissile launches, and the Space Transportation System (STS)--the space shuttle.12

RTSs are strategicallylocated at nine sites with 16 antennas to maximizearea coverage for timely and effective use of RTS
resources as well as for flexible, multiplesupport capability (fig. 2). The RTSs are available to control complexes on a time-
shared basis for supporting satelliteoperations and are a scheduled resource. Scheduling is accomplished by the RCC at either
Falcon AFB or Onizuka AFB. The RCC allocates time to each RTS for operations, maintenance, and training.

Fig 2 (35K)

Source: Maj TheodoreW. Burgner, "Space Handbook" (Paper provided as input for revision of
Space Handbook, Operations Training Division, 45th Space Wing , August 1991),24.

Figure 2. Remote Tracking Station Locations

The RTSs within the AFSCN have been modernized as automated remote tracking stations (ARTS ). ARTS sites may be a new
site, such as the Colorado Tracking Station at Falcon AFB, or a modernized existing RTS site, such as the Vandenberg
Tracking Station. All RTSs or ARTSs , while not identical in physical layout, function in approximatelythe same manner. Some
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RTSs are configured with additional equipment to support unique missions. We can visualize an RTS's antenna coverage as a
cone, widening as the distance from Earth becomes greater. With higher satellitealtitudes, a wider selection of RTSs can
support a given satellitecontact.

RTSs are functionallyequivalent to each other and are scheduled for operations based on satellitesupport needs and the
visibilityof the satelliteto the RTS. Satelliteoperations events such as TT&C directives, vehicle status and health, and SV
commanding data--all pass between the mission control centers and the RTSs over communicationslinks. The RTS uplink
transmitssatellitecommand data upload and ranging data. Satellitetelemetryand ranging are received in as many as four
simultaneousdownlinks and transmittedvia the communicationssystem to control complexes.

The telemetryfunction involves tracking in the reception of informationon the health, status, and mission payload telemetryof a
satellite. An RTS receives satellitetelemetrydata and transmitsthis data to a control center. The tracking function involves
satellitelocation and velocity determination. Antenna azimuth and elevation pointing data direct the antenna for satellite
acquisition. After acquisition, the RTS transfers range and range-rate data, antenna pointing data, and status informationto the
control centers, usually via the DSIS. The SOC uses control center tracking data to predict future satellitecontacts and to
generate antenna pointing data, for real-time acquisitionby remote tracking antennas.

The command function includes transmittingcoded signals to a satelliteto do such things as fire thrusters, start or stop mission
tasks, switch power sources, or update sequence programs. The SOC transfersencrypted or clear blocks of command data to the
RTS for transmissionto the SV. Verification and authenticationfor each command is normally within the satellitetelemetry
transmissionto the RTS ground antenna and back to the SOC. The SOC then verifies that the satelliteproperly received the
transmittedcommands.

Remote Tracking Station Communications. Each RTS has communicationscapabilitiesthat provide primary and alternate
connectivity for data and voice circuits to and from control complexes. One capability is to encrypt and decrypt informationand
to communicate intrastationvia intercom or telephone. Primary communicationis accomplished using the DSIS, which links the
RTS, via the Defense SatelliteCommunicationsSystem (DSCS) or commercialcommunicationsatellites, with either Falcon or
Onizuka AFB. Alternate communicationslinks carry digital voice and data, usually on leased commercial telephone circuits,
between all AFSCN RTSs and external users. The capabilitiesof these links vary considerably depending on the support
requirementsof the different control complexes. An additional communicationssystem used by the AFSCN is called
Mission-22 (M-22). It uses DOD host vehicles that are in highly ellipticalorbits. Just as the AFSCN is a complex assembly of
elements supporting US space assets, the communicationslinks required to carry out the AFSCN mission are a complex suite of
networks within and between all elements of the AFSCN and external users. These communicationslinks provide
communicationssecurity, redundancy, data recording, and interface capabilitywith communicationssatellites, land lines, fiber
optics, and microwave circuits for transmissionof data, voice, teletype, and facsimileinformation.

The wideband communicationsnetwork provides the primary communicationslinks used in the AFSCN between the control
centers and the RTSs. This network uses the DSIS, which links the RTS via DSCS II and DSCS III satellitesor commercial
communicationsatelliteswith either Falcon or Onizuka AFBs. DSIS provides high data rate communicationsbetween the RTSs
and the control centers. Narrowband communicationsare an alternativeto the wideband system for data and digital voice
capability. Additionally, the network uses M-22 communicationssatellitesthat provide the capabilityof minimumessential
wideband support in the event of any wideband link outages to any RTS. Some RTSs have a data link terminal (DLT ) to
specificallyutilize M-22. An RTS with two antennas, but no DLT , can still use M-22 for real-time transmissionif one antenna
tracks, while the other relays data via M-22. The M-22 data rate is limited, but its capability fulfillsmost present and future
vehicle reception requirements.

Remote Tracking Station--Mission Unique Interfaces. RTSs also interface with dedicated elements within the AFSCN in
support of specific requirementsof the DMSP and GPS programs. Specific mission unique interfacesat the Thule (Greenland),
Hawaii, and New Hampshire RTSs provide DMSP support. The RTSs provide an interface for command and telemetrydata
between the RTSs and the dedicated DMSP elements. The dedicated elements of the DMSP are the Multi-Purpose Satellite
Operations Center and the Fairchild SatelliteOperations Center. The RTSs provide an interface for primary mission data
recovery for transmissionto the Air Force Global Weather Central, as well as to the Navy Fleet Numerical Oceanography
Center.
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A mission unique enhancement at the Colorado Tracking Station (CTS) provides GPS program support. This mission unique
interface provides the CTS with a GPS ground antenna command and telemetryprocessing capability--which allows the GPS
SOC at Falcon AFB to directly control the CTS.

Command Centers

There are two command centers in the AFSCN: the Wing Command Post (WCP) located at Falcon AFB and the Group
Operations Center (OC) at Onizuka AFB. The WCP exercises operational control over the AFSCN. The OC provides backup
functions for the WCP and primary operational control over selected programs specific to Onizuka AFB.13

The Wing Command Post' s primary job is to support the 50th Space Wing commander, providing a command post for the 50th
Space Wing and Falcon AFB. The wing commander requires this command post to fulfill responsibilitiesas the manager and
operator of the unique worldwide AFSCN. The WCP also links assigned AFSCN assets into a fully responsive, integrated
system supporting multi-service and multi-agency programs and serves as the focal point through which the Air Force Space
Command (AFSPACECOM ) commander exercises real-time combatant command over AFSCN forces. Some of the functions
carried out by the WCP include

1. monitoringand reporting space system health, status, and readiness informationof AFSCN elements including
dedicated centers and AFSCN mobile resources,

2. implementingoperations plans and contingency plans,

3. disseminatingAFSCN element hostile attack warnings,

4. disseminatingintelligenceinformationaffecting satellitecontrol operations,

5. maintaininginteroperabilitywith the OC, and

6. conducting training exercises, both internallyand in conjunction with other elements involved with US space
assets.

The 750th SatelliteTracking Group OC, located at Onizuka AFB, serves as a subcenter of the WCP at Falcon AFB. The OC
plays an active role in providing downward direction to the RTSs and in channeling informationfrom the RTSs to the WCP.
The OC provides a backup capability for command and control of the AFSCN if the WCP cannot sustain its mission. The OC
also interfaceswith control centers at Onizuka AFB that are dedicated to programs not supported by the AFSCN.

Network Control System

The network control system (NCS) is composed of RCCs located at Falcon AFB and Onizuka AFB. The RCCs provide dual-
node resource scheduling capabilitynecessary to support the other elements of the AFSCN. Functional equivalency between the
two RCCs allows each complex to perform all AFSCN common-user resource scheduling and resource control functions.14

The NCS mission compromisesfour different categories: plans and analysis (P&A), resource scheduling (RS), resource control
(RC), and inter-range operations (IRO).

The plans and analysis branch collects long-term resource utilizationrequests for flight preparation and nonflight activities. It
then develops long-range forecasts and schedules and distributesthem to affected elements. P&A also analyzes resource
utilization, system performance, and other associated data.

The resource scheduling branch collects flight resource utilizationrequests and combines them in a common data base with
requests collected by plans and analysis. RS schedules the common-user resources, identifiesconflicts, and coordinates conflict
resolution in the non-real-time planning period. RS also requests, when necessary, support of internettedresources from
appropriate agencies. RS then publishes and distributesthe establishedschedule, performs real-time changes and conflict
resolution, and makes data base updates.
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restorationstatus reports, coordinating maintenance activities, and initiatingfault localizationand isolation testing as required.
RC also exercises control over the start, stop, and failure switchover of all scheduled communicationslink connectivities
between the communicationscontrol complex (CCC) and AFSCN users.

Interrange operations organizations are located at both Falcon AFB and Onizuka AFB. IRO is the single operational interface
through which external space agencies (e.g., NASA) without affiliatedSOCs request and obtain support from AFSCN
resources. IRO reports operationallyto the WCP, but is functionallypart of the NCS. IRO obtains early orbit determinationand
computation of miss-between-orbit data from the Space Defense Operations Center (SPADOC ) and provides predictive
avoidance data support to SPADOC . The IRO also performs satellitemanagement support and radio frequency interference
analyses and predictions.

The NCS consists of hardware, software, personnel, operational procedures, and facilitiesthat interact to provide for scheduling,
allocating, configuring, and testing of AFSCN common-user resources. The NCS analyzes resource usage; monitors resource
status; conducts fault detection, localization, and isolation for all network resources; and provides the interface for users and
resources external to the AFSCN.

Communications System--Major Components

The communicationscontrol complex is one of the essential control complexes located in the common-user control centers. The
CCC performs initiationof circuit connectivity, circuit monitoring, circuit restoration, and fault isolation for AFSCN
communicationsbetween the common-user control centers and the common-user RTSs. The CCC is also the interface between
the AFSCN and external users (for example, NASA). The CCC acts as the interface between the mission and mission support
communicationsservices required by the AFSCN.15

Falcon AFB currently does not have primary independent connectivity to the RTSs. An interimconfigurationcalled "Backhaul"
connects Falcon to the RTSs by going through Onizuka AFB via a domestic satellitelink.

The remote communications/telemetryareas (RC/TA) are the remote terminationof the mission communicationslinks at the
RTSs. The RC/TA performs monitor, circuit restoration, and troubleshootingfunctions similarto a CCC at a control center.

Primary and alternatecommunicationslinks internet the AFSCN control centers and the RTSs. These links provide interstation
and intrastationcommunicationsto common-user elements. Interstationcommunicationsconsist of primary and alternate
communicationslinks connecting control nodes with other AFSCN and external facilities. Intrastationcommunications
distributedata and voice communicationswithin various complexes, control centers, and RTSs.

A number of AFSCN communicationsfunctional areas should be highlighted. The recording, storage, and playback area is
located at the RTSs and common-user control centers. This area serves as a backup for real-time receive activitiesand as non-
real-time playback for satellitesupport activities. Types of data involved are primary and backup telemetry, voice, time, and
command/control/status signals. The CCC records informationby exception; therefore, users must schedule any recording.

The AFSCN communicationssystem provides the necessary interface equipment to permit access between satelliteand various
terrestrialcommunicationsagencies. This area, which includes communicationssatellitelinks, interconnect facilities, leased
common carrier communicationslinks, and commercial telephone, provides the primary and alternateconnectivitybetween the
globally dispersed AFSCN elements.

Additional Systems

The Command and Control System (CCS) is the new operating system that was formerly known as Data Systems
Modernization. When configured for CCS support, the RTS relays the entire telemetrystream back to a CCS-compatibleSOC
at either Falcon AFB or Onizuka AFB for telemetryprocessing. The RTS also relays satellitecommands from a CCS SOC to
the space vehicle. The Air Force plans to transfer all of its space vehicle operations to the CCS.16

The AFSCN uses two major testing facilities: the Software Development Test Laboratories (SDTL) and the Operational
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Force Enhancement

Force enhancement multipliescombat effectiveness. Space operations contribute directly to the combat effectivenessof our
militaryforces within several mission areas: spacelift, surveillanceand reconnaissance, navigation, communications, and
meteorology.

Historically, the primary use of United States militaryspace systems has been to support terrestrialforces. From their unique
vantage point, satellitescan perform and support many militarymissionsmore economically, effectively, and efficientlythan
terrestrialsystems. In some cases, satellitesare the only feasible means of performing the mission. In addition, the inherent
global nature of orbiting satellitesmakes worldwide support of militaryoperations possible.18

The US militaryrelies extensively on space assets for many criticalmissions. Force enhancement space systems include
capabilitiesthat

Provide real-time, survivable, and enduring communications, surveillance, environmentalmonitoring, navigation, and
warning for unified and specified commanders (and their component commanders), the national command authorities, and
the intelligencecommunity.

Provide the potential for rapid decision and response actions by the NCA and war-fighting commanders at all levels.
Space resources can rapidly distributeinformationto forces worldwide. Space systems can aid commanders to reduce the
time required for observation-orientation-direction-action feedback.

Support national and internationalspace rescue plans.

Provide space environmentaland life support capabilitiesover the full scope of aerospace operations.19

Spacelift

Spacelift provides the capability to emplace and replace criticalspace assets. Spacelift (or launch) operations deliver military
space systems to the required operational orbit or location in space. The spaceliftmission entails a wide variety of complex
activitiesrequired to place the satelliteinto the proper operational orbit.

Spacelift includes preparing the various segments of the space launch vehicle, erecting or stacking the launch vehicle on or near
the launchpad, integratingthe mission payload(s) with the launch vehicle, conducting a thorough prelaunch checkout of all
systems, and conducting the actual operations of countdown, launch, and flight of the space vehicle into orbit.20 Additional
detailed informationon various spacelift (launch) vehicles is in chapter 4 of this volume.

Surveillance and Reconnaissance

The following section provides informationon two key US space systems that have a long history of success. These systems are
only samples of US surveillanceand reconnaissance satellitesystems. Some of these technologicallyadvanced systems are
classifiedand this volume does not cover them.

Defense Support Program. The Defense Support Program (DSP) is an integral part of the nation's missilewarning system
operated by the US Air Force Space Command. The satellitesreport on real-time missile launches, space launches, and nuclear

detonations. They have been the spaceborne segment of the North American Aerospace Defense Tactical Warning and Attack
Assessment System since 1970.

The vehicle uses infrared detectors that sense the heat from missileplumes against the background of the Earth. The satellite
provides secure downlink capabilitiesto transmitmission data, state-of-health, and other relevant informationto the ground data
system. The vehicle also provides a secure uplink command receiving, processing, and a distributioncapability for both
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Landsat. Landsat is a civil satellitesystem developed by NASA to provide land, surface, and ocean data. Initiallydeveloped in
the late 1960s, the primary Landsat mission was to demonstrate the feasibilityof multi-spectral remote sensing from space for
practicalEarth resources management practical applications. The overall system requirementswere acquisitionof multi-spectral
images (MSI), collectionof data from remotely located ground stations, and production of photographic and digital data in
quantitiesand formats most helpful to potential users.21 Another requirementwas that Landsat take the data in a specific
manner: repetitiveobservations at the same local time, overlapping images, correct locations of images to within two miles, and
periodic coverage of each area at least every three weeks.

Currently, data from Landsat is collected at three US ground stations located in California, Alaska, and Maryland. Through
bilateralagreements, ground stations located in Canada, Brazil, Argentina, Japan, India, Italy, Australia, Sweden, and South
Africa are also receiving data.22 All data for US consumption is sent to the Goddard Space Flight Center for preprocessing.
After preprocessing, the data is transmittedelectronicallyto the Earth Resources Observation System Data Center (EDC) in
South Dakota for final processing. The resultantdata is then available to users through EDC as photographic imagery or digital
data tapes.

Landsat 4 and 5, the second generation of the Landsat series, carry two sensors: a multi-spectral scanner (MSS) and a thematic
mapper (TM). The thematicmapper is a new sensor that has a ground resolution of 30 meters for the visible and near-infrared
bands.23 The MSS records four images of a scene, each covering a ground area of 185 kilometers(km) by 185 km at a nominal
ground resolution of 79 meters.24 The images are produced by reflectingradiance from the Earth's surface to detectors on board
the satellite.

Two large applicationsof Landsat data are mapping land cover and monitoringchange, both aquatic and terrestrial. The TM
sensor is able to record four times as many radiance levels as the MSS sensor and has better resolution. This enhanced resolution
and increased radiance level capabilityprovides greater detail for vegetation absorbance, land/water contrasts, and geological
discriminationapplications.

The current Landsats take 16 days to cover the Earth (except the poles). Their data is relayed in near real time by using the
geostationaryTracking and Data Relay Satelliteand the Domestic CommunicationSatellitesystems. This eliminatesthe need to
rely on onboard tape recorders to store data for transmission. As a result, it takes approximately48 hours from collectionof raw
sensor data to generation of MSI archival products.25

The Landsat program, originallyunder NASA, has suffered from a lack of a stable home in the competitionbetween programs
for funding. The National Space Council shifted the program to the Commerce Department in 1979 in a commercializationplan
that would eventually place it under private ownership and operation. That effort brought in smaller revenues than expected and
the program languished. If Landsat 4 and 5, launched in 1982 and 1984 respectively, had not exceeded their three-year-design
lifetimes, the US would be without a civil Earth observation spacecraft. Landsat 6, scheduled for launch in mid-1992, should
operate for five years, during which time Landsat 7 should be launched.

[Image 36K]

Landsat C

[Image 25K]

Landsat D

The National Space Council decided in December 1991 to build and operate another Landsat after Landsat 6. Landsat 7 will be
co-managed by the Department of Defense and NASA. This would mark the first time the Department of Defense has been
involved in management of the civilian imaging system. The impetus for this decision can be attributedto the tactical role MSI
data played in the Gulf War (see annex A [not here]). Lawmakers, in deciding on this co-management approach, considered the
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sensors capable of five-meter stereoscopic images, precise metric data, broad area collection, and a dedicated tracking and data
relay antenna would make the Landsat an effective tacticalmilitarysystem for future conflicts.27

[Image 22K]

Global Positioning System Satellite

Navigation Systems

The Global Positioning System is a space-based radio navigation network operated and controlled from Falcon AFB. The Air
Force launched the first research and development satellitein February 1978. As of February 1991, the GPS network consisted
of six Block I R&D satellites, and 10 Block II operational satellites. This 16-satelliteconstellationshould grow to 21 satellites
plus three on-orbit spares by the mid-1990s.

GPS is a navigation system designed to provide US and allied land, sea, and air forces with worldwide, three-dimensional
position and velocity information. The system consists of three segments: a space segment of satellitesthat transmitsradio
signals, a control segment of ground-based equipment to monitor the satellitesand update their signals, and a user equipment
segment of devices to passively receive and convert satellitesignals into positioningand navigation information.

When fully operational, GPS will provide 24-hour, all-weather, precise positioningand navigation informationfrom satellites
circling the Earth every 12 hours and emittingcontinuous navigation signals. It will also provide such support to civilian users.

The Air Force launches GPS satellitesfrom Cape Canaveral AFS, Florida, using a Delta II launch vehicle. The satellitesare put
into 11,000 nautical mile circular orbits. The GPS constellationwill have six orbital planes with four satellitesin each. Satellites
will transmiton two different L-band frequencies. The design life of the operational satellitesshould be seven and one-half
years.

The GPS master control station located at Falcon AFB monitors and controls the GPS constellation. Five widely separated
monitor stations passively track the satellitesand accumulate navigation signals. Three globally dispersed ground antennas act as
the two-way communicationslink between the MCS and the satellites. Through these links, crews in the MCS update the
satellites' computers, allowing them to maintain the health and orbit of GPS satellites, monitor and update navigation signals,
and synchronize the satellites' atomic clocks.

GPS data aids land, air, and sea vehicles in navigation, precision weapons delivery, photographic mapping, aerial rendezvous
and/or refueling, geodetic surveys, range safety and instrumentation, and search and rescue operations. This system provides
militaryusers highly accurate, three-dimensional (longitude, latitude, and altitude) position, velocity, and time information. With
proper equipment, authorized users can receive the signals and determine their location within tens of feet, velocity within a
fraction of a mile per hour, and the time within a millionthof a second. To obtain this information, the user set will automatically
select the four most favorably located satellites, lock onto their navigation signals, and compute the position, velocity, and time.

Communications Systems

This section discusses the primary communicationssatellitesystems used by the US Air Force. Communicationssystems that
other services use extensively for specific purposes are not covered in this volume.

[Image 12K]

Defense SatelliteCommunications System III Satellite

Defense SatelliteCommunications System. The DSCS provides the DOD, the Department of State, and other US
government agencies secure, high-capacity communicationsthat a commercialservice or militarysystem cannot provide. The
Defense CommunicationsAgency manages operational use of the communicationscapabilitiesprovided by the network of
satellites, ensuring proper allocationof frequency and bandwidth to users based upon their requirements.
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phases incorporating improved technology and enhanced capabilitieswith each phase.

Between June 1966 and June 1968 in Phase I of the program, the Air Force launched 26 small communicationssatellites, each
weighing about 100 pounds. Each satellitehad one channel and relayed voice, imagery, computerizeddigital data, and teletype
transmissions. Designers planned for the satellitesto last three years. Phase I satellitesoperated in a circular orbit 20,930 miles
above Earth at a speed that nearly kept each satelliteover a point on the equator.

DSCS II launched its first satellitesin 1971 and is the second generation militarycommunicationssatelliteprogram. The 3d
SatelliteControl Squadron currently flies DSCS II satellitesfrom Falcon AFB. DSCS II has increased communicationsload
capabilityand transmissionstrength, and double the lifetimeexpectancy of the Phase I satellites. DSCS II has an attitude control
system for orbital repositioning. Ground command can steer the two-dish antennas on DSCS II satellitesand can concentrate the
antennas' electronicbeams on small areas of the Earth's surface for intensifiedcoverage.

The third generation satelliteis the DSCS III satellite. These satellitescarry multiple-beam antennas to provide flexible coverage
and resist jamming. They last twice as long as DSCS II satellites, have six active communicationstransmitterchannels, and
carry an integrated propulsion system for maneuverability. The Air Force launched the first DSCS III satellitein 1982. Antenna
design for DSCS III allows users to switch between fixed, Earth coverage, and multiple-beam antennas. The latter provides an
Earth coverage beam as well as electricallysteerable area and narrow-coverage beams. In addition, a steerable transmitdish
antenna provides a spot beam with increased radiated power for users with small receivers. In this way, operators can tailor the
communicationsbeams to suit the needs of different size user terminalsalmost anywhere in the world.28 (See annex A [not
here] for more informationon DSCS's role in Desert Storm.)

NATO III. The NATO III satelliteprogram is a four-satelliteconstellation. NATO III satellitesare geostationary
communicationssatellitesdesigned to provide real-time voice and data links between members of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO ). The program is directed by the NATO Integrated CommunicationsSystem Operating Agency
(NICSCOA), which is located at Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe, Belgium. The AFSCN performs command and
control functions on behalf of NICSCOA.29

NATO III is a cylindrical, spin-stabilizedsatellitewith a design life of seven years. It is 86 inches in diameter, 110 inches in
height, and weighs 783 pounds. Solar arrays cover the sides of the satellitebody, and there are thermal shields on the top and
bottom. The command and control antenna encircles the vehicle, and three communicationsantennas are atop the satelliteon a
despun platform. The communicationspayload is a repeater providing both narrowbeam and widebeam coverage of the North
Atlantic region. This payload provides multiplecarrier reception, frequency translation, amplification, and retransmissionof X-
band signals. The apogee kick motor and two axial thrustersare on the bottom of the vehicle. All electronicequipment, the
hydrazine tanks, and radial thrustersare on the main equipment platformin the center of the vehicle. The AFSCN launched the
NATO III satellitesfrom the Eastern Test Range aboard Delta boosters between April 1976 and November 1984 and placed the
four vehicles in ellipticaltransfer orbits of approximately23 degree inclination. At approximatelyfifth apogee, an apogee kick
motor fired, circularizingthe orbit and reducing the inclination. NATO III will eventually take on a backup mission when
NATO IV becomes operational in the early 1990s.

[Image 12K]

Fleet SatelliteCommunications System Satellite

Fleet SatelliteCommunications System. The Fleet SatelliteCommunicationsSystem (FLTSATCOM ) is a five-satellite
constellation. Each satellitehas 23 communicationschannels. The US Navy uses 10 channels for communicationsamong its
land, sea, and air forces. The Air Force uses 12 channels as part of the Air Force SatelliteCommunicationsSystem
(AFSATCOM ) for command and control of nuclear forces. AFSATCOM is not a separate satellitesystem, but is a functional
system imbedded within FLTSATCOM . The last channel is reserved for the NCA.30

The ground segment of the system consists of communicationterminalson most US Navy ships and submarines, selected Air
Force and Navy aircraft, global ground stations, and presidentialnetworks. Individual users acquire and manage these terminals.
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the satellite. The span of the deployed solar array panels is 43 feet. In addition, three nickel-cadmium batteriesprovide power
during eclipse operations at the spring and autumnal equinoxes. The design life of the satelliteis five years.

[Image 20K]

Defense Meteorological SatelliteProgram Satellite

Meteorology

The Defense MeteorologicalSatelliteProgram has been operational since July 1965. Its militarymission is to generate weather
data for operational forces worldwide. The Air Force is the DOD executive agent for this program. The Department of
Commerce's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administrationfurnishes meteorologicaldata to the civilian community.

Satellitesin the DMSP meet unique militaryrequirementsfor worldwide weather information. DMSP satellitesprovide
meteorologicaldata in real time to Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps tacticalground stations and Navy ships. Through these
satellites, militaryweather forecasterscan detect developing patterns of weather and track existing weather systems over remote
areas.

Data from these satellitescan help identify, locate, and determine the intensityof such severe weather as thunderstorms,
hurricanes, and typhoons. Agencies can also use the data to form three-dimensionalcloud analyses, which are the basis for
computer simulationof various weather conditions.

All of this quickly available informationaids the militarycommander in making decisions. For example, data obtained through
this program is especially valuable in supporting the launch, en route, target, and recovery portions of a wide variety of strategic
and tacticalmissions. Air Force Space Command's 6th Space Operations Squadron (SOPS) at Offutt AFB, Nebraska, and
Detachment 1 of the 6 SOPS at Fairchild AFB, Washington, provide command and control of DMSP satellites.

Current satellitesin the DMSP are designated as the Block SD-2 integrated spacecraft system because the functions of the
launch vehicle's upper stage and the orbital satellitehave been integrated into a single system. This system navigates from lift-off
and provides guidance for the spacecraft from booster separation through orbit insertion, as well as electricalpower, telemetry,
attitude control, and propulsion for the second stage. Block SD-2 has many improvementsover earlier DMSP satellites,
including more sensors with increased capabilityand increased life span. The satellitescircle the Earth at an altitude of about
450 NM in a near-polar, Sun-synchronous orbit. Each satellitescans an area 1,600 NM wide and can cover the entire Earth in
about 12 hours. Three reaction wheel assemblies, which provide three-axis stabilization, maintain pointing accuracy of the
satellites. The SD-2 spacecraft has five major sections: a precision mounting platformfor sensors and other equipment requiring
precise alignment, an equipment support module that encloses the major portion of the electronics, a reaction-control equipment

support structure that contains the spent second-stage rocket motor and supports the ascent-phase reaction-control equipment, a
solar cell array, and the booster adapter. The Sun-tracking, deployable solar array is covered with 12,500 silicon cells that
produce 1,000 watts of power for operating the spacecraft systems. The booster adapter provides electricalinterfacesbetween
the satelliteand ground test equipment and is the structural interface between the satelliteand the booster.

The primary sensor on board the satelliteis the operational linescan system that "sees" visible and infrared cloud cover imagery
used in analyzing cloud patterns. Also, the spacecraft can carry secondary payload sensors. For example, one sensor measures
temperatureand moisture; another accurately measures the location and intensityof the aurora to aid radar operations and long-
range ground communicationsin the northern hemisphere, a third measures the precipitatingelectrons that cause the aurora; a
fourth sensor measures X rays, and a fifth sensor measures soil moisture, atmosphericmoisture, and sea state.

The normal on-orbit DMSP constellationcurrently consists of two operational satellites. To date, the DMSP has placed six
Block SD-2 satelliteson-orbit. Block SD-2 satellitesare launched on Atlas-E boosters from Vandenberg AFB, California.

Aerospace Control

In 1988 Gen Larry D. Welch stated that "spacepower will assume as decisive a role in future combat operations as airpower has
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protection--the ability to protect friendly space assets. This mission is also referred to as defensive counterspace.

negation--the ability to negate any hostile space asset. This mission is referred to as offensive counterspace.33

Space Surveillance

Space surveillanceis essential to the space control mission and involves the functions and ability to monitor, assess, and inform.
The nerve center of United States Space Command's (USSPACECOM ) space surveillancemission is the Space Surveillance
Center (SSC) located deep inside Cheyenne Mountain AFB, Colorado. A computer network in the SSC keeps a constant record
of the movements of thousands of man-made objects orbiting the Earth. These objects include satellites(active and inactive) and
pieces of space debris. The SSC computers receive a steady flow of informationfrom the elements of the space surveillance
network (SSN). The SSN consists of radars and optical tracking devices located around the world. Specific SSC responsibilities
include:

1. Providing operational command and control of the SSN. These activitiesinclude tasking of sensors to provide
tracking support for routine space catalog maintenance, space object identification, and special events monitoring.

2. Maintaininga catalog of orbital characteristicsof all observable man-made space objects for position prediction.

3. Providing routine space operations information.

4. Providing orbital data to many users and informing the Space Defense Operations Center of any contributing
factors affecting any degradation of performance within the SSN.34

When a sensor acquires a piece of orbiting hardware, it sends the informationto the SSC computers. The SSC tracks the present
position of these objects and predicts their future orbital paths. The SSC compares the observation with the predicted location of
cataloged objects. Observed informationwhich the SSC cannot verify or match with a known object may be an indication of a

new or previously uncataloged object in space. It often takes several hours to accumulate enough informationto form an
accurate mathematicaldescriptionof an object' s orbit. Orbital elements describe this mathematicalmodel. This set of figures
includes the period, inclination, eccentricity, and orientationof the satellite's orbital plane about the equator.35

The SSC generates a Project TIP (tracking and impact prediction) to predict when and where a larger decaying satelliteor object
will reenter the Earth's atmosphere and then forwards this informationto several users. The MissileWarning Center, inside
Cheyenne Mountain AFB, uses this informationalong with other sensor informationto assess the potential threat from the
object. Many factors make it difficult to predict precisely where and when a satelliteor other object will come down. Gaps in the
space surveillancenetwork's coverage prevent total surveillancecoverage, while atmosphericdrag and solar radiation can also
influence both the speed and course of an object returning to Earth.36

The center's catalog dates back to 1957 with the Soviet Union's launch of Sputnik I. Since that time, the center has cataloged
more than 21,000 objects. Currently, over 7,000 of these objects remain in Earth orbit.37 While the SSC is primarilyinterested
in satellitevehicles (or payloads), it also keeps track of space debris. This includes items such as spent rocket bodies, launch
hardware, and other objects from operating satellites. It also includes fragments resulting from in-space breakups of larger
objects. In fact, the vast majorityof objects now in space are pieces of debris. Although the SSC has the ability to track and
monitor thousands of pieces of debris, many go undetected because of their minute size. It is possible that tiny pieces of debris,
the size of paint flecks, may actually number in the millions.

The SSC also has a backup operations center, the Alternate SSC or ASSC. The ASSC is part of the Naval Space Surveillance
(NAVSPASUR ) system in Dahlgren, Virginia. The ASSC maintains the satellitecatalog when the computationalcapabilityor
the command and control capabilityof the SSC fails to function properly.

Space Surveillance Network
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Dedicated Sensors. Dedicated sensors support the space surveillancemission. They include three unique optical systems, a
combined radio frequency (RF) and optical system, a phased array system, a mechanical tracker radar, and a "radar fence"
operated by the Navy.

The ground-based electro-optical deep space surveillancesystem (GEODSS) is an optical system that uses a low-light-level TV
camera, computers, and large telescopes. GEODSS tracks objects in deep space, or from about 3,000 NM out to beyond
geosynchronous altitudes. GEODSS requires nighttimeand clear weather tracking because of the inherent limitationsof an
optical system. There are currently four operational GEODSS sites with coverage areas as follows: Socorro, New Mexico
(165W-050W); Maui, Hawaii (140E-010W); ChoeJong San, South Korea (070E-178E); and Diego Garcia, Indian Ocean
(010E-130E). Each site has three telescopes, allowing GEODSS to track three objects simultaneously. All three telescopes are
linked to video cameras. Two of the three telescopes are 40-inch aperture main telescopes, which are used primarilyto search
the deep sky for faint, slow-moving objects. The other, a 15-inch telescope, does wide searches of lower altitudeswhere objects
travel at higher relative speeds. The only exception to this configuration is the Diego Garcia site, which has three 40-inch
telescopes. The televisioncameras feed their space pictures into a computer that drives a display device. The computer
automaticallyfiltersstars from the night sky backdrop, and the satellitesappear on the display screen as streaks of light.
GEODSS can transmitposition and identificationsignature data to the SSC (in Cheyenne Mountain) in seconds. GEODSS
sensors are responsible for over 65 percent of all deep space object tracking and surveillance, and provide almost worldwide
coverage of the equator. Any sustained loss of a GEODSS sensor would have dramatic impact on the deep space surveillance
mission and maintenance of the space catalog.39

The second optical system is the Maui Optical Tracking and IdentificationFacility (MOTIF) in Hawaii. MOTIF is a dual 1.2-
meter telescope system on a single mount. One telescope primarilydoes infrared and photometriccollection. The other performs
low-level light tracking and imagery. MOTIF can track space objects in near-space and deep-space orbits and represents

AFSPACECOM 's sole long-wave infrared imaging capability. Like GEODSS, MOTIF is limitedto night operations. MOTIF
is also hindered by high winds, high humidity, cloud cover, and a bright Moon.40

The third and final optical system under the dedicated sensors of space surveillanceis the combined RF/optical surveillance
system (CROSS). CROSS is located at San Vito, Italy, and replaced the previous Baker-Nunn system. CROSS improves
eastern hemisphere deep space coverage. Like its optical counterparts, CROSS is a passive sensor and is constrained by
weather, field of view, and daylight. However, unlike its optical counterparts, it benefits from its capability to use radio
frequencies to search out active satellitesin deep space. (For additional informationon CROSS and other passive RF sensors,
such as the deep-space tracking system and the low-altitude surveillancesystem, see annex B. [not here])

The remaining dedicated sensors are all radars: a phased array system and a continentalUnited States (CONUS) radar fence
operated by the US Navy. The Air Force has one phased array radar (UHF, FPS-85) located at Eglin AFB, Florida. This radar
operates in the 437-447 megahertz (MHz) frequency range and has the capability to track both near-earth and deep-space
objects simultaneouslywith extreme sensitivity. In fact, the Eglin AFB radar can provide 10,000 observations per day on space
objects--the equivalent of 14 mechanical trackers or three PAVE PAWS sensors. Eglin AFB also maintains the radar cross
section catalog for the SSN. The four PAVE PAWS sensors use the Eglin radar's observations to assist in tracking space
objects.41

The final dedicated sensor is the NAVSPASUR system. Operated by the Navy, NAVSPASUR is an electronic"fence"
stretching3,000 miles across the southern United States from Georgia to California and extending 1,000 miles off each coast.
The fence consists of three powerful transmittersand six receivers. The transmittersare located at Lake Kickapoo, Texas; Gila
River, Arizona; and Lake Jordan, Alabama. The receivers are in San Diego, California; Elephant Butte, New Mexico; Red
River, Arizona; Silver Lake, Mississippi; and Hawkinsville and Tattnall, Georgia. Each transmitterstation sends out a
continuous wave of radio energy in a fan-shaped pattern, with a very narrow north-south dimension and a wide east-west
spread. This creates the fence, an overall vertical east-west fan of radio energy extending thousands of miles into space. An
object passing through the beam reflectsenergy back to the receivers. The receiver stations then measure the reflected satellite
signal and send their data to the NAVSPASUR Operations Center at Dahlgren. The center processes the data to determine the
object's precise location and relays this informationto the SSC.42
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Collateral Sensors. Collateral sensors have a primary mission other than space surveillance, but still provide support to the
space surveillancemission. Collateral sensors include the following systems:

System Type Site

 BMEWS
 Phased Array Radar

 Phased Array Radar

 Mechanical Tracking Radar

 Thule AB, Greenland

 RAF Fylingdales Moor,
 United Kingdom

 Clear AFB, Alaska

 PAVE PAWS   Phased Array Radar

 Cape Cod, Massachusetts

 Robins AFB, Georgia

 Eldorado, Texas

 Beale AFB, California

 PARCS  Phased Array Radar  Cavalier AFS, North Dakota  

 RADINT  Phased Array Radar
 (Cobra Dane)

 Mechanical Tracking Radar

 Shemya, Alaska

 Pirinclik, Turkey

The ballisticmissileearly warning system (BMEWS) sensors contribute to the space surveillancemission. These sensors are
somewhat limitedin the performance of the space surveillancemission since planners designed each radar primarilyto perform a
missilewarning mission as opposed to the spacetrack and identificationmission. Each radar is unique in its ability to contribute
to the space surveillancemission. For example, the perimeteracquisitionradar attack characterizationsystem (PARCS ) sensor
currently contributesover 15 percent of the observations used to maintain the spacetrack catalog. However, due to the
geographic location and positioningof its one-face phased array radar, PARCS does not play a significantrole in new foreign
launch (NFL) processing, nor is it able to track a significantportion of deep-space objects.

Unlike the other collateralsensors, Cobra Dane and Pirinclikhave primary missionsof intelligencedata collection. Cobra Dane
is a single-faced phased array radar (AN/FPS-108) at Shemya AFB, Alaska. Located on the far end of the Aleutian Island chain
and less than 500 miles from Kamchatka Peninsula, Cobra Dane is perfectly situated for its primary mission of collecting
technical radar intelligence(RADINT) data on intercontinentalballisticmissile(ICBM)/submarine-launched ballisticmissile
(SLBM) test launches into the Kamchatka Peninsula and the Pacific Broad Ocean Area. Cobra Dane's corollary mission is to
provide tacticalwarning and attack assessmentof ICBM/SLBM attacks on the CONUS and southern Canada. As a space
surveillancesensor, Cobra Dane is the most importantNFL ground sensor and is usually the first US radar to track Soviet space
launches. Operating in the L-band range, Cobra Dane uses both a wideband (1,175-1,375 MHz) and a narrowband
(1,215-1,250 MHz) frequency to provide better accuracy and sensitivitythan PAVE PAWS sensors. Its wideband capability is
well suited for mission payload assessment. Cobra Dane is currently undergoing a system modernizationprogram to update its
hardware and software. Scheduled for completion in the fall of 1993, this upgrade will improve its data collectionand replace
aging data processing equipment.43

The Pirinclik, Turkey, RADINT site operates both a detection radar (AN/FPS- 17) and a mechanical tracking radar (AN/
FPS-79). Both radars operate at an UHF (432 MHz) frequency. Although limitedby their mechanical technology, Pirinclik's
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Finally, another set of collateralsensors include three mechanical tracking C-band radars: Antigua, British West Indies, Kaena
Point, Hawaii, and Ascension Island in the Atlantic Ocean. These radars are located on islands and primarilysupport test and
evaluation of US ICBM and space launches. The three radars spend approximately128 hours per week supporting the space
surveillancemission. Antigua's position in the northern hemisphere near the equator allows accurate coverage of all low-Earth
orbits; however, as a tracking radar, Antigua's FPQ-14 radar (operating between 5,400-5,900 MHz) has a limitedsearch
capability. Kaena Point's radar is nearly identical to Antigua's (operating in the same frequency range with a narrow beam
width) providing accurate data with limitedsearch capability. The final C-band radar, a TPQ-18, located on Ascension Island in
the southern hemisphere near the equator, provides accurate coverage of all low-Earth orbits. In addition to this radar on
Ascension, the US Navy is currently upgrading an FPQ-15 radar. When completed, this new radar will function in the X-band
(8,000-12,500 MHz) frequency range and provide more accurate coverage.44

Contributing Sensors. The final group of sensors are referred to as contributingsensors. These sensors are not under
USSPACECOM 's operational control; however, they provide observation data on satellitesto USSPACECOM on a
contributingbasis. There is a total of five contributingsensors: four mechanical tracker radars and one electro-optical sensor.
One mechanical C-band tracker, located at Kwajalein Atoll, Marshall Islands, tests and evaluates US ICBMs. The ALCOR
radar, one of two radars located on Kwajalein Atoll, provides wideband imagery data at 5,672 MHz and can be used for near-
Earth surveillanceto meet USSPACECOM requirements. Also located on Kwajalein Atoll, is the ALTAIR A-B band radar
(4l5-450 MHz). USSPACECOM uses this radar about 128 hours per week.45

There are two contributingsensors located at Tyngsboro, Massachusetts. The Haystack radar, an X-band radar, operates at 10
gigahertz and is the only wideband radar in the western hemisphere able to image in deep space. Haystack operates eight
scheduled five-day sessions and two recalls per year. (A recall requires four to eight hours to reconfigure equipment.) The other
contributingsensor at Tyngsboro, is the MilistoneL-band radar, operating at 1,295 MHz. Milistoneis contracted by the USAF
for about 80 hours per week.

The final contributingsensor is the Air Force Maui Optical Station (AMOS). AMOS has an electro-optical system collocated
with MOTIF and GEODSS on Maui, Hawaii. AMOS, with a 63-inch telescope, is a test bed for new surveillancesystems and
provides an infrared signature data base for space objects. Like other optical systems, AMOS is limitedto night operations and
is hindered by adverse weather conditions.46

Protection

In addition to the ability to protect friendly space assets, often referred to as space defense, is another mission--defensive
counterspace. Currently, such passive means as electronichardening of satellitesand addition of fuel for potential avoidance
maneuvering are used to protect space-based assets. The mission is characterizedby an extensive battle management (BM)/
command, control, and communications(C3) capability to direct the space defense of friendly space assets and thereby achieve
space control. The principal component of the BM/C3 capability is the Space Defense Operations Center.47

The Space Defense Operations Center (SPADOC ) is located in Cheyenne Mountain and serves as a fusion center for the space
control mission. SPADOC is responsible for protecting DOD, US civilian, and allied nation space systems. SPADOC fulfillsits
mission responsibilitiesprimarilythrough monitoringspace and space-related activities, informing members of the space
community of unique space-related events, and planning possible defensive countermeasures.48 To achieve its objectives,
SPADOC specificallymonitors and reports abnormal or unusual space activity, and recommends the necessary follow-on steps
to specific organizations. SPADOC also analyzes possible threat attack information, determines the time and location of the
attack, and identifiesboth the space system under attack as well as the method and type of attack taking place. Finally,
SPADOC advises specific organizations of which US space systems are vulnerable to attack or are likely to be targeted for
attack.

SPADOC communicateswith organizations owning or operating space-based systems through various secure and unsecure
communicationsmeans. SPADOC , a key center of operations under USSPACECOM , routinely communicateswith other
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warning messages.49

The primary method of secure connectivitybetween SPADOC and all space system owners/operators is the Space Defense
Command and Control System (SPADCCS ). SPADCCS is a communicationsnetwork using hard copy messages to and from
SPADOC and space system owners/operators.

Negation

The final space control mission--offensive counterspace--is categorized by the term negation. The ability to negate or destroy
any hostile space system includes the use of an antisatellite(ASAT ) system. The US does not currently operate a functional
ASAT system. Any future system will serve as an integral part of USSPACECOM 's plan to achieve total space control.

An operational ASAT force would fulfillmany objectives of space control. Operational ASATs would encourage the right of
free passage through space, increase the options available to US commanders--especially during major war-fighting operations--
and provide the capability, if required, to attack enemy militaryspace assets to ensure space superiorityand control of the high
frontier. A comprehensive ASAT system would most likely consist of directed energy weapons, kinetic energy weapons, and
possibly electronicwarfare systems.50

Force Applications

This section provides a broad overview of ballisticmissiledefense (BMD) planning as outlined by the Strategic Defense
InitiativeOrganization (SDIO). The discussion includes a review of BMD concepts, an overview of the global protection
against limitedstrikes (GPALS ) concept, and a look at a potential GPALS architecture. The section concludes with a discussion
of follow-on systems showing how a GPALS system could evolve into a stronger form of ballisticmissiledefense.

In the 1980s a technologies study (Fletcher study) concluded that the most effective strategicdefensive systems would have
multiple layers. The concept of multilayereddefense continues to be the conceptual cornerstone of GPALS . Specifically, the
GPALS system consists of layers referred to as boost/postboost, midcourse, and terminal.

Boost/Postboost. The period of a ballisticmissile's flight while the booster is thrusting through the time it deploys its
reentry vehicles (RV ) and possible decoys.

Midcourse. The relativelylong period of time RVs and decoys coast along their ballistictrajectoriesin space.

Terminal. The final period of time in which RVs reenter the atmosphere near their targets.51

These layers exist when considering defense against strategicand theater ballisticmissileswith ranges greater than a few
hundred miles. Some shorter range missilesmay have trajectoriesthat remain in the atmosphere and are too low to permit
intercept from space. Such missileswould be susceptible to ground-based defenses, including anti-tacticalballisticmissile
defenses.52

The phenomenology and required technologies for defense differ from layer to layer. However, the basic BMD system
functions remain the same:

1. detection, acquisition, tracking and discrimination;

2. interceptionand destructionof threatening objects; and

3. communications, battle management, command, and control.53

As new technologies emerge, they can provide better ways to accomplish the essential functions in defensive layers without
changing the overall system concept. These technologies involve both space- and surface-based defensive weapons along with
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For multipleballisticmissileswith multipleRVs , the region that potentiallyhas the highest defense payoffs is the boost/
postboost layer. Viable technical approaches now exist for interceptingfrom space a ballisticmissileduring the boost portion of
its flight. Inclusion of boost-layer defense would substantiallydiscount the value of ballisticmissileswith multiple independently
targetable reentry vehicles (MIRV) and provide the threatening forces with incentives to accomplish the long-standing arms
control objective of reducing MIRVed ICBMs. Intercepts in the boost phase also offer multipleengagement opportunitiesto
ensure high levels of defense effectiveness. The synergism provided by layers of the defense significantlyincreases the task of
designing and deploying effective offensive countermeasures.55

If missileshave fast-burn boosters to counter initialboost-layer defenses, the task of releasing decoys is more complicated,
mitigatingthe requirement to design means of discriminationin the midcourse layer. Furthermore, follow-on defensive system
concepts could block the fast-burn approach. Intercepts in the boost/postboost layer can also destroy the post-boost vehicle
(PBV) before it releases decoys and other penetration aids designed to confuse the defenses, should such decoys and penetration
aids be present.56

The major technical challenge in the midcourse layer is to develop a capability to discriminateRVs from accompanying decoys
or other penetration aids. For example, using sensors in space to observe the operation of a PBV as it starts to release its payload
could permit early identificationof RVs among the clouds of decoys. This early identificationin turn, could mitigatethe
problems associated with tracking and interceptingRVs from either space or the surface.57

In the terminal layer, the atmosphere helps the defense discriminatebecause atmosphericdrag would decelerate heavy RVs less
than their accompanying lighter penetration aids. The key technical challenges for endoatmospheric interceptorsare
accommodating the severe heating caused by frictionwith the atmosphere and achieving a high degree of maneuverability.58

Global Protection against Limited Strikes

In his State of the Union Address on 29 January 1991 President Bush stated:

Now, with remarkable technologicaladvances like the Patriot missile, we can defend against ballisticmissile
attacks aimed at innocent civilians. Looking forward, I have directed that the SDI [Strategic Defense Initiative]
program be refocused on providing protection from limitedballisticmissilestrikes, whatever their source. Let us
pursue an SDI program that can deal with any future threat to the United States, to our forces overseas, and to our
friends and allies.59

The president's remarks provide the basis for the GPALS mission objective. This objective is to provide protection against
accidental, unauthorized, or limitedballisticmissilestrikes by third world countries or the Commonwealth of Independent States
directed against US power projection or forward deployed forces, US friends and allies, and the United States itself.60

Accidental and Unauthorized Strikes. While the requirementfor the US to deter a strategicnuclear attack remains, the
evolving world situationalso leads to a requirementfor protection against limitedstrikes by ballisticmissiles. BMD planning
and any design of a GPALS system must take into account the possibilityof unauthorized or accidental launches, whatever the
cause or source.61

The concern for accidental and unauthorized launch increases with the proliferationof ballisticmissiles. Concern that loss of
positive control over ballisticmissileforces might occur in third world countries is real due to their lack of experience with
weapon systems, nonexistent or inadequate weapon release procedures, absence of adequate physical and organizational
safeguards, and the possibilityof political instability.62

The spread of missile technology of increasing sophisticationand destructivenessis a trend that the US must consider as it
develops militaryforces to be fielded in the 1990s. A prime example of this spread is the proliferationof ballisticmissilesand
weapons of mass destruction, including the capability to design, test, and fabricate chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons.
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spread of ballisticmissilecapabilitiesaround the world.63

These technologies pose a threat today that is regional in character (e.g., shorter-range missilesystems). However, the trend is
clearly in the direction of systems of increasing range, lethality, and sophistication.64 The SDIO has assessed the proliferationof
ballisticmissilesand found that by the year 2000, some 24 nations will have a ballisticmissile launch capability. Figure 3
represents an illustrativelook at ballisticmissileproliferation.65

Fig 3 (19K)

Source: Strategic Defense Initiative Organization ,
1991 Report to the Congress on the Strategic Defense Initiative (May 1991 ), 1-5

Figure 3. Current Third Country BallisticMissile Capability

It is clear that some third world countries are striving to acquire or develop missilescapable of delivering payloads primarilyat
short and medium ranges, although a few countries could achieve intercontinentalranges through the conversion of space
launch vehicles. This is a matter of concern in a world that may be increasinglyaffected by diverse geopolitical
considerations.66

According to the SDIO, the US cannot accept a situation in which these capabilitiesare allowed to constrain US national
objectives, including US global and regional interestsand responsibilities. Proliferationof ballisticmissilesis a growing threat to
the United States, its armed forces, and allied nations around the world.67

Elements of Global Protection against Limited Strikes. GPALS would consist of surface- and space-based elements to
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the deployment of an entire system. Nor would the deployment of a GPALS system be contingent on the technical maturityof
potential follow-on systems.

A GPALS system would consist of surface- and space-based sensors capable of providing continuous, global surveillanceand
tracking from launch to intercept or impact of ballisticmissilesof all ranges. The use of space-based sensors would allow for a
reduction in the size, cost, and number of surface-based weapons and sensors, while increasing their performance. In
combination, the sensors would provide informationto US forces and potentiallyto those of allies as well.

A GPALS system would also contain interceptors, based both in space and on the surface, capable of providing high-
confidence protection to areas under attack. Space-based interceptorscould provide a continuous, global interdictioncapability
against missileswith ranges in excess of 600 kilometers. The surface-based interceptors(located in the US, deployed with US
forces, and potentiallydeployed by US allies) would provide local point and area defense.68

To illustratethe GPALS concept, figure 4 depicts an integrated system consisting of three interlockingpieces.69 The size of
each piece reflects the relative investmentprojected for the three main parts of the GPALS . Specific elements are discussed
under the section on GPALS architecture.

Fig 4 (19K)

Source: Strategic Defense Initiative Organization ,
1991 Report to the Congress on the Strategic Defense Initiative (May 1991 ), 1-8

Figure 4. GPALS Integrated System and Key Elements

Common to all GPALS interceptorsis the use of non-nuclear, hit-to-kill interceptor technology for destructionof all types of
warheads--nuclear, chemical, biological, and conventional. These interceptorspermit destructionof both the missileand the
warheads well away from the targets being defended. The employment of multilayereddefense will ensure multiple
opportunitiesto engage hostile ballisticmissiles, thereby providing a high level of defense effectiveness.70

The theater/tacticalelement of GPALS will be able to be deployed globally by the United States. These forward elements of our
ballisticmissiledefense will be transportableand could deploy with ground- or sea-based units. Friends or allies may also
choose to deploy theater defenses that could be interoperablewith those of the US. It is important to note that the space-based
ballisticmissiledefense sensors will support theater as well as strategicdefense operations.71
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illustratedin figure 5. BrilliantPebbles, after receiving weapon-release authority, would be an autonomous space-based kinetic
energy interceptor. BP would provide global detection of an attack and means to destroy ballisticmissileswith ranges greater
than 600 kilometers. In the GPALS architecture, BP would operate against both strategicand theater ballisticmissiles. Current
plans call for about l,000 BPs to support a GPALS architecture.74

Fig 5 (14K)

Source: Strategic Defense Initiative Organization ,
1991 Report to the Congress on the Strategic Defense Initiative (May 1991 ), 2-5

Figure 5. GPALS Architecture: Space-Based Protection against Ballistic
Missileswith a Range Greater than 600 Kilometers

Developing space-based BP interceptorsas part of GPALS is important for the following reasons:

1. BP interceptorswould have the potential for continuous worldwide coverage.

2. The sensing capabilityof BP will provide additional tacticalwarning informationto the national command
authoritiesin the event of a ballisticmissileattack, as well as provide cueing to elements of the GPALS system and
to the BrilliantEyes (BE) satellites.

3. BP would exploit US technological strengths and would provide leverage both against proliferationof theater
ballisticmissilesof longer ranges and in arms control negotiations(e.g., to provide incentives for a nation to move
away from MIRVed strategic forces).75

BP would obtain its greatest leverage as a boost/postboost interceptor. It would be designed to detect a launch with its infrared
sensor, track the hot plume, compute the trajectory, then home in on the heat signature. BP also has the potential to engage
theater ballisticmissiles, depending on the characteristicsof such missiles(e.g., their burn time and apogee of ballisticflight) and
on the BP design, basing, and operations concept.76

However, BP would not be able to reach some theater and tacticalballisticmissilesduring boost because their burn time is too
short and their burnout altitude is too low. For these and other single-warhead missiles, BP would be able to use precise tracking
of the booster trajectoryduring powered flight to project ahead to an intercept point in space. The BP could fly toward this point
and with currently planned sensor capability, acquire the target from sufficient range, even when dark, and home in to
intercept.77
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Fig 6 (17K)

Source: Strategic Defense Initiative Organization ,
1991 Report to the Congress on the Strategic Defense Initiative (May 1991 ), 2-7

Figure 6. GPALS Architecture: Ground-Based Protection
against Strategic BallisticMissiles

For planning purposes, the ground-based defense tier of a GPALS system includes the following:

1. approximately750 ground-based interceptors,

2. six ground-based radars,

3. approximately60 BE satellites, and

4. the appropriate command and control for the ground-based tier.80

If E2Is are used, BE would provide postboost and midcourse surveillanceand GBRTs would support terminal intercepts. The
BE satellitewould track the PBVs, clusters of RVs , and, in some cases, individual RVs to provide the data to commit the E2I.
The GBRT would acquire, track, and discriminatebetween RVs and decoys in the late midcourse and terminalportions of their
trajectories, providing kill assessmentand additional target selections to the E2I.81 If GBIs are used, either BE, GSTS, or some
combination of each will be used to provide cluster tracks for the GBIs. GBIs may require GBRT for commitmentagainst short
time of flight SLBM, but this requirementremains to be validated as the program matures.82

The choice between E2I and GBI, or possibly whether to continue with both, will be made before full-scale development and
will depend on the resolution of several issues at that time. Terminal defense could benefit from the easier discriminationof RVs
from decoys by atmosphericslowdown, but only, at the expense of requiring a more complicated interceptor that could
withstand the heating and mechanical stress caused by operating in the upper atmosphere. Midcourse interceptorsare inherently
simpler and could be used much more flexibly throughout the long midcourse portion of the RVs ' flight trajectory. However, the
defense must have confidence in its ability to discriminateRVs in midcourse in the expected threat environment.83

The same elements discussed above would counter SLBM attacks. The functions of the elements would be very similarto those
performed in defending against ICBMs. This capability is shown in figure 7. However, an SLBM attack launched from a
submarine very close to the US coast would constitutea more stressing threat, especially if flown on a depressed trajectory.
Although BP would be effective against such an attack, those RVs not engaged by BP would have to be interceptedby ground-
based interceptorsto completelycounter such an attack.84

Fig 7 (19K)
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Fig 7 (19K)

Source: Strategic Defense Initiative Organization ,
1991 Report to the Congress on the Strategic Defense Initiative (May 1991 ), 2-8

Figure 7. GPALS Architecture: Protection against SLBMs

The complete GPALS system is portrayed in figure 8. The effectiveness, survivability, and testabilityof this architectureare
possible in large part because of the autonomy of its constituentparts.85

Fig 8 (24K)

Source: Strategic Defense Initiative Organization ,
1991 Report to the Congress on the Strategic Defense Initiative (May 1991 ), 2-9

Figure 8. Complete GPALS Architecture

Follow-on Systems

The selection of an evolutionary path towards building and deploying the GPALS architectureis critical. In the future, more
capable defenses will also require the selection of an evolutionary approach. This advanced defense capabilitydepends heavily
on how the threat may change, the mission desired, and the technologies available and their costs.86

The SDI program has examined a variety of concepts for advanced weapon and sensor elements, is developing the required
technologies to support them, and has analyzed possible follow-on architectures. Preliminaryobservations suggest that if the US
makes a decision to expand defense objectives beyond GPALS it could:

build on the GPALS infrastructureby increasing the concentrationand improvementof sensors, kinetic energy
interceptors, and command and control; and

add such directed energy weapons as lasers (i.e., space-based and/or ground-based) and/or neutral particle beams.

GPALS would add these two improvements, either sequentiallyor concurrently, to provide the capability to interactively
discriminateRVs from decoys and other penetration aids during the midcourse phase of ballisticmissileflight. They could also
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Chapter 4

_____________________________________________________

Spacelift

Spacelift, assigned to Air Force Space Command (AFSPACECOM ) in October 1990, is the command's newest operational
mission. To get a clearer idea of what spacelift is, we must first look at a definitionof the mission. Air Force Manual 1-1, Basic
Aerospace Doctrine of the United States Air Force, states that "spaceliftprojects power by transportingpeople and materiel to
and through space.''1 Therefore, spacelift's objective is to launch and deploy new and replenishmentspace forces at any level of
conflict.2 Spacelift is accomplished by a joint ensemble of military, civil service, and civilian contractor personnel. They

process, integrate, assemble, analyze, and launch today's space launch vehicles. These vehicles and the launch bases used today
were, for the most part, developed in the 1950s and 1960s. But, as Vice President Dan Quayle stated in his fall 1991
announcement of the new National Launch Strategy:

The current systems are not obsolete. Systems like the Atlas, Delta, Titan, and the Space Shuttle will continue to
provide the nation's primary launch capabilitiesat least through the end of the decade and into the 21st century.3

This chapter presents the major areas of spacelift. The discussion includes an overview of major launch vehicles and a short
look at the launch process.

The Launch Centers

US launch bases consist of two major facilitiesoperated by Air Force Space Command. Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
(AFS), Florida, and Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB ), California. The Department of Defense established the 45th Space
Wing at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station and the 30th Space Wing at Vandenberg Air Force Base, also known as the Eastern
and Western Ranges respectively. These national assets provide the space, facilities, equipment, and systems required to develop
and test aeronautical, space launch, missile, and other technical and scientificprograms and activities. Both ranges share similar
responsibilities. With their vast arrays of radar, telemetryreceivers, optical trackers, and command transmitters, the ranges track
missileflight and destroy those that deviate off course. The consequences of failing in this task are so potentiallydisastrous that
this job takes on great significance. In addition to performing importantmissilesafety functions, the ranges provide valuable
telemetryrelay and analysis for space, ballistic, and aeronauticaloperations. Telemetry informationallows quick failure analysis
and aids in the development of future aerospace systems.

The Eastern Range consists of a series of stations, including Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, and the Jonathan Dickinson
Tracking Annexes on the Florida mainland. Also part of the Eastern Range are Antigua Air Station (AS) in the West Indies and
the British-owned Ascension Auxiliary Air Field in the south Atlantic Ocean. Range instrumentationships, such as the USNS
Redstone and a fleet of advanced range instrumentationaircraft from the 4950th Wing at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio, can augment these stations. In addition, the Eastern Range may use other DOD and/or National Aeronautics and Space
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facilitiesthroughout California, Hawaii, and the south Pacific Ocean area. The range uses radar, optic, telemetry, and
communicationinstrumentationto acquire criticaldata that serves as the basis for improvementsin US ballistic, space, and
aeronautical systems.

In the process of facilitatingaccess to space and space operations as directed by the chief of staff of the Air Force,
AFSPACECOM assumed command and control of the Air Force launch bases, ranges, and associated facilities. As current and
planned launch systems complete development, they will transitionto AFSPACECOM operational elements, which will assume
responsibilityfor providing all required launch services.

Vandenberg Air Force Base

Vandenberg AFB can trace its heritage to the beginning of World War II when it was a major US Army training base.
Construction of the 90,000-acre Army installationstarted in September 1941. The Army designated the installationCamp
Cooke in honor of Maj Gen Philip St. George Cooke, a cavalry officer during the Mexican-American war. From its activation
on 5 October 1941 to the end of World War II, armored and infantry divisions trained at the camp. In 1944 the Army
establisheda prisoner of war camp there, which eventually accommodated over 8,700 German and Italian prisoners.
Additionally, a maximum security Army DisciplinaryBarracks (now the US Penitentiary, Lompoc) was constructed on the
camp. The Army deactivated Camp Cooke in June 1946, only to reactivate it from 1950 through 1953, after the outbreak of the
Korean conflict.

While engaged in intercontinentalballisticmissile(ICBM) studies coupled with advancements in rocket design and
thermonuclearresearch, the Air Force transformedCamp Cooke to an ICBM training base and on 7 June 1957 renamed it
Cooke Air Force Base. The Air Force revamped the old Army training camp to a modern missile launch and control complex

and renamed it Vandenberg AFB in October 1958 to honor Gen Hoyt S. Vandenberg , second Air Force chief of staff and an
aerospace advocate. Two months later, the launch of a Thor intermediaterange ballisticmissilemarked the first major operation
from the Western Test Range.

Over the years, launch, ballistic, and aeronauticalactivity at Vandenberg has steadily increased, and VAFB continues to be the
primary launch location for polar-orbiting satellitesand operational ICBMs. The base is ideally suited for polar and retrograde
launches with inclinationsfrom 70 to 104 degrees. Currently, there are five active space launch complexes at Vandenberg AFB
(table 2). Space Launch Complex 6, built for the space shuttle, is in mothball status.

Table 2

Launch Capability in California

Location  Type of Missile  

 Space Launch Complex 2W   Delta

 Space Launch Complex 3W  Atlas E

 Space Launch Complex 4W  Titan II

 Space Launch Complex 4E  Titan IV

 Space Launch Complex 5  SCOUT

Source: Maj Dale Madison , USAF, interview with the editor , December 1991 .
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As with Vandenberg AFB and the Western Range, the origins and development of Cape Canaveral and the Eastern Range date
back to the beginning of World War II. Work began in December 1942 on the Banana River Naval Air Station in response to
public and militaryrecognition of the vulnerabilityof the Florida east coast to enemy attack. The Navy originallyestablished the
station as an auxiliary operating base of the Atlantic Coast Defense System, but it rapidly grew with the arrival of World War II
and the need for antisubmarinecapability. The Navy inactivated the station and placed it in caretaker status on 1 August 1947.4

Meanwhile, Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) committeeon guided missilesrecommended that a committeebe formed to find a
location for a long-range missileproving ground. In October 1946, the JCS created the committeeon Long-Range Proving
Ground to study possible locations, and in June 1947, the committeeselected two candidate sites. The first choice was located at
El Centro, California, and extended to Baja California. Initialnegotiationswith the Mexican government proved fruitless, and
the US soon abandoned this choice. The second choice was the Banana River-Bahama Island range with the launch site located
at Cape Canaveral. This area was ideal because the nearby river offered a security and safety buffer, and the site had an
unlimitedoverwater test area in the south Atlantic Ocean. The British proved accommodating to negotiationsfor the
establishmentof instrumentationstations in the Bahamas, and the US and Great Britain signed a preliminaryagreement in
February 1949. They signed the final document, known as the Bahamian Agreement, 21 July 1950.5

The Navy, in anticipationof these developments, transferredthe Banana River Naval Air Station to the newly independent Air
Force. The nucleus of what became the Air Force MissileTest Center and eventually the Eastern Space and MissileCenter was
formed with the establishmentof the Advance Headquarters, Joint Long-Range Proving Ground on 1 October 1949.6

On 16 May 1950, the Air Force redesignated this organization the Long-Range Proving Ground Division and assigned to it the
functions and responsibilitiesof a major air command. This redesignationmarked the end of the joint service proving ground as
the Air Force took sole responsibility. The Long-Range Proving Ground lost its major air command status with assignment to

the newly organized Air Research and Development Command, the predecessor of Air Force Systems Command. The division
acquired the status of a numbered Air Force and in June 1951 became the Air Force MissileTest Center. In May 1954, the Air
Force designated the organization the Air Force Eastern Test Range, and on 1February 1977 it became Detachment 1, Space
and MissileTest Center. On 1 October 1979, the organization became the Eastern Space and MissileCenter. Most recently, on
1 October 1990, Air Force Space Command took over launch operations from Space Systems Division establishingthe 45th
Space Wing and the 1st Space Launch Squadron (SLS). The 1st SLS assumed launch responsibilityfor the Delta II booster.7

The Eastern Range and its predecessors have been involved in testing and development of missilesfor the nation's defense.
Since the late 1950s, the Eastern Range has played a crucial role in the development of the national space program. The first
launch from the site occurred on 24 July 1950 when the Eastern Range successfully launched a Bumper 8, a German V-2 with
a modified second stage. Then on 31 January 1958, in response to the launch of sputnik, the Eastern Range launched the
Explorer I from the cape. This launch also marked the beginning of partnership with NASA in manned and unmanned space
programs.8

Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) is adjacent to NASA's Kennedy Space Center. Range safety limitationsrestrict
launches from the cape to orbital inclinationsfrom 28.5 to 57 degrees to prevent overflightsof Newfoundland and the
Bahamas.9 Currently, there are eight active space launch pads at CCAFS and the Kennedy Space Center (table 3).

Table 3

Launch Capability in Florida

Location  Type of Missile   

 Space Launch Complex 17A/B   Delta II

 Space Launch Complex 36A  Atlas II
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 Space Launch Complex 40  Titan IV/IUS

 Space Launch Complex 41  Titan IV/IUS and  
 Titan IV/Centaur

 Space Launch Complex 39A/B  Space Shuttle

Source: Maj Dale Madison , USAF, interview with the editor , December 1991 .

Current Launch Vehicles

There are three categories of today's launch vehicles. The first category contains the small launch vehicles, the solid controlled
orbital utility test (SCOUT) and the Pegasus which are capable of carrying from 500 to 1,000 pounds into low-earth orbit.

The medium class of the Delta II, the Titan II, and the Atlas I and II is next. The Delta II can boost approximately4,010 pounds
to geostationary transfer orbit (GTO). The Titan II can boost about 4,200 pounds to a 100-nautical-mile polar orbit, and the
Atlas II can carry about 5,800 pounds to GTO.

Lastly, the heavy lift vehicles include the Titan IV and the Space Transportation System (STS). The Titan IV inertialupper
stage (IUS) can carry 5,350 pounds to geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) and with a Centaur upper stage it can deliver

approximately10,000 pounds to GEO. The Titan IV can carry 32,000 pounds into a low-Earth polar orbit. The space shuttle
carries approximately53,000 pounds into low-Earth orbit.10

SCOUT

Vought Astronautics (now Ling-Temco-Vought ) developed the SCOUT from a requirementof the National Advisory
Committeeon Aeronautics (NACA) (the forerunner of NASA) for a small space launch vehicle. Parallelingthis effort was the
Air Force's interest in advanced solid rocket motors. Thus, the Air Force and NACA agreed to a joint development program--
the SCOUT--to be based at Langley Field, Virginia, in 1958.

Vought Astronautics was given a contract in 1959 to design and develop structuralelements of the SCOUT vehicle and launch
tower. In 1960, NASA increased Vought 's responsibilitiesas sole integrator. This role included responsibilitiesfrom design and
fabricationto payload integrationand launch. The SCOUT has had a flight success rate of 95.5 percent since its first launch in
December 1963.

The SCOUT was the first US launch vehicle to use solid fuel exclusively in all stages. The standard SCOUT is a four-stage
vehicle approximately75 feet in length, with an optional fifth stage available for launching smallerpayloads into higher elliptical
orbits.

The SCOUT employs a dual-purpose launcher/transportercombination that permits checkout of the vehicle in the horizontal
position and launching in the vertical position. The launcher has a movable base which permits azimuth control up to 140
degrees. A cantileveredelevating launch boom provides pitch control to the 90-degree vertical position.

Vought based the original first-stage Algol I rocket on an early version of the Polaris missile. This rocket provided 86,000
pounds of thrust and had a length of 31 feet. Next came the Algol IIA, Algol IIB, and the current Algol IIIA, which produces
104,500 pounds of thrust. A system featuring a combination of jet vanes and control surfaces guides the first stage during the
thrust phase and during the coast phase after engine burnout.12

As the first stage evolved from the Polaris missile, Vought derived the second stage from the Sergeant missile. The Sergeant
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provides 60,000 pounds of thrust.13

The third stage of the SCOUT is the Antares IIIA motor, which is 11.2 feet long and provides 18,200 pounds of thrust. It uses a
thrust system similarto stages one and two, but has hydrogen peroxide reaction jet motors for control. The fourth stage includes
the payload and an Altair IIIA motor producing 5,800 pounds of thrust.14

There are two active launch sites for the SCOUT--NASA's Wallops Flight Facility on Wallops Island, Virginia, used for eastern
launches, and Space Launch Complex 5 at Vandenberg AFB, California, used for high inclinationmissions. The Wallops Flight
Facility, developed after World War II to launch sounding rockets, is located on an island in northeast Virginia. In the past three
decades, the Wallops complex has launched more than 14,000 rockets and missiles. Its first orbital launch took place in 1960
using the SCOUT. Since then 20 SCOUTs have orbited from this site.15 There are two SCOUT boosters remaining. One is
reserved for a space test program payload and the other for a SDIO experiment. Both are expected to be launched in 1993.

[Image 6K]

Pegasus

Pegasus

The second of the small launch vehicles is the Pegasus, which is a three-stage, solid-propellant, all-composite, winged rocket.
The Pegasus provides a cost-effective, reliable, and flexible means of placing small payloads into suborbital or orbital

trajectories. This air-launched space booster is the product of the privately funded, joint venture of Orbital Sciences Corporation
and the Hercules Aerospace Company.

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency conducted the first two Pegasus launches as part of its Advanced Space
Technology Program to test and evaluate the vehicle for future militaryoperations. The maiden flight of the Pegasus air-
launched space booster on 5 April 1990 marked the first time an air-launched rocket placed a payload in orbit. This first flight
began over the Pacific Ocean at an altitude of 43,200 feet. NASA's NB-52 aircraft, the same aircraft that launched the X-15,
released the Pegasus.16 First stage ignition occurred after it had fallen five seconds to clear the host aircraft. Pegasus then lifted
itself to a trajectorythat successfullycarried its 423-pound payload to a 273 x 370 nautical mile, 94-degree inclinationorbit.17

Pegasus is comprised of seven major elements: three solid rocket motors, a payload fairing, a delta-shaped liftingwing, an
avionics assembly, and an aft skirt assembly that includes three movable control fins. A modified conventional transport/bomber
class aircraft (B-52, L-1011, etc.) can carry Pegasus to a nominal flight level of 40,000 feet and a speed of Mach 0.8.18 After
release, the vehicle free falls with active guidance to clear the carrier aircraftwhile executing a pitch-up maneuver to place it in
the proper attitude for motor ignition. After stage one ignition, the vehicle follows a lifting-ascent trajectoryto orbit. The
Pegasus is 50 feet long and 50 inches in diameter with a gross weight (excluding payload) of 41,000 pounds. A delta wing with
a 22-foot span and three eight-foot movable control fins are mounted on the first stage.19

Several factors contribute to the performance of the Pegasus. First, there is the potential and kinetic energy contributed by the
carrier aircraft. Next is reduced drag due to lower air density at the higher altitudesat which it is launched. Also, higher nozzle
expansion ratios provide for improved propulsion efficiency in addition to the reduced gravity losses due to its unique flat
trajectoryand wing-generated lift.

Pegasus can deliver payloads up to 900 pounds to low-Earth orbits or payloads up to 1,500 pounds on suborbital, high-Mach-
number cruise, or ballisticflights. Payloads as large as 72 inches long and 46 inches in diameter can fit within the standard
payload fairing.20 Through a choice of launch points and azimuths, Pegasus can achieve a complete range of circular and
ellipticalorbits, with a wide variety of prograde and retrograde inclinations.
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point selection. Additionally, ascent profiles generate lower acceleration, dynamics pressure, and structuraland thermal stress
providing the payload a gentler ride into orbit.

One of the most significantadvantages of the Pegasus system is the eliminationof the ground launch pad and the need for
lengthy launch pad refurbishment. The carrier aircraft requires only routine aircraftmaintenance after each flight and standard
periodic maintenance. Also, as already noted, air launch allows flexibilityin selecting the launch point. This flexibilitycan be
used to optimize the mission trajectory, improve range support coverage, provide a greater range of available launch azimuths,
heighten operational security, and minimizeenvironmental impacts via remote over-water launching. Furthermore, this
flexibilityprovides the ability to choose a launch point anywhere in the world, which allows first pass orbit coverage over any
point on the Earth's surface.

Pegasus also offers flexibilityin other areas. The launch location can be chosen to, in some cases, double the standard 10-20
minute Sun-synchronous launch window. Air launching provides greater launch availabilitysince the carrier aircraftcan launch
the vehicle above most weather systems. Unlike vehicles requiring fixed launch sites, the Pegasus can deliver payloads to any
desired inclination, from equatorial to beyond Sun-synchronous from a single base of operations. Since the vehicle and payload
are integrated in a processing facilityand not on the launchpad, separate missionscan be readied for launch simultaneously.

Delta

The first medium-class launch vehicle to be discussed is the Delta. The Delta space launch vehicle has been the workhorse of
the US booster inventory. Since 1960, it has been launched over 200 times with an impressivesuccess rate of 98.4 percent.21
The family of Delta launch vehicles originated in 1959 when NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center awarded a contract to
Douglas Aircraft Corporation (now McDonnell Douglas Corporation) to produce and integrate 12 launch vehicles capable of

carrying medium-class payloads. The baseline Delta (launched in 1960) used a modified Air Force Thor-Able intermediate
range ballisticmissileconfigurationas the first stage. Its second and third stages came from the Vanguard .

The Delta has evolved to meet the needs of its users. It serves both Cape Canaveral and Vandenberg and has shown its
reliabilitywhile launching a variety of payloads. Its lift capacity to geosynchronous transfer orbit has grown from 100 pounds in
1960 to approximately4,500 pounds with the current Delta II.22

[Image 9K]

Delta II

The 1960s saw performance increase with the use of more powerful motors, enlarged fuel tanks, and strap-on solid rocket
motors to supplement thrust. A major change in the rocket came in 1968 with the development of the Long Tank Thor.
Modificationsoccurring from this development included the expansion of the diameter to eight feet and increased tankage in
both stages of the vehicle. In addition, designers increased the number of the solid rocket strap-on motors from three to six,
improving performance by 27 percent.23

The 1970s and 1980s saw further major improvementsto the Delta vehicle. The 3990 series was the culminationof the
improvements. The 3990 was the first rocket to make use of the powerful Castor IV solid motor.24 Each Castor IV produced
85,000 pounds of thrust compared to 52,200 pounds for the Castor II motors. An optional third stage called the payload assist
module (PAM) accompanied this series. The PAM originallysupplemented the space shuttle by transferringsatellitesfrom low-
Earth parking orbit to their final operational orbits.

An unprecedented string of US launch vehicle failures occurred in 1985 through 1987, seriously impeding the US's ability to
place payloads in space. The Delta II (6925 and 7925 series), which resulted from the USAF medium launch vehicle I (MLV I)
competition, revitalizedthe nation's launch capability. This new generation of Delta vehicles primarilylaunch Global
Positioning System (GPS) satellitesand provides for the needs of domestic and internationalcommercialcommunicationsatellite
users.
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attitude control after cutoff and before second stage separation. Stretching the first stage by 12 feet over earlier versions (to
accommodate a 4.7-foot and 7.3-foot lengthening of the fuel and oxidizer tanks) increased lift capability.25

The second stage has a restartableAerojet AJ 10-11 8K engine developed for the USAF. It uses nitrogen tetroxide and
Aerozine-50 for propellants. The forward section of the second stage houses guidance and control equipment that provides
guidance sequencing and stabilizationsignals for both the first and second stages.

The Delta's third stage (used if dictated by the mission profile) is the Star-48B solid rocket motor. The Star-48B is supported at
the base of the motor in a spin table that mates to the top of the second stage guidance section. Before third stage deployment,
the Star-48B and payload are spun-up using rockets. This stabilizesthe third stage during deployment.26

Nine Castor IVA solid rocket motors provide liftoff thrust augmentation for Delta II 6925 series. The Castor IVA uses new
propellant and a new exit cone to increase thrust.

The Delta II 7925 series fulfillsthe launch needs of GPS and commercialsatellites. Basically, it is the same as the 6925 with the
following differences. Nine Hercules graphite epoxy motors (GEM) replace the Castor IVA motors. The GEMs are six feet
longer, provide more thrust, and are lighter than the Castor motors. Additionally, designers increased the RS-27 first stage
engine's exhaust expansion ratio from 8:1 to 12:1 to boost performance. Depending on the payload requirements, the 7925 can
use the 6925's 9.5-foot payload fairing or a larger 10-foot fairing.27

[Image 18K]

Atlas

Atlas

The Atlas intercontinentalballisticmissiledevelopment project began in 1945 as Air Force Project MX-774 with Convair (now
part of General Dynamics) as contractor. The Air Force cancelled the program in 1 947 for lack of funds only to reinstate it in
1951. The basic one-and-a-half stage design has changed little in over 40 years and 500 ICBM and space launches. Significant
advances in its capabilityand adaptabilityare reasons the Atlas has become the "DC-3" of space launch vehicles.

The Atlas is unique in the space launch vehicle world because its propellant tanks serve as the primary structure. The rocket is
of thin stainlesssteel constructionand uses internal pressure to stabilize itself, thus creating a "steel balloon." The original
Atlases had skin gages ranging from 0.016 to 0.040 inches. The newest version, the Atlas IIAS will be 2.06 times longer and
2.07 times heavier than the original and will have skin gages of between 0.015 and 0.048 inches.28

As a sidelight, during development, designers determined that the Atlas needed corrosion protection from the salt-laden Cape
Canaveral air. Convair chemists worked on many formulas to provide a wipe-on protection. This endeavor led to the
development of WD-40, (water displacementformula, trail number 40) which now has worldwide applications.

From 1957 to 1959, development efforts led to the first three versions of the Atlas. A total of 23 developmental flights led to the
first operational flight of the Atlas D in 1959. The Atlas D launched more times (123 launches) than any other version of the
Atlas. The Atlas D used a cluster of three engines (two boosters and one sustainer) to comprise its one-and-a-half stages. This
staging scheme has served on all subsequent Atlas vehicles.

The Atlas D was the foundation of two different branches of the Atlas vehicle. First, the Air Force used the Atlas E and F
ICBMs along with Atlas Ds in US missilesilos. From the early to mid-1960s, as many as 159 Atlases served as operational
ICBMs until they were replaced by the Minuteman missile. The Atlas E was refurbished for use as a space launch vehicle.
Currently, it boosts the Defense MeteorologicalSatelliteProgram and National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
satellitesto low-Earth polar orbit. As of December 1992, four Atlas E vehicles remain.29
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were used extensively in the early years of the space program. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, designers improved the Atlas
to support the US space effort. This effort led to the Atlas G. This vehicle was a stretched booster designed for use with the
Centaur upper stage. Improvementson the Atlas G included permittingall three engines to gimbal for thrust vector control and
using the Centaur guidance system to control the entire vehicle in flight.

Currently, the Atlas comes in two versions: the Atlas I and II. General Dynamics developed these versions after the decision
was made to remove commercialpayloads from the space shuttle. The Atlas I is identical to the Atlas G/Centaur with the
addition of a metal payload fairing (PLF) available in 11- or 14-foot diameter configurations.

[Image 14K]

Atlas-Centaur

In May 1988, the Air Force awarded a contract to General Dynamics to develop and produce the Atlas II as a new medium
launch vehicle. Its primary mission is to launch the Defense SatelliteCommunicationSystem III satellites.30 General Dynamics
stretched the Atlas stage nine feet to increase the amount of propellant (liquid oxygen and RP-1) the booster could carry. Engine
improvementshave increased launch thrust to almost 500,000 pounds. Additionally, the Centaur was stretched by three feet to
accommodate more fuel (liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen). The Atlas II can use either the 11- or 14-foot PLF. As in earlier
versions, tank structural integrity is maintainedat all times by either internal pressurizationor, while on the ground, the
applicationof a mechanical stretch.31

Two additional planned versions of the Atlas II are the Atlas IIA and the Atlas IIAS. Atlas IIA and IIAS will have upgraded
RL-10 Centaur engines with extendable nozzles. The Atlas IIAS will have four Castor IVA solid rocket motors to augment
thrust at lift-off.

[Image 11K]

Titan II

Titan

The Titan family of rockets spans the medium and heavy lift categories. The Titan is one of the most successful and the largest
space launch vehicle in the US inventory. Today's Titan family can trace its legacy back to the Titan I ICBM developed in the
mid-1950s by the Martin Company (now Martin MariettaAstronautics Group). Development of the Titan I ICBM began in
1955 as a follow-on to the Atlas. The Titan I was the nation's first two-stage liquid propellant rocket and was the first
underground silo-based ICBM. The next generation, the Titan II, was the first to use storable hypergolic fuel (Aerozine-50 and
nitrogen tetroxide) and an inertialguidance system. The Titan II was man-rated for NASA's Gemini program and had 12
successful launches between April 1964 and November 1966.32

The third generation of Titan rockets, developed in 1961, was from the outset a space launch system under the management of
the Air Force. The program objective was to design a set of building blocks to cover a comprehensive spectrum of future
missionswithout the inherent problems of a tailored launch vehicle. The common core is basically a Titan ICBM with structural
modificationsto support larger payloads. There were eight versions of the Titan III. Each version was a combination of the core
vehicle either with a specific upper stage or no upper stage. Six versions had various sized strap-on solid rocket motors.

Currently, there are two versions of the Titan in the DOD inventory. The first is the Titan II. Fourteen Titan IIs have been
converted for space launch missions from the ICBMs deactivated by the Air Force in 1987. Potential modificationsof the
refurbished Titan II include adding either Castor IVA or GEM solid rocket motors, stretching the first stage, and adding two
Titan first stages as strap-ons for additional thrust.
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Titan IV

The largest space launch vehicle in the US inventory is the Titan IV (originallydesignated the Titan 34D-7). This program
started as a short-term project to complement the space shuttle in assuring DOD access to space. However, after the Challenger
accident in 1986 and the subsequent space shuttle fleet stand-down, it quickly became the DOD's main access to orbit for many
heavy payloads. The first Titan IV launch occurred on 14 June 1989.

The Titan IV is made up of a two-stage core vehicle, two seven-segment solid rocket motors, and either an inertialupper stage--
a Centaur--or no upper stage. The two seven-segment solid rocket motors attach alongside the 10-foot diameter core vehicle.
The payload is encased within a 16.7-foot diameter PLF available in lengths of 56 to 86 feet. 3 A solid rocket motor upgrade
(SRMU) program will allow the Titan IV to grow with the needs of its users. The SRMU program goals are to increase
reliability, performance, and productibility. The Titan IV provides STS equivalent and greater payload lift capabilityenabling it
to meet DOD unique requirements.

[Image 17K]

Space Transportation System

Space Transportation System

The Space Transportation System is a reusable system capable of deploying a wide variety of scientificand application
satellites. Since it can carry payloads weighing up to 53,000 pounds, it can augment most of the expendable space launch
vehicles currently in use. NASA can use it to retrieve satellitesfrom Earth orbit, service or repair and then redeploy them, or

bring them back to Earth for refurbishmentand reuse. Scientistsand technicians can use it to conduct experiments in Earth orbit.
Thus, the STS is an effective means for use of current and future capabilitiesof space.34

The launch vehicle consists of an orbiter, two solid rocket boosters (SRB). and an expendable liquid propellant tank. The SRBs
and three liquid propellant engines on the orbiter launch the system to an altitude of approximately27 miles. The SRBs separate
from the system and parachute to the ocean for recovery, refurbishment, and reuse. The orbiter continues the flight with the
liquid propellant tank until main engine cutoff. Then the orbiter jettisonsthe external tank so that the tank reenters the
atmosphere and falls into the ocean. The orbiter fires the engines of its orbital maneuvering system for a short period to gain
power for insertion into Earth orbit. It can remain in orbit with a crew and payload for a period ranging from five to 20 days. It
then returns to Earth and land like an airplane.

NASA launches the space shuttle from the Kennedy Space Center on Merritt Island, Florida. From the Kennedy Space Center,
NASA can launch payloads into orbits of 28 to 57 degrees inclination. Landing operations are conducted at Edwards Air Force
Base, California, and Kennedy Space Center, Florida, with backup at White Sands MissileRange, New Mexico.

The Launch Process

The process of placing a payload into Earth orbit is not a simple or speedy task. Lt Col David E. Lupton in his book, On Space
Warfare: A Space Power Doctrine, describes the launch process as similarto building an ocean liner from scratch, sailing it
from Europe to the United States, and when within site of land using a rowboat to reach the shore while scuttling the ocean
liner.35 The requirement to place a satellitein orbit takes a long road through the administrative(manifestingand
documentation) and the physical (integration) phases. The following paragraphs describe this total process using the Delta II
booster and Global Positioning System satelliteas an example.

The process starts at the Launch Services Office (LSO) at Air Force Space Command. The LSO collects and documents space
launch user requirements, coordinates expendable and manned launch system manifests, identifieslaunch conflictsand
recommends options for resolution, and provides space launch support plans for all Air Force operated extraterrestriallaunch
vehicles and for DOD use of the space shuttle.
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Model (ANMM) identifiesneeded upgrades to current launch systems and requirementsfor new or follow-on launch systems.37
The ANMM identifieslaunch requirementsfor up to 20 years in the future, is solely requirementdriven, and is not encumbered
by launch capabilityconstraints. The second document is the DOD Spacelift Mission Model (DSMM) which comprises the first
13 years of the ANMM. The Space Launch Advisory Group uses the DSMM to advise the secretary of the Air Force on launch
planning activities. Drafters of the president' s budget and the future years' defense plan use the DSMM (once the Space Launch
Advisory Group approves it) and the ANMM.38

The first three years of the DSMM is known as the spaceliftmanifest. The manifest is an executable spaceliftplan and is
capacity constrained. It establishes the order or sequence of launches based on user requirementsfor each system, and it attempts
to find the optimum mix of users and existing launch capabilities. The space launch wings use the manifest to generate their
operations schedules.39

The paperwork trail for launching a satellitecan be a long one. But, once authoritieshave approved the requirementsand the
launch is on the operations schedule, the launch base processing flow can begin (fig. 9). The processing flow for a Delta II
booster and a GPS satellitenominally runs about 60 days. This schedule involves a five-day workweek at 1.5 shifts per day.40

Fig 9 (25K)

Source: 6555 th Aerospace Test Group Briefing ,Cape Canaveral AFS, May 1991 .

Figure 9. Launch Base Processing Flow

The delivery of the satellitevia air transport to Cape Canaveral Air Force Station initiatesthe flow. The satelliteeither awaits
processing in the Navstar SatelliteStorage Facility or goes directly to the Navstar Processing Facility (NPF). In the NPF, the
satelliteundergoes post-factory functional testing, compatibilitytesting, ordnance installation, and installationof the apogee kick
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hydrazine (the RCS propellant).

Preparation of the booster takes place concurrently. The McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company plant in Pueblo,
Colorado, delivers the two stages of the Delta II. The stages are off-loaded and prepared for Delta mission checkout (DMCO).
DMCO tests the entire two-stage booster to include an integrated functional test (preflightoff the launch complex), electricaland
hydraulic tests, and a composite check putting both stages through the entire flight program.41

Once the initialground testing is complete, the second stage proceeds to the High Pressure Test Facility to test tank and system
integrity. The facilityuses high pressure nitrogen and helium to verify the system. Additionally, crews install the stage II range
safety destruct harness. The second stage then continues to the launch complex to await the completion of processing of stage
I.42

At the completion of DMCO, stage I goes to the Horizontal Processing Facility for the installationof the range safety destruct
harness. Next, stage I continues to the launch complex and is erected. This usually takes one day and is followed by the
installationof the solid rocket motors. The nine graphite epoxy motors are in sets of three with each set requiring one day for
installation. Launch complex personnel pressure check the GEMs and install the ordnance. The interstageor "beer can" (a
spacer between stage I and stage II) is installed, followed the next day by stage II installation. The simulatedflight test is the
culminationof the booster erection.43

Now, the launch is within days. The satellite, which has been waiting in the NPF, is transported to the launch complex and
erected on the booster. Next is the final flight program verification, ordnance hookup, and installationof the payload fairing. At
launch minus two days, the hypergolic fuels (nitrogen tetroxide and Aerozine-50) are loaded aboard stage II. On launch minus

one day, all final checks in addition to the range safety destruct tests are complete. The terminalcountdown runs approximately
eight hours. Four hours prior to launch, the fuels (RP- l and liquid oxygen) are loaded aboard stage I.44

The main engine and six of the GEMs ignite at T-O. Early after launch, a roll program turns the booster to the appropriate flight
azimuth. Before launch plus 60 seconds, the six GEMs burnout, the three remaining light, and the craft jettisonsthe depleted
motors. The remaining GEMs burnout and separate at launch plus 122 seconds. Main engine cutoff (MECO) occurs at launch
plus 264 seconds.45

Stage I separation occurs eight seconds after MECO, followed five seconds later by stage II ignition (fig. 10). The payload
fairing is jettisonedat launch plus 298 seconds at an altitude where the free molecular heating rate is within tolerance. Stage II
burns until launch plus 687 seconds followed by a 10-minute coast period. Stage II/stage III (satelliteand orbit insertion system)
separation follows a short 20-second burn. At the appropriate equatorial crossing, stage III ignites placing the satellitein its
proper orbit awaiting the beginning of system checkout.46

Fig 10 (14K)
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Figure 10. Typical Delta II Mission Profile
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Chapter 5

_____________________________________________________

Military Space Strategy and Evolving Systems

Militarystrategy for space follows from the four distinctaerospace roles and missions: force support, force enhancement, force
application, and aerospace control. Space strategy includes coordination of these missions in pursuit of national objectives and
as directed by policy.1 Countries usually employ militaryforces consistentlywith basic doctrine. The 1992 version of AFM 1-1,
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The aerospace environment can be most fully exploited when considered as an indivisiblewhole.... Aerospace
consists of the entire expanse above the earth's surface.... Its lower limit is the earth's surface ... and its upper limit
reaches toward infinity.2

The function space forces are to perform drives their deployment. The USAF usually deploys communicationssatellitesin
geosynchronous orbits and weather satellitesin Sun-synchronous orbits. Likewise, the Air Force usually deploys missile
warning satellitesin geostationaryorbits and reconnaissance satellitesin orbits optimizingresolution or collection time. Thus
since two of the above space missions (force applicationand aerospace control) are constant regarding assets employed, it
follows that we need only to discuss space missions: force support and force enhancement, in the context of space strategy as
currently pursued by the US Air Force.

Space Force Support

The space segment begins at an altitude where the principlesof orbital mechanics replace the principlesof aerodynamic lift.
Space forces, like electronicwarfare forces and mobility forces, support war fighters on land, on the sea, and in the air through
all levels of conflict: low, mid, and high intensity. In addition, like air forces, space forces cannot be characterizedas being
solely strategicor tactical. Rather, space forces support multipleusers and can simultaneouslysupport strategicand tactical
objectives. A good example of such support was the use of Defense Support Program satellitesto provide theater/tactical
warning during Operation Desert Storm while the satelliteswere also performing their strategicmission: attack assessment/
warning of intercontinentalballisticmissilesand submarine-launched ballisticmissiles.

The first mission priority of Air Force space strategy, consistent with basic aerospace doctrine, is aerospace control. AFM l-1
states that

aerospace control normally should be the first priority of aerospace forces. Aerospace control permits aerospace and
surface forces to operate more effectivelyand denies these advantages to the enemy. As the degree of control
increases, all aerospace and surface efforts gain effectiveness. Conversely, any reduction in control threatens every
mission, campaign, and type of force. Control is an enabling means rather than an end in itself....

Absolute control of the environment is the ideal aim of aerospace control operations. Airmen must be particularly
aware that aerospace control is generally a matter of degree. Absolute control of the air (air supremacy) or of space
[space supremacy] is not possible as long as the enemy possesses any aerospace forces capable of effective
interference.3

Controlling the space environment involves ensuring access to space, defense of friendly space forces, and offensive actions to
deny the enemy's use of its space forces. Forces can achieve space supremacy by conducting offensive counterspace operations
or defensive counterspace operations. The objective of offensive counterspace operations is to disrupt, disable, or destroy the
enemy's access and ability to operate in space. Forces can attain these objectives through such hard-kill means as the
employment of an antisatelliteinterceptoror ground-based laser and also by employing such nontraditionalmeans as jamming,
blinding, or spoofing. The objectives of defensive counterspace operations include active defense of friendly satellitesand
passive defense measures, such as frequency hopping, hardening, and maneuvering that reduce vulnerabilityand increase
survivability.

US space supremacy was the key to the tacticaldeception operations carried out during Operation Desert Storm. Iraq's lack of
space reconnaissance and surveillancecapabilityallowed allied terrestrialforces to maneuver undetected and achieve surprise,
thus saving lives and acceleratingthe terminationof hostilities. The US cannot achieve the same level of success against an
enemy possessing space forces without first achieving and maintainingspace supremacy.

After achieving space supremacy, space forces can enhance ground forces. The force enhancement value space forces
contribute to terrestrialoperations in peacetime and during conflict is difficult to measure. However, Operation Desert Storm
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satellitesall supported theater forces and were directly responsible for the high degree of success achieved in combat. The lack
of a communicationsinfrastructurein Saudi Arabia forced ground commanders to use space-based communicationassets
(normally used for long-haul, intertheatercommunications) for intratheatercommunications. "Over 90 percent of all
communicationin theater was carried on satellitecommunications."4

Exaggerating the importance that the Global Positioning System (GPS) played in Desert Shield and Desert Storm is
inconceivable. GPS, a space-based navigation system, provided ground forces, tacticalair forces, and naval forces three-
dimensionalpositionalaccuracy within 16 meters, velocity accuracy within 0.1 meters per second, and time accuracy to within
0.1 microsecond. In addition, GPS receivers are passive and do not emit a targetable signature like traditionalnavigation
systems. Aircraft equipped with GPS receivers achieved great success finding targets and had greater bomb-on-target accuracies
than platformswithout GPS receivers. Ground forces were equipped with the GPS hand-held receiver. These receivers, small
enough to fit m a trouser pocket, provided soldiers with an all-weather, day/night capability to find their way in terrain
characterizedby few landmarks. The hand-held receiver proved so versatileand indispensable that many were duct-tape
mounted in vehicle panels and helicopter cockpits. At the conclusion of Desert Storm, in excess of ten thousand hand-held GPS
receivers were in the theater. (See classifiedannex A for more informationon GPS's role in Desert Storm.)

The Defense MeteorologicalSatelliteProgram (DMSP) also contributed significantlyto combat operations during Desert Storm
(see annex A). DMSP satellitesand land- and sea-based transportabletacticalground terminalsprovided near-real-time infrared
and high-resolution visual weather imagery of the area of operations. By providing current data on cloud cover and such
atmosphericdisturbances as dust storms, DMSP directly influenced target and weapon selection for interdictionsorties. In
addition, the Army and Navy used DMSP data for planning aerial assaults and to warn ground and naval forces to "button up"
during storms. The availabilityof DMSP prevented aborted sorties due to weather and saved lives and equipment.

Space Force Enhancement

While force support is concerned with what is to be done, how it is done, and where it needs to be done, force enhancement is
concerned with the resources for multiplyingcombat effectiveness.5 In the book, Making Strategy, Col Dennis Drew and Dr
Donald Snow identifiedthe need for strategiststo achieve balance between technology and mass when developing forces. Drew
and Snow offered several reasons underlying the problems associated with achieving balance:

First, it is difficult, if not impossible, to calculate what degree of technological sophistication(quality) offsets what
amount of mass (quantity).... Second, technology changes rapidly and the militaryadvantages it offers are almost
always temporary. Third, new technology is not battle tested before one is forced to rely on it. Fourth, possession of
superior technology is no guarantee that the technology will be employed effectivelyor, in fact, that it will be
employed at all.... Finally, clever operational strategy can offset an advantage whether that advantage is in quality
or quantity.6

The Commander in Chief United States Space Command (USCINCSPACE ) Gen Donald J. Kutyna, in testimonybefore the
Senate Armed Services Committeeon 23 April 1991, identifiedseveral high-priority space systems needed to implementthe
current militaryspace strategy. First, to achieve space supremacy, General Kutyna identifiedthe need to develop an antisatellite
system. "The need for an antisatellitecapability is simple: deny the enemy use of space systems integral to warfighting
capability."7 The USCINCSPACE requirement to employ space forces for offensive counterspace activitiesis established in
doctrine and supported by national space policy.

Second, existing tacticalwarning and attack assessment systems require improvements. As an increasing number of third world
nations are acquiring tacticalballisticmissile technology, the need for reliable and unambiguous warning is essential.8 In
addition, the USAF needs to continue upgrading command center processing and display systems and survivable integrated
communicationsand to replace the Cheyenne Mountain Air Force Base CommunicationsSystem Segment.9

Third, spacelift infrastructure, including lift vehicles and supporting facilities, requires upgrading. As the cornerstone of US
space force enhancement capability (note that spacelift is defined as a force enhancement mission in AFM 1-1), existing
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capacity constraintsat the lift operations support elements: limitedresiliency.for recovery from catastrophicfailures;
lack of flexibilitycaused by lift schedules driven primarilyby hardware availabilityand long payload preparation
timeliness; and today's high lift and integrationcosts.10

Fourth, the US needs the deployment of the Milstarcommunicationssystem. As the major element of US war-fighting
communicationsarchitecture, Milstarwill provide anti-jam, interoperablecommunicationsand flexibilityto adjust capacity in
response to most operational requirements.11

Evolving Systems

This section provides an overview of satellitesystems and launch vehicles to which General Kutyna referred. A few of the high-
priority space systems needed in support of US militaryspace strategy include space-based wide area surveillance(SBWAS ) to
provide warning informationon global air and maritimethreats; multispectralimagery to provide broad area change detection,
terrain analysis, mapping support, and concealment information; Milstar to provide survivable communicationsfor strategicand
theater users; tactical satellitesto augment existing space force structure quickly in crises or war; and the National Launch
System to provide a robust capability to access space.12 These emerging space systems will enhance strategicand tactical
warfare.

[Image 15K]

Space-Based Wide Area Surveillance Satellite

Space-Based Wide Area Surveillance

Space-based wide area surveillanceis a proposed space-based, near-real-time, all-weather global surveillance, target acquisition,
and tracking system for Air Force, Navy, and Army war fighters. General Kutyna told the Senate Armed Services Committee
that an effective space-based wide area surveillancesystem has the potential to revolutionizetactics and to deny an adversary the
element of surprise.13

SBWAS would employ one or both of two basic sensor phenomenologies--radar or infrared (IR). The radar concept would use
an array antenna; the IR system would have either a staring or scanning sensor.

The phased array radar concept uses radio-frequency energy radiated through an array of transmit/receive (T/R) modules
distributedacross the face of a planar antenna.14 These modules allow phased arrays to instantaneouslypoint the radar beam
anywhere in its field of view. The drawbacks with a phased array system are the power requirementsand the large number of
electroniccomponents required for a single antenna. Array integrationand the number of T/R modules required pose significant
challenges in cost and constructionof a space-based system.

Infrared sensor concepts are promising because of their passive nature. The advantage of an IR sensor is its ability to provide
better resolution through the use of small instantaneous fields of view. The primary disadvantage of IR is its susceptibilityto
degradation by weather.15

Regardless of the technology chosen for SBWAS , it has the potential to serve both strategicand tacticalusers. Strategic users of
SBWAS data would be found at the level of data fusion centers, commanders in chief headquarters, carrier battle groups, and
national decision makers. Tactical users of SBWAS data could be squadrons, wings, and battalions.

SBWAS data would include informationon aircraft, ship, and ground target locations. The system would provide forward users
longitude, latitude, azimuth, elevation, speed, direction, and classificationtype (i.e., aircraft, ship).16 The SBWAS system is
intended to allow users to task the satelliteconstellation, assure timely distributionof detection and track data, and provide
survivable surveillancesupport during conflict. Multiple-user communicationpaths and ground site transportabilitywill provide
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data are critical to operational commanders because such data maximizeswarning time and increases options in military
response.

MultispectralImagery

Multispectralimagery (MSI) is not a new technology; the civilian community uses it to study the Earth's landmass and oceans.
MSI systems collect multiple, discrete bands of digital electro-optical imagery in the visible and reflected/emitted infrared
regions of the spectrum.17 Current civil applications include estimateof nutrient content, identificationof geologic structures,
estimatesof crop yields, location of transportationinfrastructures, identificationof pollution, and support of water management.

MSI data can provide terrain analysis, indicate surface conditions that can affect mobility, and provide tacticallyuseful broad
area surveillanceas well as detailed image maps and charts useful to sustained ground campaigns. Combining MSI data with
terrain elevation data allows aircrews to simulate flying a mission profile visually and choose optimum target approaches.
Comparing MSI data of the same scene over time allows automated detection of changes in an area of interest. Combinations of
visible and infrared imagery can make man-made efforts to conceal personnel and equipment stand out from the background.18
MSI data was used extensively during the Gulf conflict, but future MSI systems will need to be enhanced to meet the
Department of Defense's tactical requirements. (Classified annex A provides more informationon the role of MSI during Desert
Storm.[Not here])

Primarily, DOD uses two space sensors for MSI data, Landsat and Satellitepour L'Observation de la Terre (SPOT). The
original Landsat was a civil satellitesystem managed by NASA, then by the Department of Commerce. The current Landsat
program is an integrated NASA/DOD program. SPOT is a French civil MSI program that sells imagery data. The US used
SPOT imagery extensively for tacticalplanning, map updates, and terrain analysis during the Gulf crisis because SPOT features

finer resolution than Landsat. However, neither of these systems meet timeliness, accuracy, resolution, wide-area coverage, or
responsiveness criteriafor current US tactical requirements.19

Requirements to make MSI a more productive system for future air, land, and sea campaigns are improved spectral and spatial
resolution, stereo imaging, and wide-area coverage.20 If these requirementsare met, MSI could play a major role in tactical
decision making.

Milstar

The military, strategic, and tactical relay satellite(Milstar) is the next generation militarysatellitecommunicationssystem
designed to serve the nation's strategicand tactical forces. The system will provide a worldwide, highly jam-resistant,
survivable, and enduring satellitecommunicationscapability. Its design meets the minimumessential command and control
communicationsrequirementsof the national command authoritiesand armed forces well into the next century. Use of
extremely high frequency (EHF) and other advanced techniques will enable the system to achieve a high degree of survivability
under both electronicwarfare and physical attack. Unlike systems dependent on lower frequencies, EHF satellite
communicationsrecover quickly from the scintillationcaused by a high-altitude nuclear detonation.21

The Milstarsystem will serve the strategicneeds of US nuclear-capable forces and the priority needs of mobile tactical forces.22
Milstarhas been specificallydesigned to overcome the shortfallcharacteristicsof existing satellitecommunicationssystems.
Concepts for survivabilityin a hostile space environment have shaped the design of this militarycommunicationsystem. Milstar
will be the first major space-based communicationseffort using EHF technology (30-300 gigahertz) to overcome crowding and
interferencein other frequencies.23

The system will use a variety of new technologies, onboard signal processing, adaptive antennas, uplink nulling, steerable
downlinks, and cross-links to provide satellite-to-satelliteinterconnectivity.24 Milstarwill be capable of both EHF and ultra high
frequency (UHF) transmissionsto take advantage of existing air- and ground-based terminals. The use of higher frequencies
offers a number of advantages--assurance of reliable communicationsin a nuclear environment, minimalsusceptibilityto enemy
jamming and eavesdropping, and the ability to achieve smaller secure beams with modest-sized antennas.25 Milstarwill be the
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minimizesensitivityin the direction of a jamming signal.26

The Milstarspace segment will consist of a constellationof six satellitesin a mixture of low- and high-inclinationorbits. A low-
inclinationorbit would place the satellitesin positions to cover the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Ocean areas and North and
South America. Satellitesin the high-inclinationorbit would cover the polar regions, Europe, Africa, and western Asia.27
Satellite-to-satellitecross-link capabilitywill assure global coverage. The cross-link network will route the appropriate
communicationtraffic from terminalsin view of one satelliteto another terminal located at other parts of the world not covered
by that satellite's field of view.28 The cross-link capabilitywill provide near-real-time connectivitywithout extensive relay and
circuit patching.

The Milstarspace segment will serve priority users in all the services through a variety of ground terminals. Although each
service manages a program to develop terminalssuited to its unique operational needs, channelizationand standardized signal
formats will ensure system integrityand control.29 Two requirementsfor these terminalsare mobilityand compatibility. Rapid
movement of communicationterminalsto the operational area, rapid setup, and quick circuit configurationare essential for
timely support of the initialstages of deployment.30

Ultra High Frequency Follow-On

The Ultra High Frequency Follow-on (UFO) SatelliteProgram will provide communicationsfor airborne, ship, submarine, and
ground forces. The UFO constellationwill replace the current Fleet SatelliteCommunicationsSystem (FLTSATCOM )

constellationand will consist of eight satellitesand one on-orbit spare. The ground terminalsegment will consist of equipment
and resident personnel at existing satellitecommunicationstations.31

Its UHF satelliteswill primarilyserve tacticalusers. UFO will provide almost twice as many channels as FLTSATCOM and
has about 10 percent more power per channel.32 The EHF package on satellitesfour through nine will have an Earth coverage
beam and a steerable five-degree spot beam that enhances its tacticaluse. The EHF capabilityalso allows the UFO network to
connect to the strategicMilstarsystem.

First launch of the UFO is scheduled for the near future, with constellationcompletion dependent on replacementneeds for the
aging FLTSATCOM constellation. The Atlas II is the current launch vehicle of choice; however, space shuttle compatibility
will exist. The UFO bus and payload will weigh 2,300 pounds. The solar array spans 60.5 feet and will produce 2,500 watts at
the end of the planned 14-year lifetime.

Tactical Satellites

Tactical satellites(tacsat) are an initiativeto provide responsive and dedicated space-based, space combat support to the
combatant commander. Concerns about availabilityof existing satelliteto tacticalcommanders in an emergency and the ability
to reconstitutesatelliteservices in a conflict drive this concept. Tacsats would be a family of satellitesystems designed to
provide essential surveillance, warning, reconnaissance, communications, environment, and airspace control information.33

The tacsats are intended to provide an alternativeto complex multi-mission space systems. Current plans include design features
that would use standard interfaces to provide mission flexibility, responsive launch, simplifiedsupport, common training, and
lower cost. The system would either launch on schedule or demand, using responsive vehicles or prepositionedassets in orbit.34

Built for simplicity, tacsats do not carry the redundant systems necessary to keep conventional satellitesoperational.35 They do
not need these redundancies because less is expected of them in terms of mission and lifespan.

Tacsats would be smaller than conventional satellitesby design (500 to 1,500 pounds in weight and only 38 inches in diameter).
The smaller, simplifiedsystems would cost less and could be readily produced. With few exceptions, the long development
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the ability to deploy quickly against specific threats.

The Air Force currently tailors constellationsof large space vehicles for coverage of selected geographic areas based upon
historicalrequirements. Thus, a change in coverage is at the expense of other geographic areas. Tacsats could fill geographic
gaps for selected theaters of operation or other areas of interest. Using tacsats could not only provide dedicated battlefield
support in wartime but also could help to reduce tasking conflicts for larger assets required for higher priority actions.

The current force structure emphasizes large multipurposesatelliteswhich serve many users. Tacsats could give users who
require dedicated support a space asset totally responsive to their needs. The use of these small satellitesstrategicallyplanned in
advance could also offer additional surge capability in time of war.

A benefit of tacsats is the relative ease with which boosters can place them in orbit. For example, Pegasus (an air-launched
vehicle that can be strapped onto a B-52 or other aircraftand can boost approximately400-700 pounds to low-Earth orbit36)
could launch the lighter tactical satellite. This launch tool would give the theater or component commander the flexibilityand
responsiveness needed in a low-intensityconflict. The air-launched booster also offers more survivable access to space.

Tacsats could also augment the Defense SatelliteCommunicationsSystem and the future Milstarsystem. Desert Storm is a
prime example of a situation in which tacticalcommunicationssatellitescould serve a significantrole as a force multiplier.

The US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA ) is the lead organization for tacsat experimentation. DARPA
hopes to demonstratea quick-reaction space capability for operational forces, learn about operational constraintsand utilityof
small satellites, and establish baseline parameters for future small satellitesystems.37 Tacsats would provide a capability to
reconstituteand augment space systems during a period of high attritionand crisis situations. A tacsat system would give

payload control to component commanders, allowing them to allocate system capabilitycommensuratewith the tactical
situation.

National Launch System

In April 1991 the president's National Space Council (NSpC) directed a joint DOD/NASA program to develop and procure a
family of launch vehicles and supporting infrastructureto meet civil, commercial, and national security needs. The national
launch system (NLS) effort is aimed at providing NASA and DOD with a capability to deliver a wide range of payloads to low-
Earth orbit at a low cost and with improved reliability.

Gen John L. Piotrowski, commander in chief United States Space Command, described the US militarylaunch infrastructureas
lacking characteristicskey to other militaryforces: combat readiness, sustainability, and force structure.38 In recent years, a
series of unfortunate events highlighted the fragile nature of the US launch infrastructure(the Challenger tragedy and the
explosion at a solid motor propellant plant that destroyed more than half the nation's space and tacticalmissilepropellant
production capability).39 As a result of these problems, the NSpC outlined a national recovery plan. This plan rejects sole
dependence on the shuttle for access to space and places emphasis on basic technology by calling for designing and building a
new booster to meet the needs of US launch activities. This new booster will have to be cost-effective and efficient for
peacetime launch, as well as survivable and responsive to the needs of combat forces.

The NLS is aimed at achieving a reliabilityof 98 percent or higher with a launch-on-schedule probabilityof at least 95 percent,
vehicle availabilityof 90 percent or better, a 30 day or less launch response time, and a surge capability that will accommodate
seven payloads within a five-day period.40 The NLS family of launch vehicles is based upon a set of common building blocks
that can combine into different vehicles. The Air Force is currently reviewing three vehicle specifications(fig. 11). Designing
common modules and using existing launch system elements will minimizeNLS costs. The modules will be usable on different
vehicles in the family without changing subsystems or redoing major qualificationtests. This feature lowers production and
operation costs. High-value avionics, control subsystems, and the main engines are integrated into a propulsion module that
represents the large majorityof the launch vehicle' s total cost. This module also allows recovery and reuse of the high-cost
hardware.
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Fig 11 (9K)

Source: Boeing Defense and Space Group,
"National Launch Systems" (Seattle , Wash . n.d.), 2.

Figure 11. National Launch System Vehicle Specifications

To achieve NLS cost, operational flexibility, responsiveness, and reliabilitygoals, contractorsare looking closely at both the
technology and process involved in launch vehicles.41 Area contractorsare reviewing on-site assembly of vehicles, launchpads
(repairs and numbers), automation of vehicle/payload integration, adaptive guidance and control systems, and ground flow
operations and analysis.42

On-site assembly of vehicles before they are positioned on a launchpad would reduce pad time, enable a multiprocessing
capability, and facilitatethe exploitationof built-in autonomous testing and processing.43 Months of final assembly and payload
integration, all done on pad, inhibit rapid response to operational requirements.

Prelaunch preparation and post-launch refurbishmenttime requirementsdictate a large number of pads. Adding flexibilityto
launch scheduling and allowing faster launch responsiveness in a crisis requires more launchpads and simplifiedlaunch

structures. Pad redundancy would alleviate the risk of being denied access to space for certain payload/booster combinations
and cover a launch catastrophe that could disable a pad for months.

Launch vehicle processing has historicallyemployed large numbers of analysts for data monitoring, diagnostic interpretation,
maintenance repair, mission planning, and real-time problem solving. The entire process of booster and payload testing,
processing, and launch is lengthy, manpower intensive, and inflexible. An automated monitoringand testing system that can
calibrate, process, store, and notify the user of which subsystem has failed and needs replacementcould reduce the lengthy
integrationprocess time considerably.

Building in more software sophisticationfor launch guidance and control systems would enable a vehicle to adapt to changes it
senses in flight without human intervention. In addition, design of a redundant, multi-string guidance and control package using
lower cost components would reduce the expense associated with the current single string guidance package, which requires
tightly screened electroniccomponents.44

Low-cost ground operations require an automated system to document and manage ground operations, monitor health status,
and perform fault isolationdown to the lowest repairable unit. A set of automated test hardware embedded within the vehicle
would be needed. The goal would be to develop systems that allow subsystem monitoringand diagnostics on a continuous basis
and subsequent unit replacementwith minimal time lost.

The long-term goal as seen by militaryleaders is to develop a launch system designed to function under an operational
commander and responsive to operational requirements. Assured access to space has become an essential element of national
security. Access to space through all levels of conflict is a must as it will contribute directly to US ability to deter war and to
provide its forces with the support they need to resolve armed conflict on favorable terms.

[Image 18K]

National Aerospace Plane

National Aerospace Plane
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hypersonic-to-orbital flight vehicles that have technical, cost, and operational advantages over existing militaryand commercial
aircraftand space launch systems.45 Development of hypersonic-to-orbital velocity test equipment, new materialsand
fabricationmethods, and advanced combustion technology is a major technologicalchallenge.46

Five prime contractors, represented by a national program office and the government-led USAF/NASA/Navy joint program
offices at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, are leading the NASP effort. Designers plan for the X-30 to demonstratesustained
hypersonic cruise at velocitiesof Mach 5 to 14 at altitudesbetween 80,000 and 150,000 feet.47 It also is to demonstratesingle
stage to orbit speeds of Mach 25. Designers expect propulsion for the vehicle to be provided by three to five supersonic
combustion ramjet (scramjet) engines and by a single 50,000- to 70,000-pound thrust rocket integrated into the airframe.48 Early
reports depict four different types of engines working together to get the plane rolling and up to hypersonic-orbital velocity. The
craft will rely on turbojets, which use a spinning turbine to draw air into a combustion chamber and compress it, to reach Mach
2. At that speed, air is rushing into the engine so fast that it compresses itself, and the turbine's blades become a hindrance. The
turbojets will shut down, and ramjetskick in. Ramjets work like turbojets except they have no blades. The front of the ramjet
simply gulps in air, and the high speed of the plane helps squeeze a maximum amount of air into the combustion chamber,
compensating for the lower oxygen levels found at higher altitudes. The ramjetswill operate until the plane reaches between
Mach 6 and 8 when scramjets take over. The scramjetswill carry the plane to Mach 20 and lift it to the edge of space. At that
nearly airless altitude, hydrogen-fueled rocket engines will push the plane to Mach 25 and send it into orbit.49

More innovative than the space plane's engine scheme will be its skin. With the space plane, temperatureswill rise not only
when the plane is coming down but also when it is going up. The heating is due to the plane's speed and the trajectoryit will
follow during its climb. The NASP program has been a catalyst for significantadvances in metal and metal-matrix technologies.

The objective of the materialswork by the NASP contractors is to reduce the X-30's weight as much as possible to cut the
amount of fuel and thrust required by the engines in addition to solving the heat management problems.

In October 1990 the NASP program selected the liftingbody design because it provides propulsion advantages over a winged
aircraft. The directionallystable liftingbody incorporates short wings, dual stabilizers, and a two-man, dorsal crew
compartment.50 The plane will probably be 150 to 200 feet long and have a wingspan of about 50 feet.51 The formal teaming
of the contractorsand selection of a single design will allow program resources to be concentrated and technical problems and
solutions to be more sharply defined.

The focus of the program is to get to orbit using a single-stage vehicle and to stretch the limitsof air-breathing propulsion
technology. NASP is a stimulus to new technology and can provide space launch flexibilityand cheaper access to space. The
fundamental barrier to reducing the costs of space launch with rockets is technical--the need to carry both fuel and oxygen.
Development of NASP can lighten this inescapable weight burden and associated cost per pound.

Fig 12 (28K)
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Fig 12 (28K)

Source: McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company ,
"Single Stage Rocket Technology " (Huntington Beach , Calif., n.d.), 1-2.

Figure 12. Simple Stage to Orbit

Single Stage to Orbit

The single stage to orbit (SSTO) program basically has the same objectives as the NASP program--to develop a cheap and
reliable spacecraft that will have widespread military, commercial, and scientificapplications. SSTO differs from NASP in that
it is a vertical takeoff and landing orbiter. The benefits of SSTO also mirror that of NASP: recoverable, reusable, low cost, and
flexible as to its launch capability.

Many technologies critical to the development of this single stage vehicle (known as theDelta Clipper) have been derived from
the related national aerospace plane and the national launch system programs. Research and development of lightweight
composite aeroshell structures, fabricationof modular reusable engines, and manufacturingknowledge for graphite-epoxy
composite cryogenic fuel tanks are available for use on theDelta Clipper project.52

Designed to meet the requirementsof a broad set of commercialand militarymissions, theDelta Clipper offers a path to vastly
improved space transportationwhere rocket performance combines with routine airline safety and reliability. The ship has the
capability for vertical takeoff and landing, for which operational feasibilityhas already been demonstratedboth on Earth and the
Moon.53 It would launch like an everyday expendable launch vehicle and land like a lunar module. Navigation and guidance
would be accomplished via global positioningsatellites.

The vehicle would be able to operate independently of complex launch ranges and mission controls, as it can launch on demand
from any base and in any direction. Vehicle and ground servicing techniques are derived from those used for commercial
aircraft. Automated ground flight operations would reduce the number of support personnel needed and associated costs.

The planned versatilityof the spacecraft is impressive. The spacecraft could operate with or without a crew. It will launch with
an accelerationof 1.3g, far less than the 3g force astronauts experience on the shuttle.54 The Delta Clipper could remain in orbit
for missions lasting seven to 14 days and with on-orbit fueling could serve as a transfer vehicle to geostationaryorbit. The craft
reenters the atmosphere nose first, then rotates for a vertical landing (fig. 12). In powered descent, half the engines operate at 20
percent power, while the others remain in reserve for contingencies.55

Congress has approved funding for a one-third scale model flight demonstrationscheduled in 1993. A full-scale Delta Clipper is
scheduled to make a first orbital flight by the late summer of 1996. The full-scale spacecraft will be 127 feet high, have a gross
weight of just over one millionpounds, and a payload capacity of 10,000 pounds.56

Global Protection against Limited Strikes

The Strategic Defense InitiativeOrganization is acquiring and managing the global protection against limitedstrikes (GPALS )
system. GPALS consists of multilayeredground and space-based sensors and weapons that will provide the capabilitiesfor
global surveillanceand destructionof ballisticmissiles.

GPALS is comprised of three segments: theater missiledefense, national missiledefense, and global missiledefense. These
segments and the GPALS architectureare discussed in chapter 3. In operation, GPALS will give the US and allied nations
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The role of space in future conflictswill be limitedonly by failures to develop new technologies and enhancements to current
space systems and to provide access to war fighters. Space and launch systems of tomorrow must focus on requirementsto
provide improved tacticalwarning and attack assessment. Upgrades to the ground- and space-based surveillanceassets,
improved launch capacity, support needs, flexibility, and responsiveness of space systems are a necessity to ensure continued
support of US air, land, sea, and space forces.
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Glossary

_____________________________________________________

ABM             antiballistic missile 

ADCOM           Aerospace Defense Command 

ADTV            Agena docking target vehicle 

AEC             Atomic Energy Commission 

AFB             Air Force base 

AFEWC           Air Force Electronic Warfare Center 

AFGWC           Air Force Global Weather Central 

AFIC            Air Force Intelligence Command 

AFS             Air Force station 

AFSATCOM        Air Force Satellite Communications System 

AFSCN           Air Force Satellite Control Network 

AFSPACECOM      Air Force Space Command 

AIS             American Interplanetary Society 

AMOS            Air Force Maui Optical Station 

ANMM            AFSPACECOM National Mission Model 
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ARDC            Air Research and Development Command 

ARPA            Advanced Research Projects Agency 

ARS             American Rocket Society 

ARTS            automated remote tracking station 

ASAT            antisatellite 

ASSC            Alternate Space Surveillance Center 

ATBM            antitactical ballistic missile 

AWACS           Airborne Warning and Control System 

BDA             battle damage assessment 

BE              Brilliant Eyes 

BM              battle management 

BMD             ballistic missile defense 

BMEWS           Ballistic Missile Early Warning System 

BoMi            bomber missile 

BP              Brilliant Pebbles 

C3              command, control, and communications  

CACS            command and control squadron 

CCAFS           Cape Canaveral Air Force Station 

CCC             communications control complex 

CCS             command and control system 

CENTCOM         Central Command 

CGS             CONUS ground station 

CIA             Central Intelligence Agency 

CIC             Combat Intelligence Center 

CMAFB           Cheyenne Mountain Air Force Base 

CONUS           continental United States 
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CSP             contact support plan 

CSTC            Consolidated Space Test Center 

CTS             Colorado Tracking Station 

DARPA           Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

DDC             Data Distribution Center 

DE              directed energy 

DEW             directed energy weapons 

DLT             data link terminal 

DMA             Defense Mapping Agency 

DMCO            Delta mission checkout 

DMSP            Defense Meteorological Satellite Program 

DOD             Department of Defense 

DSCS            Defense Satellite Communications System 

DSIS            Defense Communications System/Satellite Control Facility  

                Interface System 

DSMM            DOD Spacelift Mission Model 

DSP             Defense Support Program 

DSTS            deep-space tracking system 

E2I             endo-exoatmospheric interceptors 

EDC             Earth Resources Observation System Data Center 

EGS             European ground station 

EHF             extremely high frequency 

ER              Eastern Range 

EROS            Earth Resources Observation System 

EVA             extra-vehicular activity 

EW              electronic warfare 
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FEWS            Follow-on Early Warning System 

FLTSATCOM       Fleet Satellite Communications System 

FNOC            Navy Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center 

FOBS            fractional orbit bombardment system 

FSOC            Fairchild Satellite Operations Center 

GAO             General Accounting Office 

GBI             ground-based interceptors 

GBRT            ground-based radar trackers 

GC              ground controller 

GEM             graphite epoxy motors 

GEODSS          ground-based electro-optical deep space surveillance 

GHz             gigahertz 

GPALS           global protection against limited strikes 

GPS             Global Positioning System 

GSTS            ground-based surveillance and tracking system 

GT              Gemini Titan 

GTO             geostationary transfer orbit 

HEDI            high-endoatmospheric defense interceptor 

HPF             horizontal processing facility 

HPTF            high pressure test facility 

IA              interim agreement 

ICBM            intercontinental ballistic missile 

IDSCS           Initial Defense Satellite Communications System 

IGY             International Geophysical Year 

IOC             initial operational capability 

IR              infrared 
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IRO             interrange operations 

JCS             Joint Chiefs of Staff 

J-STARS         Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System 

KE              kinetic energy 

KMR             Kwajalein Missile Range 

KSC             Kennedy Space Center 

LASS            low-altitude surveillance system 

LCO             lead communications operator 

LEASAT          Leased Satellite Communications System 

LSO             Launch Services Office 

LWIR            long wavelength infrared 

MA              Mercury Atlas 

MCS             master control station 

MCT             mission control team 

MECO            main engine cutoff 

MHV             miniature homing vehicle 

MILSATCOM       military satellite communications  

Milstar         military, strategic, and tactical relay satellite 

MIRV            multiple independently targetable reentry vehicle 

MLV             medium launch vehicle 

MOL             Manned Orbital Laboratory 

MOTIF           Maui Optical Tracking and Identification Facility 

MPF             multi-purpose facility 

MPSOC           Multi-Purpose Satellite Operations Center 
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MSI             multispectral imagery 

MSR             missile site radar 

MSS             multispectral scanner 

MWS             missile warning squadron 

NACA            National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics 

NASA            National Aeronautics and Space Administration  

NASP            national aerospace plane 

NATO            North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

NAVSPASUR       Naval Space Surveillance 

NAVSTAR         Navigation Satellite Timing and Ranging 

NCA             National Command Authorities 

NCS             network control system 

NFL             new foreign launch 

NICSCOA         NATO Integrated Communications System Operating Agency 

NLS             national launch system 

NMCC            National Military Command Center 

NORAD           North American Aerospace Defense Command 

NPF             Navstar Processing Facility 

NRL             Naval Research Laboratory 

NRT             near real time 

NSC             National Security Council 

NSD             National Security Directive 

NSDD            National Security Decision Directive 

NSDM            National Security Decision Memorandum 

NSpC            National Space Council 

NSSF            Navstar Satellite Storage Facility 

NSPD            national space policy directives 

NUDET           nuclear detonation 
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OC              operations center 

OGS             overseas ground station 

OIS             orbit insertion system 

OLS             operational linescan system 

OPS             operations 

OSMC            Operational Software Maintenance Complex 

P&A             plans and analysis 

PAR             perimeter acquisition radar 

PARCS           Perimeter Acquisition Radar Attack Characterization System 

PASS            Passive Surveillance System 

PBV             post-boost vehicle 

PD              presidential directive 

PMALS           prototype miniature air launched system 

PSF             payload servicing facility 

RADINT          radar intelligence 

RC              resource controller 

RCC             resource control complex 

RCS             radar cross section 

                reaction control system 

RC/TA           remote communications /telemetry areas 

R&D             research and development 

RF              radio frequency 

RS              resource scheduling 

RTS             remote tracking station 

RV              reentry vehicle 
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SAC             Strategic Air Command 

SAINT           Air Force satellite interceptor 

SALT            Strategic Arms Limitation Talks 

SAM             surface-to-air missile 

SATCOM          satellite communications  

SBWAS           space-based wide area surveillance 

SCOUT           Solid Controlled Orbital Utility Test 

SCS             satellite control squadron 

SDIO            Strategic Defense Initiative Organization 

SDTL            Software Development Test Laboratories 

SHAPE           Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe 

SLAG            Space Launch Advisory Group 

SLBM            submarine-launched ballistic missile 

SOC             satellite operations center 

SOG             satellite operations group 

SOI             space object identification  

SPADOC          Space Defense Operations Center 

SRB             solid rocket booster 

SRM             solid rocket motor 

SRMU            solid rocket motor upgrade 

SSC             Space Surveillance Center 

SSN             space surveillance network 

SSTO            single stage to orbit 

SSTS            space-based surveillance and tracking system 

STG             Space Task Group 

STS             space transportation system 

SV              space vehicles 

TACELINT        tactical electronic intelligence 
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TAF             tactical air force 

TBM             tactical ballistic missile 

TENCAP          Tactical Exploitation of National Capabilities Program 

TEOB            tactical elint order of battle 

TERS            Tactical Event Reporting System 

TIP             tracking impact prediction 

TM              thematic mapper 

T/R             transmit/receive 

TRAP            tactical and related applications 

TRW             Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge 

TT&C            telemetry, tracking, and commanding 

TW/AA           tactical warning/attack assessment 

UFO             ultra high frequency follow-on 

UHF             ultra high frequency 

UN              United Nations 

USCENTCOM       United States Central Command 

USCINCSPACE     United States commander in chief Space Command 

USSPACECOM      United States Space Command 

VAFB            Vandenberg Air Force Base 

VTS             Vandenberg Tracking Station 

WCP             wing command post 

WR              Western Range 

WSMR            White Sands Missile Test Range 
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[End Space Handbook, Volume I]

Thanks to the author and AU Press.

Transcription and hypertext by JYA /Urban Deadline.
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